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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION. 
During the last decade9 ecology and behaviour 
have become of major importance in African ornithology. 
Not only have mere individual species been studied in 
detail, but behaviour and ecology have been used in a 
more general sense in regional works (Benson et ~ 1971} 
and in zoogeographical treatises (Moreau 1966, Hall and 
Moreau 1970). As part of a world - wide trend, behavi our 
and ecology have also become important in systematics 
and ta~onomy eg. Hall's 1963 study of francolin, and 
Benson et ~·s 1971 erection of the bush shrike family 
Mala conotidae. This dissertation fits into this trend~ 
beginning with a detailed study sf the ecology and behaviour 
of three species of hornbill of the genu s Tos..!s.~.s., and 
extending the observati'ons in less detai 1 to five other 
members of the genus. Combined with the literature, these 
obser vation s allow an analysis of the systematics and evo-
1 uti on of the g en us T_ Q. cl-_1:! ~- to be u n de r t a ken , a s we 11 as 
supplyin g ces cri ptive informati on on To .. c;.~_Y .. ~ biolo9y. 
Bucerotidae, the family of hornbills, is ~n e of 
the most discrete families of the order Coraciiformes 9 
and is usually pla ce d as most closely related to the hoopoes 
(Upupi dae, Phoeniculicae). Hornbills have an Ethiopian and 
Oriental distribution, and in the latest revision fo the 
family (Sanft 1960) were divided into 45 species. 23 species 
in ten genera occur in the Oriental region, and 22 species 
in five genera in the Ethiopian region. The genus "I:.9.s..ll!.~ is 
the largest genu s , with 14 species, and the on ly hornbill 
genus occurri ng in both zoogeographical areas, althouQh the 
majority of species {12) are Ethi opian. 
In all hornbills the p luma~e is coloured brown, 
grey or black, with areas of white, and in most sr.ecies there 
is no sexual dimJ r phism of plumage colour. The bill, eye s 
and naked skin around the eyes and on the throat are usua11y 
brightly coloured, in black9 red, blue, orange or yellow, 
and often these soft -part colours are sexually dimorGhic. 
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In all species the bill formation is sexually dimorphic, 
males having the bill surmounted by a much larger casque 
than females, but the degree of dimorphi sm varies and is 
least in Jockus and ~u.~orv_~:~~ species. In all species~ 
females are mensura11y about 5% smaller than males. 
Eleven of the 14 genera of hornbills are fru-
givorous •. The other three genera are mainly insecti-
vorous, including the monotypic lropicranu~ of the Africa n 
lowland forests, the two species of ~ucorvu~ of the 
African savannas, and the 12 African species of the genus 
Tocku~ which occur in forest, wood land and savanna. The 
two species of Tockus in the forests and woodlands of 
India and Ceylon are mainly frugivorous. The only horn-
bills that are not confined to forests are the two 
Bucorvu~ species and ten of the Tockus species. Most 
hornbills are large birds, and the genus Toc~1!3- is the 
main exception. The largest hornbills are the turkey-
sized .~ucorvu_?.. which weighj3,5 - 4 Kg, and the smallest 
are in tbe genus Tockus, which range from the crow-sized 
.I. q.ir.ostris of about 375 g down to the dove-sized I.. 
~amuru~ of about 80 g. 
Almost all literature on hornbills is either 
taxonomic, or is concerned with the unique nesting habits 
of the family which make hornbills the most highly evolve d 
hole nesting-birds (Courtenay-Latimer 1942, Hoesch 1937, 
Kilham 1956, Moreau ·l936, 1937 and 1938, Moreau and 
r·1oreau 1941, Ranger 1931). In all but the two BJ.t.corvtLS. 
species, the female seals herself into the nest hole, 
leaving a narrow vertical slit through which she is fed 
by the male. The female remains in the hole for all, 
or the greater part, of the incubation and nestling period. 
In most species the female is reported to undergo a complete 
rectrix and remex moult while enclosed. I have discussed 
some of the advantages and disadvantages of this sealed- in 
nesting method (Kemp 1971), Ran ger (1949-52) is the only 
worker to have made detailed observations on the behaviour 
and ecology of a hornbill besides the breeding habits, 
working on T_g_£!_~~ albotermina!_ys in the eastern Cape 
Province, South Africa. 
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The members of th e genus ~ock~~ are confined to either 
forest, woodland or savanna. Often f our species, and in 
some areas even five species~ may be found living sympatrically , 
and so are suitable animals f or comrarativc ecological studies. 
This study of the genus !_oc_!<_!:l__~ was started with a com;:~a rativc 
ecoloai cal study of l· ~asl!~-1!~ 9 l· ~_ ryt_hr0rh,y_n_~h .  ~-~- - and 
T. flavirostris in the Kru~er National Park, South Africa~ 
~ ... __  ____..._, _____ _ 
from November 1966 to April 1969 . From February to May 1970 
the breeding biology of l· mcnteiri was studied on Valencia 
Ranch, South West Africa. I.· bradfieldi was observed during 
April and October 1971 in the ~!ankie National Park, Rhodesia, 
while studyins the habitat preferences of the hornbills in 
that area. Incidental observations were made on three species 
durin~ travels in Africa, obse rving T. alboterminatus in 
..... - ·- ~---·-···· . 
Rhodesia and South Africa, and I__. ~~£ken_i and I.. b~lll.D_fi,_~hiJ in 
Kenya. For further information9 especially on the six species 
that I have not observed alive, I have drawn on the lite ra-
ture and ~ersonal communications. The various study areas 
are described in detail in the pertinent secticns of the 
thesis. 
The order of this dissertation follows that in 
which the work developed. The non-breeding ecology of 
T. nasutus, T. erythrorhynchus and T. flavirostris is 
.... - ... .... ___ ___ . __ . -····- -
considered in two parts. In section 2 the habitat pre-
ferences of the species in the Kruger National Park ar9 
analysed, and compared to observations made in the Wankie 
National Park. In section 3 the feeding ecology of the 
species is described. The next three parts (sections ~ - 6 ) 
deal with three aspects of the breedins of Tockus ~ornbills 
and are papers that have already been published, or are 
in press. Section 4 is a consideration of the sealed-in 
nesting method of hornbills~ section 5 is a study of 
the breeding biology of I. monteiri, and section 6 is 
an analysis of some of the factors that affect the timing 
of onset of breeding in four. Tockus species. Section 7 
describes the breeding ecol OQY and biology of the three 
species studied in the KrugGr National Park, and in section 
8 the moult of these species is examined, with special 
emphasis on the moult of the breeding female. Finally , 
section 9 describes the known behaviour of the members 
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of the aenus Tockus , and how it is relate d to their 
- --··- ...... 
external morphology. Th e behaviour, ecolo9y and 
morphology are use d in a discussion of the zoogeography 9 
evolution and systematics of the hornbills of the 
genus Tockus. 
Since eoch secti on of the thesis forms an 
entity, each section has its own introduction and 
discussion, although where nece ssary the findinr,s of 
another secticn are re ferre d t o and the source noted. 
For conveni ence while readin g th~ text, all line 
dra\'.Jings and photographs (numbe red as Fi £1 ures), all 
Tables and all Ap~endices are bcund in a separate 
volume, in the order i n which th ey appea r in the text . 
Tables, fi gures and ~eferences fo r the rub lished work 
bound into the thesis (secti ons 4 and 5 ) are not 
included with the rest ef the secti ons. 
SECTION 2. HABITAT PREFERENCES OF THREE SPECIES OF 
HORNBILL IN THE KRUGER NATIONAL PARK, 
WITH SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE FROM THE 
WANKIE NATIONAL PARK. 
INTRODUCTION. 
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A preliminary visit to the Kruger National Park in 
July 1966 indicated that there were three s pecies of horn-
bill, Tockus nasutus, !· erythrorhynchus and!· flavirostris~ 
coexisting in the same area. They were often seen together 
espe cially T· erythrorhynchus and I.flavirostris which are 
so similar in plumage that they are only easily separated 
on bill colour. The comparative ecology of these three 
species was investigated from November 1966 to April 1969, 
in the central region of the Kruger National Park. The 
results found for the habitat preference of each species 
were then checked for another part of the range of the species , 
in the Wankie National Park during April and October 19 71. 
These two study areas are marked on Figure 1. The habitat 
preference study is considered in two parts, with the de-
tailed work from the Kruger National Park subsequently . 
compared to the observations from the Wankie National Park. 
A . KR U G E R N AT I ON fl. L PARK • 
STUDY AREA AND METHODS. 
The study area and its position in the Kruger 
National Park are shown in Figure 2, indicating th~ areas 
where special projects were done. The study was based at 
the Satara rest camp (23°24'5 31°47'E) , in the flat lowlands 
(average elevation 300m a.s. 1.) just out of the tropics . 
The vegetation, geology and drainage systems of 
the Park have been described in detail (Pienaar 1963, 1966, 
1968). The study area, tilted slightly eastwards, is 
divided by a north-south line of sandstone outcrops in the 
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western third, and bounded on the eastern side by the 
low hills of the Lebombo range. The area is intricately 
furrowed by the drainage lines of many seasonal rivers and 
streams, a few draining to the Timbuvati River on the north 
and west corner of the study area, but mostly draining 
to the east to pass through the lebombo hills at the 
Nwanedzi gorge. The only permanent water in the area is 
provided by a few natural waterholes, and by windmills and 
dams scattered throughout the area. A series of tourist 
roads and firebreaks provide a network that can be travelled 
by Land Rover, except in very wet weather. 
The sandstone divide also divides the geology into 
Ecca sandstone on the west side and Stormberg sandstone of 
the Karroo series on the east side . The soils to the east, 
also of the Karroo seri es, are basaltic, dark and heavy. 
The granitic soils to the west are pale and sandy . On 
the extreme east, the basalt soils grade into the rhyolite 
of the Lebombo hills. 
The vegetation is dependant on the soil types and four 
main vegetation associations are found in the study area. 
On the basalt soils to the east, Acacia nigrescens -
s.~l~_rocarya b_ir:r.?a parkland savanna (Fig. 3) predominates 
with scattered trees about 15m high, a stratum of low 
scattered bushes, and a dense grass cover. A_<;.~-~-i~ nj_g_r_e_s_cens 
is the dominant over S~c..Le.XP.ca .rya bJ.r.r:e~a in the association, 
other tree species commonly found in the area being 
L~_n_n~. k.i rkj j, A.c~ .c L~ to..r:.t5.li..s, C.OJ!l.b.re:t!Hn i m.b..e..t.!H~_, 
.!J?'!.~h. o c ~-~P.4 s CJI.J?.~ ~_s_ a_, QJ .Q. SJ?..Y! q_~ m~_~_pJiLLfo rrn~ ~- and 
A.J..~j _?~iJ! tl_cu:: y~y_i. The main species in the bush stratum 
are various G_re.~j_a_ speci es, P.E.hlJ~!3.!:9J.~. m_?_l _~_f1.Q.'5YJQ_ry_, 
Qicros~ch_Y.~ c _ine~eu_~ and ~Q.mf1li.P-ho!'_a species, with .E.Y.~il.~ 
~LY.in.9.!'.l!!!l, A~_ta ~-~u vi aJJ s and J e.r.IJJin.~J i ~ P.r.!Wl!.Qi.de .~ 
predominating to the north and east of the study area. In 
these latter regions the parkland gi ves way to a denser 
bushy association, dominated by bushes and small t r ees 
of Ac_~~ -1..~. ~_i _9.r~-~-~~!!.-~. · The dominant grass cover in this 
area is ~9thriQ_~-~- ~o_a inscu 1_pat~. Along the extreme eastern 
edge of the area where the Lebombo rhyolite appears, 
t_ombr:~tum apiculatu~ . Ac!.£!~ tqrti lj_s and ~ ~phor~J-~ . species 
become most evident. 
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To the west of the sandstone reef, the vegetation 
i s m i x e d C Q ~-b.!'~ il! IJ) s a v a n n a • I n t h e s t u d y a r ea , 1 a r g e 
Acacia niarescens trees still create a parkland conformati on, 
. - ·~--.. -.. _ -------- -- - -
but there is a predominance of C__9mbret_y_!.l) _ species, especially 
C_.Q_!Ilbr~_!u_!!! .:,.g,_iculatu~, and in some areas these f o rm dens e 
bush associations. Other tree s that are most common in 
the western h a 1 f of th e are a are -~2.:!J!.~~-~~--~-~ s e_~-~~_9._5 us, 
Sc]._erocar,Y-.~ ~--~ .!_t:_§_a, ~O.!:!ll1~.li. ~ ~§.!: . 1 c.~-~ , Te _r:. !il ~ .9 .. 1 1..~ 
p_ru!l!l.Q_ide_~, and ~~~-!~ ge_r r_~_d _1· Th e grass cover, of several 
species, has a density inversely proportional to the density 
of the bush co ver, but th e ma i n cover is still of Bothriochl oa 
---- - - ·-·--··· 
inscul.e.~-t~ in the open areas. 
~ dense parkland association occurs along the sandst one 
divide and th e banks of th e wate rc ours e s for some distance 
further east. Th e dominant trees are !\~~-~-i~ . . 9 ~JE..SQ9. !'L~ .. t~, 
Spirostachys africanus, Diospyros m2s ptiliformes and 
-- . ·-· -· ··- ---- - - - -·--··- ----. ···- - --·----·---·-·. .. 
~_Q_mb!:_~~-~m .. i.rn.~erbe .~ The bush stratum is also dens e , mainly 
~ uc 1 ~-a d_i__vi no rum and Dj .C:.!'Q. ~ t_a ~~ y~ ~.1.!1 ~-r.~~ s _, but grass 
cove r is sparse. 
A fourth vegetation type is found along the water-
courses, where th e re is much unde rground water. The tre es 
are more evergreen than their strictly decidous counterparts 
away from the watercourses, and many are over 25 m high . 
Aca£..ta. J5_~nt~ _ QJ>h.l.9..g~ . occurs on the most poorly drained soils. 
and the commonest trees are Aca..f.iE rob!!? .. ta_, O. i~O~.YX.Q.S. 
f!!~.§~.~.iJ.i f.Q.t!ll~~, EJf~us . s_ys_omQru.~, ~j_g_el i_g_ P..5. !1J1E..t.()., ~_se\,ld. ocad.i a 
zambesiac~ and S_chot_ia Q.1'9_C.Q..\~1H~J.t . .9tll. Th e bush stratum is 
often dense, mainly of ~.1JClC?_a, G..r_~~_;__~, ~ . .9.lL!<. and ~1.<tY:t.EmJ!S. 
species. Th e mixed grass cover is high and often dense. 
Two seasons characteris e the climate of th e are a . 
The cool dry season, from May to August, warms up in 
Septemb e r and October t o the hot wet seas on with rainfall 
restrict e d from October to P.pri 1 . The rainfall and 
temperature f i gures for the study per iod are gi ve n in Table 1, 
where the considerable s e asonal variation is notable. 
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To study the habitat preferences of the hornbill species, 
a transect road passing through the main habitats 
was chosen. The road, ·named Picnic Road, extended 10,6 
miles (17,1 km) from the Nsemane windmill to the Timbuvati 
Picnic Spot (Fig. 2). The main features of the road are 
shown diagrammatically in Figure 4. The following counts and 
transects were done along the road: 
i. Counts of hornbills. 
Marker posts were erected at each tenth of a mile 
(161 m) along the road, numbered fr om zero at the south en d 
of the road. The numbers of hornbil l s cf each species seen 
anywhere within each tenth of a mile were recorded during 
regular counts. The counts were begun at the south end 
of the road at two hours {+- 15 minutes) after sunrise, 
driving north along the road at 10- 15 miles (16 - 24 km) per 
hour. A second observer always accompanied the driver. 
From three t o 15 counts were done per month (average 11 ,4) 
for 17 months, from November 1967 to March 1969. 
ii. Grass cover transects. 
Transects we re done once every three months for 
a yeer; at the end of October 1967, January, April and 
July 1968. At each tenth of a mile marker post, 50 paces 
(approximately 50 m) were taken on ea ch side of the r oa d, 
perpendicular to the line of the road. Along this effec-
tual 100 m transect, the predominant grass cover surrounding 
the poin t o f the toe at each step was judged t o be : 
A non-existent (bare ground), 
8 present, but shorter than 10 em (short grass), 
c present, 10 - 30 em l ong (medium grass), 
D present, over 30 em l ong (lon g grass). 
iii. Tree and bush transect. 
This transect was done fr om Augus t to Oct ober 
1968. At each tenth of a mile, a pl ot 50 m on each side 
of the road and 100 m lon g was marked off t o the north 
side of each marker post. Within ea ch plot, effectually one 
hectare, all plants above long grass level (over 50 CIT!) 
were identified, and classed by height as 
A under 1,5 m (small bushes), 
B 1,5 to 3,5 m (large bus hes), 
C 3,5 to 7,0 m (small trees) 
D over 7,0 m (large trees). 
iv. Herbivorous mammal count. 
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During each hornbill count, for the 12 months 
from April 1968 to March 1969, all herbivorous mammals seen 
within each tenth of a mile were identified, and the 
numbers of each species counted. 
To provide evidence for seasonal movements 
or changes in number, hornbills were ringed while nesting, 
and by trapping them at Satara rest cawp and Mz anzene 
picnic spot. Many of the birds were individually marked 
with coloured leg rings. During the study 18 }_. I'LQ. .. SJil..tA~- ' 
2 0 5 1 . != r .Y! ll.~.Q r ~.Y..~ D _u s a n d 2 0 3 I .. f.lAYi.r. 9 s .tr. L~ 
were ringed. 
RESULTS. 
The total numb ers of hornbills of each species 
counted within each tenth of a mile during the 17 months 
of counts (194 counts) are shown in Figure 5. It is 
c 1 e a r t h a t I. !1 a s LL't;..!! ~-· i s 1 e s s common t h a n e i t h e r I . 
erythrq_rhyn_~.b__u~ or I_. fl~vi r:ostri~-· Actual numbers 
recorded are 251 J. n.~_?J!.tJJ_S_~ 910 .I. e.~Y.t~.r.9..rb..YJl .chu~ and 
936 J.. t1.?._yj_r9..§j:rj_s, giving a ratio of relative abundance 
of 1: 3,6: 3,7 respectively. However , wh ereas I. n.-~--~-t,J.t.l:!..~. 
and J. fJ~yir_Q~_ j: .ri_s occur all along the road in varying 
densities, T, . ~..r...Y..th_r_Q .. r._~.Y..!l_~_Q_\-1~ is restricted to the first 
5,0 miles of the road, with only very few scattered 
sightings elsewhere. 
Figure 6 shows the percentage of grass cover of 
categories A and B r ecorded at each tenth of a mile 
transect along Picnic Road. These combined percentages of 
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bare ground and short grass are hereafter referred to col-
1 e c t i v e 1 y a s .~P_i! _r 5 e g_r_~u .~_.Q~ r. . A h i g h p e r c c n t a g e of 
sparse grass cover is present between 0,5 and 5,0 miles~ 
and on the last 0,2 miles of the road. Another peak of 
sparse grass cover is present at 7,6 to 9,0 miles in 
October 1967 and January 1968, but it is mainly composed 
of short grass cover and not bare ground. Figure 6 
demonstrates that the amount of sparse grass cover is not 
the same throughout the year, the average percentages 
during the study period being 
October 1967 - end of dry season - 50,6% 
January 1968 - mid-wet season - 58,4% 
April 1968 - end of wet season - 40,3% 
July 1968 - mid-dry season - 55,4% 
It is clear that the amount of sparse grass cover is 
greatest during the dry season, and the October peak 
of sparse grass cover at 7,6 to 9,0 miles is due to the 
longer grass categories C and D being reduced to short 
grass category B. The reduction in grass cover during 
the dry season may be due to several factors such as grazing . 
dying back of the leaves, burning and trampling. 
January 1968 followed burning and poor rains, hence the 
high figure for the sparse grass cover. 
The total numbers of all trees and bushes per 
hectare at each tenth of a mile are shown in Figure 7, 
with a graph of a moving point average superimposed. Tree 
density is above 150/ha in all but the 3,0 to 4,9 mile 
area, and above 200/ha in all but the 2,3 to 5,1 and 7,4 
to 8,6 mile areas. In th ~ 7,4 to 8,6 mile area, the 
low tree density recorded is due to a lack of trees on a 
grassy area along only one side of the road. The pre-
dominance of the two main vegetation associations in the 
study area is shown in Figure 8. Thorny species, especially 
Acacia nigresc~~s, are dominant in all but the 5,0 to 
7,0 mile section of the transect road, where ~Q~PY~~-m and 
Jerminali~ species dominate. However, the latter vegetation 
association is much commoner in the last section of the 
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road after 7,0 miles. The dominant plant species along 
the road, from the absolute numbers recorded for all the 
transect plots, in descending order of abundance, are 
T_~r.ID.iil..~_lja se rj_.£§.._~, Gr5!_Wi a species , C o~b re!~.!l.l a.PJ.£~J..? t U!!1_?. 
Acac i ~- n i Q re s_cen s , D_i __ cr_Q_~-~~-~>' s species and -~-a..~-~-."Li:! 
species. 
Using average weights of each species of 
herbivrr r us ramm~l encountered along Picnic Road (Appendix 
1), it was possible to calculate the biomass of mammals re.-
-- corded per tenth of a -mile . . .The average biemass recorded 
per tenth of a mile for 153 counts {Fig.9) could then be used 
as an inde.x. o-f--the concentration of mamma-ls important 
in grazing and trampling in the area. The average biomass 
per count only exceed~ 125 Kg/0,1 miles irr the first 
5,0 miles of ths road. What app~ars as marked peaks 
at 1,4 1,5 8,0 and 9,1 -· miles . . are due to isola.ted 
en~ounters with herds of sucb .mas~ive herbivores as 
elephants and buffalo. The main peak, whsre r~corded 
· biomass exceeds 200· Kg/0,.1~- mi 'les ~ is from 2,1 to 4,9 
miles, in the area_ su-rrounding the Ngirivane windmill and 
the rock .. w ate rh o 1 e a t 4 , 7 m ·; 1 e s ( F i g • 4 ) • 
. S T A T'I S T I C A L C 0 R R E L AT 1 0 N S .. 
Knowing the results of ind~vidual transects 
and counts, it is necessary ·to test whether significant . 
· correlations exist between apparently related features, 
such as predo~inant sparse . grass cover, high herbivore 
concentrat·io.ns .an·d large numbers·· of .1. er,tthr_orhynchus~ · 
Seasonal fluctuations in hornbill numbers were indicated 
by the cGunts, and it is also necessary to test that these 
fluctuations a·re· not merely sampling variation. The 
·-·. 
'followi~g tests were _done : 
i) A·three factor analysis of variance, ~o test whether. 
ho~nbill numbers along Picnic Road are affected by the species 
· col'lsi.dered, by the amount of .spa.rse grass cover, .. and by 
.. the seasons during which the counts were done~ ... ~ 
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ii) One factor analyses of variances were done for each 
hornbill species separately, to test for relationships 
between the numbers of the species counted and the amount 
of sparse grass cover, and between the numbers of the species 
counted and the seasons in which the counts were done. 
iii) Calculation of a correlation coefficient between the 
amount of sparse grass cover and the recorded biomass 
of herbivorous mammals. 
iv) A one factor analysis~ variance to test the relation-
ship between the numbers of .I.: IJaS.!!_tU?_ (observed to be an 
arboreal species) and the tree and bush densities. 
The hornbill numbers are too few to allow 
monthly comparis on of the figures, or comparisons for 
individual tenths of a mile. The counts \'Jere grouped into 
three month seasons, for periods that correspond to the 
main seasons for the area: 
Early wet season 
Late \'Jet season 
Early dry season 
Late dry season 
November to January, 
February to April, 
May to July, 
August to October. 
Since the numbers of counts done per season are not the 
same, it is necessary to use the average numbers of 
hornbills recorded per count for each season. 
Furthermore, the hornbill numbers compared in 
each sample were increased by dividing Picnic Road into 
five grass cover sections. The division of the sections 
was done using Figure 10, where the sparse grass cover 
at the end of the dry season (October) and the end of 
the wet season (April) are plotted. The f oll ow ing 
d i vi s i on s of t h e r o a d vJ e r e then m a de ( F i g . 4 ) : 
1) 0,0- 1,6 miles. Where the percent()ge sparse 
grass cover is, on average, all below 40% at the end 
of the wet season, although in parts it may rise up 
to 57% by the end of the dry season. 
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2) 1,7 - 5,3 miles. Where the percentage sparse 
grass cover is above 40% throughout the year. 
3) 5,4- 7,5 miles. Where the percentage sparse 
grass cover is below 40% throughout the year. 
4) 7,6- 9,0 miles. Where the percentage sparse 
grass cover is · below 40% at the end of the wet season, 
but rises to above 40% at the end of the dry season. 
5) 9,1 - 10,5 miles. Where the percentage sparse 
grass cover is, on average, below 40% t'hroughout the 
year. 
Since the five sections of the road are of different length, 
the final figures used are the average numbers of hornbills 
~count~ tenth of~ mile. The figures are given in 
Table 2. 
Similar figures, for .J. l'_l_asy_t_~_Lonly, were cal-
culated with the transect read divided into three sections 
derived from the tree and bush densities shown in Figure 7. 
The sections used are: 
A) 0,0 - 2,9 miles. Tree and bush density above 
150/hectare, 
B) 3,0 - 4,9 miles. Tree and bush density below 
150/hectare, 
C) 5,0 - 10,5 miles. Tree and bush density above 
150/hectare. 
The figures are given ; n Table 3. 
A three factor analysis 
applied to the figures in Table 2, 
grass cover sections and seasons. 
95% level of significance are: 
of variance was first 
comparing hcrnbill species, 
The results with a 
i ) Effect of species (F2,40 = 18,28; p =<0,001) 
; ; ) Effect of seasons (F5,40 = 3 '1 7 ; p = 0,05) 
; ; ; ) Effect of grass cover s ections (F4 , 40=ll ,09;P=(0,001) 
iv) Effect of species and grass cover sections 
(F8,40 = 9,05 . p =<0,001) ' 
The null hypothesis is that none of the effects are 
significant, and so the four e ffects found to be signi -
ficant may be interpreted as f ollows: 
i) The recorde d numbers of at least one of the 
hornbill species diffe r significantly from the 
numbe rs of at l east one other species. 
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;; ) Th e hornbill numbers recorde d f or at least on e 
seas on differ significantly fr om th ose recorded f or 
at least one other season. 
iii) The hornbill numbers recorde d for at least one 
grass cover secti on diffe r signifi cantly from the 
numb e rs reco rded in at least one other secti on . 
iv) The hornbill numbers of at least one species, 
considered for at least one grass cover section, are 
significantly different from t he numbers of other 
species and other grass cover sections. 
To is olate these e ffects in more detail was in 
part possible by using the s-test f or jud ging all contrasts 
(Scheffe 1959). In this test a probability of 90% is 
considere d signifi cant due t o the stringency of the test. 
To compare the species, the overa ll means used were : 
T. n as u t ~-~- 1 2 8 , ~ , I. f;_ty_thJ:_o__rh_y__r1sh y_s_ 31 3 , 5 and l, f 1 a vi rClS.W..s 
440,7 . l! f.l_£sutu~ __  numbers were found to be si~:mificantly 
lower than numbers · of 1 .. · fJ .. 9.Yir.9_~t.r.i~ , but not than 
J . ~_ryj:]l_r.QihY!'l .. ~_b_ y_~-· However, if _T . ~-!:'ytp _ro_!_h_,Y_I'l~-~ .. u-~. and 
J . . flavirostris _are considered as a pair, then they differ 
significantly from J . !1aSJ!1Y.S . 
To test the effects of grass cover sections and 
seas ons on the numbers cf i ndividual hornbill species, 
one way analyses of variance were done, using the overall 
means taken from Table 2 . The means used, and the levels 
of significance obtained, are given in Table 4. The null 
hypothesis is that the numb ers of an ind i vidual species 
counted in each grass cover section and each season do 
not differ significantly. The significant difference 
in numbers shown in Table 4 may be interpreted as follows. 
.l· _nasutu~ and L. ~!'Y1::~ror~_y_n._~b. l!.? numbers differ 
significantly fer different grass cover sections. The 
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me an s i n d i cat e t h a t .l. 11 a s u t tJ s. i s m o s t a b u n d an t i n g r a s s 
cover sections 1 and 3, and]. erythrorhynchus in sections 1 
- .. _.,. . ---·- ·---. ··~--- - - · 
and 2. Only J. f.l_av_irostris sho\IJS a significant seasonal 
difference in numbers , being most common in the early 
dry season and least common in the early wet season. 
Qualitative observations in the st udy area indicate a 
decrease in _I_. Y!?..?~-t:~numbers during the dry season, as 
is indicated by the means in Table 4. However, the differences 
between the means are insignificant (P =0,10 - 0,05) and this 
may be due to the small numbers of 1.· n_a_~--~-!.!:!S encountered, 
compared t n the other two species . 
Wh en the percentage sparse grass cover and the 
recorded biomass of herbivores are compared for each 
tenth of a mile, usino a test of the coefficient of corre l a-
tion (Hoel 1963), a highly significant correlation exists 
(r = 0,39; N= 110 ; P = 0,005). This shows that an 
increase in the biomass of herbiv ores on an area is corre -
lated with an increase in sparse grass cover . 
A one factor analysis of variance applied to 
the figures in Table 3 shows no significant correlation 
between I .· n.Q..?...I,!tys numbers and the tree and bush sections 
vJith different plant densities (F 2 !i 15 = 1,03; P =) 0,10). 
This shows that, with the counts available, there is less 
than a 90% probability of l_ . ..Q_Q_S.UtlJ .~ being commoner in 
one of the three tree and bush sections. 
Most ringing, apart from chicks in nests, was 
done on birds attracted to the rest camps for scraps during 
the dry season, making trapping of them easy. Colour 
ringing was discontinued after one dry season, as the 
impossible colour combinations seen the next year showed 
that the birds were ablo to break the rings off. Figure 11 
shows the resightings or recoveries of rin~ed birds. 
Even with the paucity of results, interesting differences are 
found between the species . No.l!.. D_?su_ty __ !i_ were recovered . 
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l. em.b_rorhvn~bJJ.~- were only resighted close to ti1e site 
of ringing, and the greatest recorded distance travelled 
by a bird was only 7 km. Also many of the ret urns are 
specimens collected along the specimen-collection road to the 
e a s t o f S a t a r a ( F i g u ro 2 ) • 1 . f..}_9 __ v i r o s t r i -~- we r e m o s t 1 y 
resighted close to the site of rinring, except for three 
records: two different specimens seen at the Timbuvati 
Picnic Spot 22 km away, and one record from Olifants rest 
camp. The last record, t~8 km to t!1e nrrth of the ringinC' 
site was reported forT_. §I..X._thr.Q_rn..Yn .. ~ .. h..tds __ , but the observer 
was doubtful and~ knowino the species in that area, I 
~ . 
would expect it rather to be _I_. fl9..YJ rostr5?_· It is also 
notable that no .I. fJ_9__y.i_-cg.JJXj~ w'2 re shot during the 
course of specimen collection. 
DISCUSSION. 
The habitat pref2rences of each hornbill speci8s 
in the central rer.ion of the Kruger Naticnol Park are clear. 
~ .n a s u t us , t h e 1 e a s t common s p e c i e s , o c c u r s t h r o u g h -
out the area, in a variety of grass cover types and tree 
and bush densities. The significantly higher numbers 
found in grass cover sections 1 and 3 bear no relation to 
the ecology of the species for it is a tree-living bird . 
Rather, the high numbers are due to there beinQ active 
nests of this species in these areas (Fig. fir), making 
sightings of tht uncommon species more likely. This 
error would not be averaged out by year round counts as 
_L __ nasutus appears to be less common during the dry, 
non-breedinQ season. 
_I_. ~_ry_tJJ..r.9 rh...Y!!.£1! _IJ2... i s c 1 ear 1 y rest r i c ted to 
areas with a high percentage of sparse grass cover. Sparse 
grass cover and the high biomass of herbivorous game mammals 
are highly~ con'el9ted so that it is impossible at this staqe 
to decide whether it is the many herbivores or the sparse 
grass cover that is controllin£1 the numbers of _L enih.r.Qt: 
_QY._nchu_s; probably both. The species shows no si<;nificant 
seasonal fluctuations in numbers, and appears to have 
little local movement, as indicated by the ringinr results . 
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T. flavi rostri s occurs thr0ughout the area with 
·-- -- .. -- ··-· ~ _._ .. ___ ·~ 
no preference for any particular grass cover or density 
of trees and bushes. However, it is the one species to 
show very obvious seasonal fluctuati on s in number, and it is 
thought that this may be due t o local movements of the 
s p e c i e s . _l. f_l_~_y_i_r.2. ~ .. ! r 1.s a p pea r s to h a v e t h e m o s t e x ten-
sive local movements as suggested by ringing, and is 
most common at the be ginning of the dry seas on and least 
common throughout the wet season. It may be that the 
species spreads cut during t he wet seasrn to breed, and 
at the end of the wet seas on the population , swelled by the 
immatures no~ present, moves to wintering areas rf smaller 
area than the breedin g area. I have rep orts (Ringdahl 
pers. comm.) of this species coming to farms at the base 
of t he escarpment to the east of the study area, on ly 
during the dry seas on. 
B. WANKIE NATION AL PARK. 
STUDY AREAS AND METHODS. 
It was decided to check th e habitat preference 
results from th e Kruger National Park in a different a rea 
where all three hornbill species are f ound t ogether. This 
would determine how far the Kruger National Park results 
could be used to interpret the total African di stributi on of 
these hornbi lls. 
Twc months of counts we r e done in the 
Wankie Nati onal Park in April (end of the wet season) 
and October (end of the dry season) 1971. During these two 
extremes of the year, counts and transects, designed to be 
directly comparable to those fr om the Kruger National Park, 
were done as follows : 
i) Counts of hornbill numbers and herbivorous mammal 
numbers were done along a transect road as for the 
Kruger National Park, except that 19 , 0 miles of road 
were covered~ and the tenths of a mile were taken 
from a vehicle milometer, not marked with posts. 
(ii) Grass cover transects were done as for the 
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Kruger National Park, but only at ea ch 0,5 miles. With 
these results as a guide, the sparse grass cover, to 
the nearest 10% ~ was estimated for each tenth of a mile. 
No tree and bush transects were done, and comments 
on the vegetation types are qualitative . 
It was necessary to do counts al ong two different 
roads in the Wankie National Park (Figure 12), because the 
area lies at the eastern edge ofT· ~k~!:Q?_tr_i_? distri-
bution, and the western edge of _ _I.. ~E.Y._t_!!__rorh,x~_~h. u _? distribu-
tion. The Tchabema Road passes through habitat of the 
former, and the Lukosi River Road through habitat of the 
latter. l.· n. ~-~-ut.Y_~ _ occurs in beth areas. The main features 
of the two transect roads are sh own diagramatically in 
Figures 13 and 1~. The first half of each month was spent 
doing nine counts along t he Lukosi River Road, and the last 
half of the month doing nine counts along the Tchabema Road. 
The habitat along the two roads was markedly 
different because of different soil types. The Lukosi 
River Road passes through dark loamy soils, except for 
the rocky hills, and the dominant ve getation is mopane 
woodland (~_Q.J_Q_p_h._Q..?J~er.!J!u~ _1!1_9..Q__~_I)_e). Often the road passes 
close to th e riparian vegetation of th e Lukosi River, where 
large trees such as A~acj_a ~1.!2J.da predominate. Grass cover 
throughout most of the areu is poor. Scattered annual 
grasses are th e most important. 
The Tchabema Road passes qver sandy soils, until 
at 15,0 miles it passes on to the dark loams with mopane 
vegetation. On the sandy soils, teak woodland (~?_i_kae_~ 
.. P 1 uri j u g_~ ) and bush as soc i at i on s p redo m i nate. 
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RESULTS. 
The total numbers of hornbi1ls of each species 
recorded during the 18 counts along each transect road 
are given in Tabl£ 5. The marked predominance of 
_I_. er:.Yth.L0.!'.~..Y.!! .~b-~.~ along the Lukosi River Road, and 
I.. f 1 a v i r o s t r i. s a 1 on g t h e T c h a be m c R o ad i s c 1 e a r , w i t h 
J. nas~tus uncommon along both r oa ds. 
Fer the two sea sons, t he re sults cf hornbill 
numbers, recorded biomass, and percentage sparse grass 
cover are shown per tenth of a mile in Figures 15 and 16, 
for the Lukosi River and Tchabema Roads respectively. The 
biomass and sparse grass cover arc plotted as graphs using 
a moving point average, due to the small number of counts 
available. The small number of counts a ls o make detailed 
analysis impossible~ but despite this certain features 
are apparent. 
Al on g the Lukosi River Road (Fig. 15) .I. !)asutus 
is only regula rly recorded along the area where the road passes 
close to the river fro m 5 ,2 to 15,0 miles, whe re lar ge trees 
are present. J. e_r_yt~r or.:.h .  .X~ .. c~us occurs all along the 
road, but at the end of the dry seas on, numbers are especially 
concentrate d from 0,0 to 2,0 miles and 9,0 to l G,O miles, 
and this appears t o be correla t ed t 1 a high biomass of 
herbivores in these twc areas. This high herbivore biomass is 
not, however, cl e arly , correlated t o a high de gree of spars e 
grass cover, and most of the road has well over tho critical 
40% sparse grass covGr of the Kruger Na ti onal Pari<. 
T.· f.1_a_v_~~?-~.~-j_s wa s onl y found very uncommonly along th e 
southern hal f of th e read, with no cl ea r preference for any 
grass cove r or oth er factor. 
Along the Tchabema Road (Fi g. 16) . .I.. f.L~xtt:.Q$_1J:ts 
was recorded throughout, being mos t common, especially at the 
end of the dry season , fr om 11,0 to 15,0 miles. This con-
centrati on may be due t o this area having many open patches 
of sh ort grass, often surrounding temporary pans, but 
with very littl e bare ground. This is in th e transition 
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nrea from sandy soils to dark learns, and sparse grass cover 
was not caused by over-grazing primarily, as shown by the low 
biomass of herbivores recorded. r. ei_y_tt)_r _o.rh..YD.~.b .u.s wa s 
almost entirely restricted to the areas of dark loam soil 
with mopane ve getation (the same as occurred on the 
Lukosi River Road) and was not found on the sandy soils, 
despite the much higher biomass of herbivores recorded 
there. T_. n_<? . .?~.u- ~ v1as recorded all along th e road, but 
mainly in the areas of sandy soil, where large teak trees 
and dense bush occurred. 
One marked feature of Wankie National Park at 
the end of the dry sea son was the very large flocks of 
J .. ~fl . t~.!'Q!hY_!'I_C_b_..!:J. ~ in th e Lukosi area. These account for 
the large numbers at 0,8 and 0,9 miles on the Lukosi 
River Ro ad. and flocks up to 43 birds were seen elsewhere 
in the area. Such a phenomenon has not been seen in the 
Kruger National Park, but is also reported for Mana Pools 
on the Zambesi River in Rhodesia (Begg, Ellis pers. comm. ). 
GENERAL DISCUSSION. 
The habitat preferences differ markedly for each 
hornbi 11 species, as do the relative numbers of each species, 
within the area studied. Table 6 compares the overall 
densities of the hornbills r£corded along the three transect 
roads, and it appears that the numbers in the Kruger 
National Park are lower than for the Wankie National Park. 
l~oreover, in the t>Jankie National Park a fourth TQ$:ku.s.. species 
I . R!'.9.9.f i e 1 _  9_i . co e x i s t s w i t h the o t h e r s , a 1 t h o u g h i n 
smaller numbers (Lukosi River Road 0~02 / mi le/count ; Tch a-
bema Road 0,11/mile/count). The very high densities of 
J:. -~!:Y.1~.!'.9.!:~Yn~~- ~-~ and I. _fJavir..Q..?_!.rJ .~ within their respective 
areas of Wankie National Park are most marked, and may 
account for the formation of the large flocks of the former 
species in the dry season. 
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f. n~~UtUS and r. fl~yi!OStris have a wide range 
of habitate tolerance. The tree and bush density can vary 
considerably for the tree dwelling_I.. na _~ _  l,l_t_us as shovJn in 
the Kruger National Park, and this is reflected in the 
overall distribution of the species (Fig. 17). The range 
corresponds with that of the drier types of savanna and 
woodlands in Africa, from the scattered bushes in se~i­
desert (southern Sahara and South ~est Africa), to the 
less dense forms of Br_q_~f.y~ _t_e~:Jia wo odland (Zambia and 
Rhodesia). It appears that the lower threshold at which 
_:r:_. n_ 9_~1.!~U~ ceases to occur, is that at which there are 
f e VI t r e e s an d b u s h e s . A t t h a up p e r t h r e s h o 1 d i t i s 
replaced by other TOfkY~ species. It is replaced by I~ 
p -~li i d _i__r. ~ s t r_1_ s , a v e r y c 1 o s e 1 y a 1 1 i e d s p e c i e s , i n t h e 
denser er..a _c_h_ys~~gia_ vwodlands (Benson and Irwin 1966), 
and in riparian, coastal and montane forests by T. 
alboterminatus. 
T. fl~y_irqs_ tris has hr.bitat preferences that 
were not cl early defined by this study~ Howsver, it has 
a distribution (Fig. 18) which indicates that it prefers 
dry savannas, especially th orn savanna. The absence 
of the speci es on the dark l oam soils in Wankie National 
Park, while common on the adj oining sandy soils, is a 
mystery at present. It may b ~ due to competition from 
the higher densities of]. ~~Ythrorhynchvs on the sp ~rsely 
grassed, lonmy scils. The two species coexist in the 
Kruger Nati onal Park, but at much lower densities than 
are f o u n d i n t h c ~Jan k i c N a t i on a 1 P a r k . 
Conversely, the absence of I_. erytt],rq_r.b..Y._o_ch\1? on 
the sandy soils of the Wankie National Park is a puzzle. 
This speci e s does no t appear t o f avoursuch dry savannas as 
T_ • f 1--~-~'!.!:.9 s t r i _ ~ _s i'l t 1 e a s t i n S o u t h e r n A f r i c a , a s s h o w n b y 
its overall distribution (Fig. 19) . In the Kruger National 
Park _T. erxt_h_.r_g_rb_ynchl:!s certainly prefe rs the areas 0f 
sparse grass cover and high herbivJ re concentration, and this 
appears to be equally true where the species 0ccurs in 
the l4ankie Nat ional Park. Howe ver, th e re are areas in the 
l4ankie National Pnrk on the sancy soils where the grass is 
heavily c~er-grazed by very large numbers of herbivores, 
and yet there are no J. . e_r_ytbJ:'Q _ rhy_n_~~-\JS, It was noted at 
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at the end of the dry season (October) that these 
apparently ideal areas forJ .. ~rythro_rhyr_ts.b.Y~ were greatly 
favoured by large flocks of l. ~radfieldi. The latter 
species favours teak woodlands (B~.j~_:_<a ~.? plurij_~ _9_?), which 
are confined to the sandy soils, and appears to forage 
mainly in the foliage during the summer. However, in the 
dry season, flocks forage a great deal on the ground in 
the sparsely grassed areas (pers. obs.; Rushworth pers. commJ. 
This may provide competition for .. l· ~.r:t.:t!lro_rhy_nc.h.IJ.$ in its 
favoured habitat at the end of the dry season ; the leanest 
time of the year. 
The seasonal fluctuations in numbers of .I .. .r1.as_ytu5 __ 
and especially _I. __flavirost,rj_? __ , in the Kruger National 
Park, aro only partly understood. _] . ..!L?2_Ut~.~-' with low 
numbers in the dry season, probably leaves the area because its 
arboreal habitat deteriorates when the deciduous trees 
lose their leaves at this time. Fluctuations in numbers of 
-~ flavirostri~ may also be due to local movements associated 
with seasonal changes in food supply. Ringing indicates that 
this species may be nomadic , at least when compared with 
the s eden ta ry I ... ?Ut_h_ro rhyn c::.h.~. 
Rowan ( 1969 } , with her work on the ecology 
of the Cape Robin ~OS2J~~ ~~ffL9J shows the caution 
necessary when extending conclusions from one area to 
explai n the overall distribution of a species. These 
observations on the habitat preferences of the three 
hornbill species may be, at least in part, applicable 
throughout their African range. The three species are the 
most widespread of the genus To<;kus. ~ and are divided into 
northern and southern subspecies which have clear external 
morphological and/or beha~ioural differences (Section 9). 
l__. !:l_~?.J!tU. .S._has a continuous distribution (Fig. 17}, and the 
subspecies meet approximately along the equator. . T . 
. fl.~v. i_ r P .. ~.tri .. ~. ( F:g. 18} and T .. ~r..xt. D.f.Q.rhy!'1ch. Y~ - (Fig. 19), have a 
discontinuous distribution, the division being effected by 
the moist woodland across central Africa. Extrapolation 
of the habitat preferences of the southern subspecies fails to 
explnin why T. n~.vJr_q?tris does not spread all across 
the sub-Saharan savanna, or \vhy L cn:.Yt.:b.r..9_r:.~Yt:' .cry_us does 
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and so inhabits much drier areas than it does in the south. 
It is possible that the northern subspecies, with different 
morphology and behaviour, may also show a different ecology. 
It may be expecting too much for a widespread species to 
exhibit the same ecology and habitat nreferences throughout 
its range, which includes a variety of vegetation associa-
tions, climates and interspecific relationships. This may be 
illustrated by the seasonal movements of I. n.~~~tu~, 
which is known to be nomadic along the southern edge of 
the Sahara (Sanft 1960), and probably also in the Kruger 
National Pari<, and yet appears to be resident in the 
moist ~·Joodlands of central Africa (Benson g_t_ aJ. 1971) • 
. J.. ~r.Y.t.br:_or_hyn_ch. .u_s and I. na.v.ir:o?..trj? are the only ground -
feeding T.Q~-~~~ species in the Kruger National Park, and 
.T • . .P.r.Mtfie1.di .. may be added to th e list in tho Wankie 
National Park. _T. !JlOJJ..t~ir_i, T. e_r_yth .rox.hy.nchus. and 
.J.. fJ.a.v.f.r.q_st.r:J? .. occur together around the ~!aterberg 
inselberg in South West Africa. In the Lake Baringo area 
of Kenya .T. fl9.VJ .r.O. $._tri~ .. , T. de .ck.enj and I. erytprg_r:bYD.c;:_~us 
occur together, and yet only I. ~r_v~~~.9_rh.Y!1Cb. us __ extends 
across the extensive savannas of ~est Africa. The related 
species living sympatrically may also modify the habitat pre-
ferences of the other species in the area. /\ distillation of 
the main features of the habitat preferences of the 
three hornbill species studied in the Kruger National Park 
will only become possible when detail e ct studies have 
been done in ot her parts of their ran ge, especially 
in East and West Africa. 
SECT I ON 3. FEEDING ECOLOGY OF THREE SPECIES 
OF HORNBILL IN THE KRUGER NATIONAL 
PARK. 
INTRODUCTION .. 
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In Section 2, the habitat preferences of T~~_us 
~~~~~u~, T. erythrorhynchus and T. flavirostris were 
6 o 0 - • • • • w oo , ~· w-- >O • - o • • 0 o - • • • • •- ' - • • • - - - • • o • 
examined in the Kruger National Park. During the same 
period, regular collections of hornbills were made along 
a firebreak about 10 km east of Picnic Road (Fig. 2). 
The stomach contents of these specimens form the 
basis of this study of the feeding ecology of the three 
hornbill species. They allow a comparison of the diet 
of the three species, and a consideration of how the diet 
changes with the seasons. This is compl emented by 
studying how the hornbills obtain their food, by watching 
live birds. Finally, i t is possible to compare the diet 
and foraging behaviour of the hornbills with their known 
habitat preferences in the central Kruger National Park. 
METHODS . 
The diet of the hornbills was found from: 
a) Food identified from the stomach contents, 
b) Food seen to be brought to the occupants of nests, 
c) Food remains found below nest holes, 
d) Food identified while observing foraging behaviour. 
Collection~ specimens was standardised. It was 
conf ined to the 12 km of firebreak road, from the drift 
over the Nwanedzi Ri ve r near Satara up to the Msasane 
windmill (Fig 2). Specimens were collected over a three -
day period in the middle of each month, in June 1967 
and from September 1967 to October 1968, a total of 
15 months. Ten specimens of I_. e. uJhr_g_r_fJ_y_nJ~h .Y .s and 
.. .h. fl~_y_iJ:92 . .:tr.is_ were collected each month, as near to 
equal numbers of each sex as possible, giving a sample for 
each species of 150 birds. _T_, n.__g_s_Y..t .. Y.S. was less common 
and more wary, and only 50 specimens were obtained, with 
an uneven monthly distribution (June 1967 three, September 
seven, October five, November four, December two, 
January 1968 five, February five, March three, April 
three, May two, June to August nil, September four 
and October 1968 seven). 
Within three hours of being shot, the stomach 
of each specimen was removed and preserved in 10% 
formaldehyde solution. The weight of the specimen, 
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and of the discrete fat body attached to the stomach, 
was recorded, to give an index of the condition of the 
specimen. The stomach contents were analysed by 
counting the maximum numbers of each food item represen-
ted by the fragments found i n the stomach. A food item 
here refers to the most specif i c taxon that the food 
remains were identified to during the analysis e.g. 
1 e pi do p t e r o u s 1 a r v a , 1 a r g e b 1 a c k a n t , o r ~ b j Y.' Q m ~ Jl. t i. s_ 
xefl!@.~}j_n_a tree frog. The most complete food remains 
were identified in ·as much detail as possible by 
specialists, but this could not be done in the overall 
analysis due to the fragmentary nature of the material . 
Animal food items were usually identified to family 
(sometimes even to genus or species) . 
Vegetable food items were numbered, as the 
majority could not be traced back to the plant from which 
they originated. The numbers recorded of each food item 
were tabulated for each specimen. 
The three hornbi11 species are omnivorous, and 
therefore the numbers of different food items eaten 
has little meaning when comparing the contribution to 
the diet of different food items. For example, the 
contribution to the diet of 100 termites cannot be compared 
numerically with that of one locust. The weight of each 
food item was used as an estimation of the contribution 
that each food item makes to the diet, being the simplest 
method to employ in the field. To achieve this, fresh 
specimens of all the animal food items recorded during 
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stomach content analysis were collected and weighed. 
The fresh specimens may not have been the same species 
as those eaten by the hornbills, but they were of 
similar size and were taken in the same area where 
hornbills were shot. The average weight of a single food 
item was calculated (Appendix 2), and used to work out the 
weight contribution of each animal f ood ite1:1 to the diet. 
Weight contribution could not be used for the 
vegetable food items, as only few could be identified. 
The seeds found in the stomach could not be wei0hed, 
as many were thought to have come from fleshy fruits 
and the amount already digested was unknown. The numbers 
of seeds of each vegetable food item has to be compared ~ 
a poor compromise as some of the se eds are thought to c ~rnG 
from many-seeded fruits. 
The foraging behaviour of each hornbill species 
was established by following the birds in a vehicle and 
noting d~ tails of their feeding. A qualitative assess-
ment was made of where the food was taken from, judged 
as trees (above 3,5 m ) \ bushes (1,5- 3,5 ), long grass 
(above 30 em), medium grass (10-30 em), short grass 
(under 10 em) and bare ground. The method of obtaining 
food was ascribed to one of seven feeding methods: 
picking up the fcod where found, digging up the food, 
levering over obj ects for the fo orl, chasina focd along 
the ground, hawking food on the win0, swooping down 
to food spotted from a perch, and plucking up food while 
on the wing. Details of these feeding meth ods are 
given in Section 9. 
RESULTS. 
OIET 
The diet recorded for the three hornbill species 
in the central re gicn of the Kruger National Park is 
listed in Appendix 3. 
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All three hornbill species are omnivorous, most 
of the food being insects , with relatively few vegetable 
foods recorded. 
COMPARISON OF THE DIET OF EACH SPECIES. 
For compariscn with Section 2, the specimens 
were grouped according to the same four seasons. The 
sample size per season is given in Table 7. 
The food items eaten e ach season, from the 
stomach contents of the sample collected during that 
season, are shewn for each species in fppe ndix 4. 
The degree of similarity between the dietary 
components of each hornbi 11 species can be expressed by 
the coefficient of similarity, C = 2w where 
a + b 
w is the sum of al1 f oo d items in the diet 
which two species share in common , 
a is the sum of al1 fooc items in the diet of 
one s p e ci e s , an d b i s the s u m o f a 11 food i te m s i n the 
diet of the other species. 
As used here, when f =0 there is nn similarity in the 
diet of two species, and when C =1 the dietary components 
are exactly the same for each species. The coefficients 
of si~r.ilarity, overall and for ea ch season, are given 
in Table 8. The overall simila.rity in diet is 
greatest betv1een T. e.rxth~_qr_h.Y.r~.U~DU? and J. fj_q._yir_QsJ;_r_i~, 
and least between l .. n.?~!!.tgs and the other twc species. 
) • _!J.il..i..lltJJ .. S differs most marked1y from the ot~er two 
species during the early dry season. but th ere is no 
clear seasonal trend in the dietary similarity of 
T. ~f_X~~!...Qr_~_.tn.c_~ .. u.s and T.~ f_l_~v_i_r_g.~t_rj~. 
The diversity of the die t can be e xpressed by 
the index derived from information theory , H =~ . .£i 1ogeE_; . 
H is the index of diversity~ and 
p. is the rroportion that the numbers or weight of 
-1 -
one food item form of the total numbers or weight of 
all f co d items. This means that f o r t1t1r- specimens 
eating equal numbers of food items, the one which 
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eats nearest t o equal numbers of each fo od item will 
have the highest diversity index. For two specimens in 
which the proportion by weight contributed by each food 
item to the diet is the same, then the specimen with 
the highest number offood items in the die t will have 
the highest diversity index. 
A diversity index was computed for each specimen, 
f i r s t 1 y f o r the n u mb e r s c· f e a c h f ood i t em , an d s e con d 1 y 
f or the weight of ea ch f ood item. The diversity indices 
for each specimen were then grouped under seasons, and the 
means are given in TJ ble 9a and b. A two-way analysis of 
variance was done on each of the two sets of indices, 
assuming that species and season are both fixed effects. 
For both the numbers of food items and the wei~ht of 
food items~ there is an overall significant difference 
at the 5% level between species~ There is also a sig-
nificant interaction between species and seasons 
for the numbers of food items, and an overall significant 
difference between the seasons f or the weight of food 
i terns. 
By applying the multiple comparison method of 
Scheffe (1959), significant differences between the 
species were determined. The Scheffe critical 
constant is t ake n t o be S = (2F 2 , 331 (CC))~. The results 
are shown in Table 10. A si gn ificant difference in 
overall diversity indices for the numbers of food items 
is sho\IJn between _l . . l)asutJ:.Is and the other two species, 
~-· e_r_,y_t_b___r~_r__lc~- ~-s and .I. f]_~~irc~~_r._i__~. Examinati on of 
Tab 1 e 9 a s h o \'J s t h a t ~. .!:1_9._~-Y..! _u_ ~- h a s h i g h e r d i v e r s i t y 
indices for the numb("rs cf food items) indicatin~ that 
t h i s h o r n h i 1 1 use s com p a rat i v e 1 y more f o c d s our c e s 
and exploits them more evenly . For the diversity indices 
of the weight of food items, T. ~_t:-_yth_r__gr:!'l.YD..fb_ \cl_ ~ differs 
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significantly from L IJ.~~--~tu_s and_]~. _f_l~_~i_!'_o s _tr_i _ ~~ havin g 
a higher diversity index (Table 9b). This indicates that 
.T. ~.rill_rorh_y_nc_!l __ ~_s exploits its f ood items to obtain closer 
to the same proportion by weight t o the diet from each 
item than do the other two species. 
The multiple comparison meth od was als G app lied t o test 
the contrast between each species wi t hin ea ch season. Th e 
results for the numbe rs Gf f ood items are sh ewn in Table 11. 
J. l')asut~s di ffGrs si gni fi cantly frorr. the other h1o speci es 
only in the late dry seas on, when the diversity indices 
f or th i s species (Table 9a) are much higher than f or 
the other two species. 
Compa ris on of species and se asons f or th e weight 
of f ood items show no clear pattern cf significance 
(Tab l e 11) . . I.: ~!:,Y.thro_!:_h_Y.ll.S!t..~s differs from _I. nasuj;JLS._ 
in the first early and late dry seasons and the late wet 
season, in each case havin g a hi gh er diversity index than 
the other species (T a ~lle 9b). 
If th e seas onal means of th e diversity indices f or th e 
numbers of f oo d items are examined (Ta ble 9a), the tren d f or 
_I! _Jlasutu_~_ is opposite to the other t wo species. 
The diversity indices f or th e numbers of food items are 
1 O\IJest for I_. -~-9:-~~-tJ-1_~ in the wet season, and highest 
during the dry seas on . For I· er.Y..~~r_q_r_~_yl}_ chus _ an d T! f.La-
vircstris, the indices are hiohest i n the wet season and second 
--- · - -·~· ... . ..,; 
early dry seas on, l owest in the other dry seas ons. 
The seasonal means fo r the diversity indices of 
t he weight of food items (Table 9b) sh owed no clear 
trends. 
SEASONAL VARI ATI ONS IN DIET. 
For each season, the t otal weights and numbers of each 
f ood item eaten by the sample of specimens coll e cte d f or 
that season, we re ca lculated. Th e t ot cll weights were 
calcul ated by multiplying the numbers of a fr od item by the 
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average weight of a single unit of that food item, 
using the average weights in Appendix 2. The percentage 
that the weight or numbers cf a food item constitute 
of the total 1.-Jeight or nu r:1b ers of all f ood items taken 
in one s 2ason, gives a re lative figure for the con tributi on 
of that fo od item to t he diet, either by wei r ht or by 
frequency ef occurrence. 
Since the hornbills are omnivor ous , th ~y eat 
many food items that con tri bute very little t o the diet9 
either by wei ght or number. These "inciden tal food items .. 
cannot be of great si gnificance to the biolo~y of the 
hornbills, so that only those anima l f ood items that 
contribute ove r 5% t o the diet by weigh t are considered 
as 11 i m p crt ant an i m a 1 fo od i t ems " . Tab 1 e 1 2 sh ows the 
seasonal contributions th a t these "important animal 
food items" make to the diet, and th e small prop ortion thnt 
the "incidentnl fe ed iter.·:s " form . "Important vegetable 
food items" a re taken as those that contribute e ve r 
5% by frequen cy of occurrence to the diet. Thi s is the 
best compromise because the wei9ht contribution of vege table 
food items could not bo determined. 
Th e sea sonal contributions t o t he diet of 
"importa nt anima l f ood items" and "impo rtant ve9etable f ood 
items 11 nre given in Table 13. The contributi on of the 
"important animal food items" is also shown diagramatically 
in Figure 20, shaded areas being of f ood items important 
t o more t han one hornbill species in the same se as on. 
Th e importance of th ese shared food items, and the seas o~ s 
when this occurs for each hornbill species, is shown 
i n T a b 1 e llL I t i s c 1 e a r t h a t _T_. _n g S_JJ_1; .!!.~.. an d I. ~y_.t.h -_ 
r_or:~,r~~-~ -~~_have little overla p of "impo rtant an imal f0od 
items", a nd \'Jhere th e re is over l ap, the fo od items arc 
of least importance t oT· na~.~u~. There is much 
more overlap between J. !l9_5_Yt~s and J .. t~y_i rortr:L.s_, 
but if rodents are disregarded, b8cause they were 
very common during a populati on explosion in the 1967 
dry seas on, then the over lap between these two hornbills 
occurs only during th e wet seas on. T .. e_ !:_.¥.~~.9 . .!:h.Y..D .c.b_IJ$ 
a n d_l. f_l_9 vi r o s j: d s. s h a r e the m o s t f o o d i t e m s , s h a r e d 
items forming 9% to 75% of the diet by weight. There 
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is a tendency for the overlap between these two species 
to be greatest during the wEt season. The wet season 
overlap in diet for all species is of less biological 
importance when it is noted that the food items involved 
are mainly seasonally abundant items, such as cater-
pillars, acridids, solifugids and harvester termites. 
Overlap of such perennial food supplies as tenebrionids 
and ants is probably of greater biological importance, 
but is relatively slight. This indication of the abundance 
of food items that can be successfully shared between 
species in the wet seas on, is further augmented by evi-
dence from vegetable fo od s (Tab le 13). Almost all 
the shared "important vegetable f ood items 11 are taken 
during the wet season. 
FORAGING BEHAVIOUR. 
Observations on where and how each hornbill 
species obtained food items were made 76 times for 
J.! .D_P._s u t_~ ~ , 7 7 6 times for .. T__!_ ~.!-~!'~:._rh Y_!l __ ctu s and 6 3 2 
t i me s f o r T • f1 a v i r o s t r i s . 
--f- - - - ---
Distribution of where each species obtained its 
food in the vegetation is given in Table 15. 
If the foragin g niches are shown as percentages in a 
historram (Fig . 21), the arboreal f oraging of 
I· _nasu:~ ~-~ is clearly opposed to the terrestrial foraging 
of_!. _ er:t~~_h_!':<2!..~.¥_n_~J1 __ u_s and _T. flavi_ ro~~!"is. Slight 
seasonal trends are evident, in t:1at I_ • . .!l~ -~-t..l:!.s_ appears 
to co me c own to t h e 1 owe r 1 e v e 1 s o f v e set a t i on s 1 i g h t 1 y 
more durin g the wet season. In the dry season .. J. eJ:.Y..-
t~ ~ _9_-c_~_.y !1 c h_ us a p p e a r s to u s e a rea s w i t h s c me g r as s 
cover, e spec i a 11 y i f very short 9 and T_. .f_ljl __ v._j_r_Q_?._tr_}_$ 
~lso concentrates on the short grass and bare gr0und 
areas. 
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The methods used by the hornbills to obtain food 
are detailed in Table 16, and illustrated diagramatically 
in Figure 22. All species obtain much of their food 
by merely pi eking it up \'!here it is f ound, and this is 
especially true of I. fl.§._vir_o_st_r5,s. Other than this method, 
_I._ n __ ~_s u_~ -~-~ rna in 1 y re 1 i e s on methods in vo 1 vi n g flight, 
(such as ha\'Jking, svwop ing and plucking) and J. ~-r,y_t.b_r.ot:.=. 
~..Y.I!_<:..QYS. obtain s much food by digging. T . .nas!,l_tus 
frequently hawks during the wet season , possibly because 
so many insects have imagos on the wing at this time. 
I~ 9ryt_h_r_q_r~y_n _chus oscillates beh1een ricking up 
most food in the wet season (with diggin~ secondary) 
~nd diggin ~ up most fo od during the dry season (with 
picking secondary). Except for a slight increase in t1e 
role of di g~i ng during the dry season, J .. flctv.i_r_Qs_t ri_s 
picks ur most of its focd throu~hout the year. 
FAT DEPOSITS OF SPECIMENS 
. The fat bodies attached t o the stomach appear to be 
good indicators of the amount of fat present in the rest cf 
the body. The weights of the stomach fat body were · 
converte d to a percentage of the bcdy weight for each 
specimen, anc the monthly averages are sh own in Figure 23. 
During the study period, fat condition was lowest at 
the end of the dry season (October ), increasing slightly 
during the wet season, but falling off by the end of 
the wet season. Peak fat condition occurred during the 
middle of the dry season (June to Au9ust) . This trend is 
clearest for .T__. e_ry_thr.9_~-~Y_Q_~_~_us an d J.. _f}__~y_i__ros_tris_ , but is 
probably indistinct for J. ~a~yt~~- due to the erratic 
samplina of the latter species . 
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DISCUSSION. 
Before considering the results in detail, there 
are shortcomings in the study which must be mentioned. 
Results based on analysis of stomach contents have 
inherent errors. The rate at which different food items 
digest cannot be compensated for, so that numbers of hard 
items in the stomach are likely to be higher than numbers 
of soft items. Furtherm~re, the identification of the food 
items in the stomach tends to be surerficial, especially 
in hornbills where the food is highly fra0mented, because 
identificatioo can rarely be done in a quantitative way 
bel ow the family level. This tends to make different species 
appear closer in their diet to one another than they 
really are. For instance , all three hornbi 11 species 
have acridids as an "important animal food item" during 
the wet season, and so would aprear to overlap in diet. 
However, 1 coking at the species eaten (Appendix 3)~ only 
]_. ~as!J.~-~..?._ eats arboreal grasshoppers such as R!Jy_tjd_~-~rJ. .s . 
pu_~_~t.~:ta, untouched by the other two hornbi 11 s because 
they do not forage in the trees. To some extent these 
errors are reduced by collecting hcrnbills over the 
same period, in the same area, and randomisin~ the 
time of day at which they are taken. 
Use of the weight of a f ood item to indicate its 
contribution to the diet is only an approximation. 
The degree of assimilati on of a food, the energy expended 
in obtaining the food, and the different nutritional 
values of foods are not considered , and are taken as 
being constant. Sl cbodkin (1961) found that different 
insect tissues are very similar in terms of the 
calories per ash-free gram, and here weighing the food 
items was used, being the best method f or field use. 
Some problems are peculiar to this study. 
The vegetable food items, mainly fruits and seeds, 
could not be directly compared with the animal food 
items, except by frequency of occurrence, and the 
inaccuracies of this method have b0en pointed out. 
However, the effects of the inaccuracies are reduced, 
in terms of the ecology of the hornbills, in that the 
main period when vegetable food items are much used 
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is the wet season wh:;n all food items appear to be at their 
most abundant. Vegetable food items do not augment the 
diet during the late dry seasons ~hen food is hardest 
to obtain. Furthermore, vegetable f oo d items ~ re 
rarely f Gd at the nest, desrite breedin9 occurring 
during the wet seas on, when hornbills require large 
amounts of f ood. 
The lower numbers and greater wariness of.J. 
n~2~tu~ relative to the other two srecies, meant that sample 
sizes were smaller and quantitive results less reliable 
for this species. To offset this, I_ • .. D_~su~_!.!_S. is more 
different in diet and foraging from the other two 
species than they are from one another, so that the con -
clusions drawn are likely to be true . 
Although the year was divided up into four seasons, 
variati on in the timing and duration of the rains can 
influence the seasons, so that they resemble different 
seasons more than they do the same seasons in different 
years. The seasons used in the calculations represent 
the average duration of these seasons during a year. The 
monthly rainfall figures during this study are shown 
in Figure 24~ including the rainfall immediately preceding 
the study. The first dry season (1967) was extremely dryg 
but was somewhat ameliorated by the heavy rains of the 
preceding late wet season. However, the second early 
dry season (1968) was much wetter than the first, with 
some rain extending into June. The two late dry seasons 
(1967, 1968) were very similar. Even though rain is 
shown for October of the first late dry season, the 
rain fell after the specimens were collected in the 
middle of the month. Only the 1967-1968 wet season was 
considered, and the bulk of the rain fell in the late 
part of the season. The effect that rain has on the 
arthropod populations is shown in Figure 25. Samples 
were taken in an area of medium and long grass near . 
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Satara camp 9 doing 100 sweeps through the grass with a 60 em 
diameter net in two adjacent areas. Exactly the same area 
was only swept once in every four samples to allow the 
arthropods to restabilise themselves. Samples were 
taken every 3 dcys in the mid-a ftern oon, the weight of 
arthropods in each lCO sweep sample bein0taken, and the 
ave ra ge for t h e two sam p 1 e s r e co r de d . F i g · re 2 5 s h ow s 
that the arthropod biomass is at a low level during 
the dry season, increasing sliSJhtly with the warmer 
weather of October, and th en once the rains begin to fall, 
building up at a steady rate to 12 times greater than 
the dry season average . Related to the seasons during 
which hornhills were collected, the following suppositions 
can be made of what happened to the arthropod biomass. 
The very dry conditions throughout the first dry season 
(1967) kept the arthropods at a low level. The arthropods 
began to increase with the rains in late October 1967, 
but tho increase was limited by 55 days of drought that were 
experienced in the early vJet season. Peak arthrorod biomass 
was attained in the late ~et season when good rains fell, 
and was ex ten ded into the early dry seas on by the late r a ins. 
The second early dry seas on (1968) ,therefore, supported 
more arthropods than the first early dry se ason, and the 
lateness cf the 1967-68 rains also tenderl t o amelicrate the 
second l a te dry saason. 
The amount of overlap in "important fo od items" 
between the three hornbill species during the wet season 
indicates the wet seascn as a time of maximum f ood availability. 
This is borne out by sampling of the arthrop od biomass~ and 
because the wet season is when th e hornbills breed and 
undergo their annual moult. 
The an a 1 y s i s of the f ee d i n g re s u 1 t s does n o t • 
consider the sexes separately, because the results did not 
indicate sexual differences in fo oc or foraging. Among 
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others, Selander (1966) has pointed out the possibility 
oJ sexes having different feedin9 niches, due to sexual 
dimorphism in bill size or shape. Table 17 shows 
that there is c clear sexual dimt! rrhism in bill len9th of the 
hornbills studied, und the bill is clearly longer 
(and larger) in mnles, even in the field. HO\vever, the 
feeding habits, as defined by the types of food itews 
eaten, shows complete overlap between th e sexes because the 
birds are omnivorous an~ take such a wirle range of food 
items. In size, food items range from 30g mice down to 
single termite vJorkers, and it is thought that sexual or 
specific differences in foods will be most obvious 
in the largest food items. T_. e.ryt~.r..prh.Y~~-~ .u~ . has the 
smallest bill of the thr0.e speciest and this could account 
for the lack of mice in its diett despite mice being 
cxceptiona1ly abundant during a plague in the first dry 
season. I· ~-r~.:t:~. r_9rhyn .~~-us also never ate a large 
purple species of Coprinae commonly taken by the other 
two species of hornbill, in spite of being the only 
hornbi 11 to have Coprinae as an important fo od i tern. The 
reason for the large bill in the male hornbills may 
rather be linked to his having to feed the female and chicks 
throughout the prolonred nesting cycle, when a lar~e bill 
would allow food to be rapidly su~dued and crushed, so that 
minimum time is wasted in coming to the nest. 
To co-ordinate the results fer the feeding of the 
three ho rnbill species, it is easiest to consider the annual 
cycle of each specias in turns comraring with the other 
species where necessary. ~~here pertinent, reference will 
also be made to Section 2, to relate the feeding results to 
habitat preferences and S·"2ascnal movements of the hornbills. 
_I_. n9. ~-~!~.~-- is an arboreal-foraging species, and 
apart from picking, uses aerial methods, such as hawking 
and pluckin~, to obtain much of its fo~This would 
be facilitated by the noticeably more oyua t and dextrous 
flight of this species, com pared t o th e wo Qround-
foraging species (Section 9). Because it is nble to take 
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passing insects, and food on the ground, these habits 
do not restrict .I .· n.~-~l.lj:_!L~- to areas of dense vegetation~ 
as shown by the wide distribution of the species in 
Africa. The strong indication in Section 2 that I. 
1'} _  ~-~.!!."t..!:l? numbers decline 1n the dry season in the 
Kruger National Park is backed up by renera1 observations 
in the area, and the difficulty of shootin~ specimens at 
this time. This is probably because the trees are mostly 
deciduous, the loss of leaves in the dry season effec-
tively eliminating the preferred habitat of this 
hornbill. From observations in other regions of the 
Kruger National Park during the dry seascm.~ it appears 
that L r:!.~s_!Jtus moves to mopane savanna (Col_o_12h9_~ .P.~.r.!T!~m 
!l}_qp_9.!l~) and riparian vegetation habitats which are not 
so rna rkedl y deciduous. The nomadic habits of I .. n..Q§Y.t..u.s 
d u r i n g t h e d r y s e a s on a re we 1 1 k n own i n t h e n o r t h e r n 
range of the species in ~frica (Bates 1934; Chapin 1939 
Hutson and Bannerman 1931 ; Lynes 1925 ; Pa1udan 1936). 
In the southern part of its range I have noted .nomadism 
in the Kruger National Park, and dry season influxes 
of the species onto the highveld of the Transvaal in 
very dry years (i.e. 1970-71). I believe that this 
i s b e c a u s e I . .11 a ~-~.:t u ~ s p r e a d s o v e r a w i de b r e e d i n 0 
range in the wet season, and then moves in the dry season 
to moister areas where there is most foliage and food. 
Notably, · Benson~!.}_ (1971) find no seasonal movements 
of 1__. !.1-~~u-~~-~ in the B.r.?_chyst"?.g5 a woodland of Zambia, a 
relatively moist area with only few markedly deciduous 
trees. In the Kruser National Park]_. na.?utu_s feeds 
mainly on C_b_j_rq_rng!")_ti_s .?<~r~el1na tree frogs and ~tv~./ 
Buprestids, both animals af trees and bushes, and seldom / 
e a ten by o the r s p e c i e s o f h o r n b i 1 1 . In the f i r s t dry 
season rodents were an important part of the diet, but 
only because they were present in unusual abundance. They 
cannot be counted on year after year. Chameleons werE 
important in the second late dry season, and although 
normally arboreal, I have seen I .. lliJ.!? .. !Jt.~.s swoop on a 
chameleon as it walked across a road. Other important 
arboreal food animals, reflecting the arboreal foraging of 
ofT· . ~ .. ~?~!_us, are coccids, CetonHnae, t·1elclonthinae 
and cerambycids. The remaining important foods, such 
as acrid i ds, harvester termites, C~prinae and 
solifugids are mainly taken by hawking or swooping, 
especially during the wet season when the arthropods 
are generally abundant and active. T. nasutus a l so 
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has five important vegetable foods, mainly taken during 
the \'Jet season, esrecia1ly fruits of ~.9_nn.~.a s..tJ.!.hJ.IJl.9_1_1_i.i, 
?,_g_~.!:!T..i.D_~_ga vi._r_o_s..a. and a11 unidentified fruit with a ·1 mm 
long pitted yellow seed. Overall, the difficulty 
which T ._ ~a~y_t~~-~ has obtaining food during the dry 
season may be shown by the marked lowering of the 
coefficient of similarity between this species and the 
other two species during tha early dry season, and the 
significantly higher diversity ind~x that is found for 
the numbers of food items. These results indicate 
that J. . . n..9__?_l:!.!.Y._S is less c.:b le to make use of the foods 
available to the other two spe cies in the early dry 
season, and eve nly exploits what food is available to 
it in the late dry season. so raising the diversity 
index. The reCI.s or. v:h y T. • . !1 .~ ~.Y..t!.l_~ . \'Ia s found to be one 
third as common as the other two species in the area 
may also be due to its arboreal foraging. Th e surface 
area of trees available would be less than the ground 
area available rer unit area of habitat. 
1.. 9.rYt..b..r.o_{l}y_n~b4 S is exclu sively a ground-
foraging species, taking food especially in medium 
grass, short grass and on bare Qround. This 
preference for sparse grass areas is clearly shown in 
Section 2, anc th e use of bare areas is shown by 
the extent to \<Jh ich this hornbill digs for food, espec i ally 
in the dry season. Furthermore, the diet, and the 
regular habit of digging in game droppings, points 
to th e necessity of high game concentrations with 
associated over-grazinQ, and not merely poor grass 
cover a 1 on c . . I ..... .E?.r.Y._t.h.r.Q.r:D.Y.Q_c b.lJ .s i s c 1 o s est in diet 
to]. fl~yj_r.Q~.tr:-1._~, the other ground - foraging species, 
as shown by the high coefficient of similarity between 
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the two species. The change in _I . . ~r.y_t~_I._orh_):'nC.~!J-~ 
foraging from mainly picking in the wet season to 
mainly digging during the dry season, is shown by the 
food taken . Such foods as acridids, caterpillars 
and maggots are of chief importance during the wet 
season. Items that have to be obtained by digging, such 
as tenebrionids, ants and termites, are most important 
in the dry season. Only one vegetable food item is 
important to T. ~E.u.hi.9.J:h~~2 ~ a 5 mm 1 on g ova 1 brown 
seed that is only taken in the dry season, and may help to 
augment the food supply at that ti me. For all t he hornbills, 
the end of the dry season is the time when they are lowe st 
in fat condition, and when food is most limited. At 
this time I._. n .~2._yt IJ..?. 1 eaves the are a , but .I. e ryth r9XBYD . .£b_IJ.S. 
concentrates on the over-grazed, dropping-rich areas 
around the watering points, and digs for most of its food . 
Digging decreases when the arthropod biomass increases in 
the wet season, when picking becomes the mai n foraging 
method. The difference i n the diversity index of .J .. 
~.t:'.Y-.~hrg_ r_t}_ _,t~~~--ys from the other two hornbills for the weight 
of food items eaten may be due to the indicatioh that it 
cannot eat the larger types of food as easily as the other 
species, and so tends to exploit the smaller food items 
more evenly . 
. I-= fl _~y_i" r._~~tri.~ is the least specialised of the 
three hornbills. It fe eds mainly on the ground among 
the me d i u m a n d s h o r t g r a s s , b u t f o r a g e s a t a 1 1 1 e v e 1 s 
in the vegetation. It has no specialised foraging method, 
merely picking up most of its food. This would explain 
its wide distribution in the study area shown in Section 
2, but the seasonal fluctuations in numbers, (commonest 
in the early dry season and least common in the early wet 
season) cannot be explained on the basis of f ood supply. The 
unspecialised feeding habits cause this species to overlap 
in diet with _T. !1. ~~-~11:1~ and e ven more with T_. ~. r..Y..thror.hYDJ:h .u _s_. 
During the dry season I_. fla_vi _ _rost_ris eats mainly ants 
and workers of harvester termites found in the medium 
and long grass, a niche least us ed by the other two 
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hornbill species. Rodents were taken in the first dry 
season, due to the plague in the area. The rest of the 
important food items, and those taken during the wet 
season, compromise active prey found mainly on the 
ground, such as solifugids, centipedes, scorpions, 
acridids and some beetle families. Vegetable foods are 
important only in the wet season , especially 4 mm lon0 
pitted pale yellov1 seeds, seeds of Se_~_u._r tQ.9_g_~. vir:.g~_ . and 
of a ~ o c cj -~ J.~ ~ s p e c i e s . 
The diversity indices indicate that hornbills 
are quite diverse feeders. Orians (1966) reported an 
index of up to 0,39 for Yellow-headed Blackbirds 
.X..i! n t~. q_g,g_Q_h aJ~:J. s X(!n tb 9.~_g_Qj1_a 1. !.Is and S n e 11 in g ( 1 9 6 8) 
recorded 3,17 and 2,62 for Red-winged Bl ackbirds ~-g_~L~_Lys 
Ph~_DL~.?.US and Common Grackles Quj_s_~ .aJ_u? q .u.t.~-~.!JJ .a respec-
tively. These high figures of Snelling are probably 
due to the great detail in which he was able to identify his 
food items, when compared to th e fragmented remains 
i n t h e h o r n b i l l s t om a c h s . The h o r n b i 1 l re s u l t s m; 9 h t 
have been higher with more detailed identification. 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE SEALED-·IN NESTING 
rv!ETHOD OF HORr'TGlLLS (FAI\HLY: BUCEHOTIDAE) 
A. C. Kemp 
Transvaal Museum, Pretoria 
INTRODUCTION 
Horn bills may be considered the most highly specialised family of birds to have 
adopted the habit of nesting in holes. With the exception of the aberrant genus Bucor-
vus, the most obvious aspect of horn bill nesting is that the female seals herself into the 
nest hole, remains there during the incubation of the eggs and rearing of the chicks, 
and is fed throughout by the male. The details of the pattern dif:er for species and 
genera, but the data are very scanty, especially for the Oriental species. Of the Ethiop-
ian species, Moreau 's (1941) study of Bycanistes brevis, Ranger 's (1949-52) study of 
Tockus a lboterminatus, and Kilham 's (1956) observations on Byc(/1/istes s:1bcylindricus 
a re the only comprehensive studies done on hornbi II breeding. MoreJ.u summarised the 
available information on the nesting of Ethiopian species in 1937, with additions in 1940. 
However these works only fill in the details of the nesting behaviour of each 
species, as well as describing the various adaptations that this family have evolved with 
respect to the sealed nest hole. During a 30-month study of horn bills in the Krueer 
National Park, South Africa, fromNo\'ember 1966 to April 1969, data were ob-
tained on the significance of the nesting method to the family, in terms of the ad\'ant-
ages and disadvantages that the method conferred on the family. The work was con-
centrated on three species of the genus Tockus: T. nasutus, T. erythrorhynchus andT. 
fla1•irostris; but observations were a lso made on the breeding of T. alboterminatus 
and BucoJTIIS leadbeateri. After an account of the adaptations which the hornbills 
show to their peculiar ne!>ting method, and the consequences of this method, sugges-
tions will also be made on how the method may have evol\·cd. 
ADAPTATIONS BY HORNBILLS TO THE SEALED-JN NESTING METHOD 
The adaptations considered below are not considered in great detail, hut are 
given to illustrate the hichly specialised nature of the nesting method, and the difficul-
t ies associated with it. The adaptations arc as follows. 
(a) The sealing technique. The sealing is done by a side-to-side ratt ling of the bill 
in the entrance hole to the nest cavity, the sealing material being held in the bill tip, 
a nd squeezing out of the sides during the sealing. The se.,ling material is thus applied 
in thin layers, leaving only a narrow, vertical slit leading into the nest (figure 1 ). The 
material used and the sexes involved in the scaling appear to differ for each getws. 
Females of the genus Tockus use their own droppings once they arc ensconced in the 
nest hole, but mud is U!>ed (at least by T. erythrorhync/ws and T.flavirostris) before the 
female finally enters the hole. All scaling activity is carried out by the femrt!e. ln the 
genus JJycanistfs mud is us<'d for scaling, which is done only by the female, but the 
material is broueht to her by the male. The 1wo species of th..: genus Bucorrus are the only 
horn bills that do not seal up !he nest hole. Once dry, the scaiing material b;.!comes very 
hard, and also tends to cn.mouflage well with th~: tree or rocks in which the nest i.; situated. 
(b) Adaptations by the female to her !on!( period of C'nclo.wrc. With the exception 
of Bucon•us, the fem.tlcs l'f all species remain in tit~ nc:;t hole during the ,,·hole incu-
bation period, anrl for most of the dcvclopmt"nt period or the chicks. The period of en-
closure, as far as has been recorded, ranges from 42 days in T. JWS;!fu~ up to 119 days 
in Bycm:istfS subcylindricus (Kilham 1956). DL!ring her enclosure the rcmale moults, 
but the degree of moult appears to vary considcr...tbly bct\ve~·n genera. So far as has 
4-0q 
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Figure I. The sealed-in nest hole of Tockus alboterminatus. Th<white line shows the edge of the nest 
entrance before scaling. 
been ascertained, most species undergo a gradual moult as in other birds, although 
this might be accelerated during the period of enclosure. 
However, in 1ockus species and possibly Bycanistes bucinator, the· female drops 
all her reetriccs and remiges early in the incubation period. Regrowth of the feathers 
commences immediately (Figure 2) so that by the time the female emerges from the 
nest hole she is again fully feathered. Moult of the body feathers is not simultaneous 
but proceeds in a rapid succession and is almost complete by the time the female 
emerges. This adaptation durine the nesting period is unique among birds, and may 
have evolved because of the confined nature of the nest hole, or because it conft.rs an 
advantage on the female to have her full feather complement when she emerges. 
The moult is made possil,le by the sealed nest being safe from predators, as \Viii be 
shown later. Prozesky (1%5) records a female T. f/avirostris taken from a ·ne$t, which 
was lacking claws. This was suggested as an ad;1ptation to avoid damaging the chicks 
in the nest hole, but since no corroboration has been obtained, the specimen was 
probably malformed. 
(c) Adaptations to an enclosed nest with limited space. The development period of 
hole-nesting birds is generally longer than for species that nest in open nests (Lack 
1966), and this trend is also ob,·ious in the hornbills. Thus T. rry throrh.rnchus which 
only weighs about i40 g. has an incubation and nestling period totalling 70 days, and 
Bycanistes subcy/indricus which WJighs about 1,000 g. has b~en recorded takin.e; 119 
days for the same e\·ents (Kilham 1956). The chicks arc then able to emerge in an ad-
vanced state of de,·elopment. In the horn bills the plumage of the chicks is as dc,·elopcd 
as the adults on emergence and the chicks are immediately c..tp,lblc of sustained flight. 
The long tails, characteristic of the iamily, are a problem in the enclosed nest, hut the 
female and chicks hold the tail up over their backs while they arc in the nest. The 
precocity of the chicks in the nest is also remarkable. In the genus Tockus the female 
breaks O'Jt of the nest hole about half way through the development period of the 
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Figw·e 2. The feathers growing in on a female Tockus naslllus taken from the nest at the time of 
hatching of the first egg, show the sudden moult that this genus of hornbills undergo during nesting. 
The similar length of tne rcctric.es and remigcs show how rapidly the feathers are dropped, and the 
feathers of the abdomen indicate the degree of body moult. 
chicks, and the chicks then reseal the entrance hole themselves. The sealing is not as 
well executed as by the adult bi rds, but the result is the same in terms of making the 
nest impregnable. The stage of development of the chicks when they undertake the 
sealing can be seen (Figure 3). At this stage the legs of the chicks arc almost fully de-
veloped, whereas the wings have grown li ttle since hatching, and this difTerential 
growth of the limbs may ensure that the chicks have sufficient mobility and stability to 
perform the sealing activity. The development of the legs may also be associated with 
the well de\·elopcd nest san itat ion that the horn bills practise. The coraciiform fami lies 
have notoriously dirty nest holes due to the accumulation of food remains and faeces, 
but in the family Bucerotidac the female and the chicks (when they are old enough) 
clean the nest. Food remains and debris are thrown out of tlte nest with the bill, and 
the faeces arc forcibly ejected through the nest slit. The small chicks defaccate on the 
nest floor, but the faeces a re thrown out with other debris, and so the nest is kept clean . 
(d) The role of the male. Throughout the nesting period the food fc.r the femal~ 
and chicks is supplied by the male. fn Bucorms, and possibly some Oriental sr:cdes. the 
birds occur in social g roups, and the whole group feed the female and chicks. The 
female assists with the feeding of the chicks in the species where she emerges before 
they lcaYe the nest. Visual and tacti le contact bet\\·een the male and female is im-
possible for the nesting period. This lack of contact may account for the invariable, 
and often loud noises tha t the female (and later the chicks) make \vhcn they accept 
food. It is suggested that thi s noise stimulates the maie, and maintains contact between 
him and his mate. 
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Figure 3. The stage of development of the chicks at the time when the female emerges from the nest 
and the chicks reseal the hole by themselve~. The chick is of Tockus uasutus. Note the advanced 
development of the legs. 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVA~TAGES OF THE SEALED-IN NESTING 
METHOD OF HORNBfLLS 
The comments made here arc based on the results of the study of the Tockus 
hornbills in the Kruger National Park. The information is based on a S..lmple of 149 
nestings which were intensively studied: 22 ofT. nasutus, 73 ofT. erythrorhynchus 
and 54 of T. flarirostris. The nesting method makes detailed recording of the nest 
contents very diflicult, and a succcc;sful nest is here taken as one rearing chicks, the 
success of individual eggs and chicks not bein.[! taken into account. 
The most striking aspect of the study was the lack of predation occurring at the 
nest. Only one nest ofT..f/arirostris was robbed, and ti'.e circumstances of the predation 
only stress the safety of the sealed-in nest. The branch in which the nest was sited 
was bent down by an elephant, causing the nest cavity to split down the sides. The 
female horn bill, with small chicks. made a vain attempt to seal the splits, but a week 
later the nest was completely empty, although the pair of adults was 5een near the 
nest. This nesting succc:,s can be compared with the success of similar-sized hole-
nesters breeding in the same area. to il lustrate that potential predators are present. 
Of six C01·acias caudata ncstings 33 ;.~ were preyed on. of seven UpUJ'a epops nestinr,s 
29% were preyed on. and of 12 Lamprotomis australis ncstings 42 ";,were preyed on. 
Related to the sub.kct of nest predation arc the instances where the mnle bird was 
thouaht to have been killed. Hornbill remains ha,·e been recorded from the nests of 
Terathopius ccaudatus, Aquila 1rahlbergi. and especi:JIIy of Polemadtts hr:llicosus and 
Aquila .fasciata. The consequences of death of the mah: lwrnbill arc disast!"ous. since 
the chicks are nidicolous. and the fl?malc has temporarily io:;t the pow~rs L)f flight. 
H owe,·cr. this was suspected to ha\·e occurred at only six nests (four T. cryrhror!tyn-
chus and two T. (larirostris) rcprescntinr; 5.5~~ and 3.F.;, of the samph:s respecti,·ely. 
The female may not be atTected in other genera o[ hornbilts that do not undergo a 
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complete moult, since Kilham ( 1956) reports no predation in 16 Bycanistes subcy/indri-
cus nests, but the nule was killed at one nest. In this case the female was able to leave 
the nest. 
The prolonged nesting period is a disadvantage insofar as whatever risks and 
vulnerabilities exist are prolonged. The death of the male parent is just such a risk. 
Another factor of interest, although of little consequence to the overall nesting suc-
cess, is the risk of tre-e growth during nesting. The trees of the Kruger National Park 
are mainly deciduous, with the main growing period when the hornbills nest, during 
the rainy summer season. At tllree nests (two T. nasutus and one T. erythrorltynclws 
(9.1 % and 1.4 ~~ of the respective samples)), the growth of the tree was such that by 
the time the chicks were ready to leave the nest, the entrance hole had grown to-
gether to such an extent that this was impossible. All thre;e nests were in the marula 
tree Sclerocarya caffra, and the female, which leaves about 23 days before the chicks, 
was able to escape in each case. As the drive to feed the chicks diminishes, the con-
sequences arc fatal. 
Dependence on the male for food is also a disadvantage, but only during dry 
summ~;,rs when the food supply is low. Hornbills lay the eggs at intervals. but com-
mence incubation with the first egg, so that the chicks are of different ages. The small-
est ch icks then perish from starvation during dry years, but this factor has never been 
known to eliminate a whole brood. 
The effect of other factors is more difficult to assess. Two nests ofT. erythrorhyn-
chus and two nests ofT. f/avirostris (2.7% and 3.7 % of the respective samples) were 
unsuccessful and were thought to have been flooded out. An advantage of the sealed-
in nesting habit may also be that the chicks leave at an advanced stage of development 
which enhances their survival on leaving the nest, and the same may be true of the 
female emerging with her full feather complement. However, weighing up the evidence 
from the Kruger National Park study, the success of horn bill nesting (Table I) may 
be considered as very good. 
TABLE I 
AN ES11MATION OF FACfORS AFFECTING THE NESTING SUCCESS Of TOCKUS 
HORN BILLS IN THE KRUGER NATIONAL PARK 
Species 
No. of nests regularly examined 
%preyed on 
% where male parent killed 
% where tree growth closed the exit 
% probably flooded 
Total success 
T. /IOSI/(1/S 
22 
0 
0 
9.1 
0 
90.9% 
T. erythrorhynchus 
73 
0 
5.5 
1.4 
2.7 
90.4~~ 
T. flavirostris 
54 
0.9 
3.7 
0 
3.7 
9!.7% 
HOW THE SEALED-IN NESTfNG METHOD MAY HAVE EVOLVED 
It is important to the understandiug of the nesting method to determine how it 
might first have evol\'ed. The following are the factors that are thought to have 
evolved in order that the normal hole-nesting method. for example of the other mem-
bers of the Coraciiformes, could have de\·cloped into the specialised hornbill nesting 
method: 
(a) An increased and reinforced pair bond, and closely associated with this, the 
activities of the male to continue bringing food to the nest throughout the nesting 
period: 
(b) The development and perfection of the sealing technique. 
Firstly, within the hornbills it appears that the adult female has a rather special 
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status compared with that of most other birds. The case of the social groups of 
Bucon•us leadbeateri has already been mentioned (Kemp 1969), where each group 
usually has only one adult female which is the centre of the social structure of the 
group, and is fed on the nest by all the members of the group. This character may also 
be exhibited by the Upupidae, the family most closely related to the hornbills among 
the Coraciiforme~. Skead (1950) mentions two males of the normally monogamous 
Upupa epops feeding a female on the nest. It is also thought, from observations on 
three groups in the Kruger National J>ark, tJ1at the social groups of the wood-hoopoe 
Phoeniculus p11rpureus are centred around a single adult female. Here also the whole 
group feeds the incubating female and the chicks. Buconus is the only hornbill genus 
that docs not seal the nest hole and their similarity in social structure to the related 
hoopoes indicates that this may be a primitive character. It is also possible that some 
of the hornbills which seal their nest holes arc also social and may be centred on a 
single adult female. Hose (in Shelford 1899) records shooting a male of the Oriental 
hornbill species Buceros rhinoceros at the nest hole while it was feeding the female and 
reports that then ''the young male birds fly to the nest and assiduously ply the be-
reaved w1dow with food''. Sharpe (1890) also reports shooting five specimens of 
another hornbill Anorrllinus ga/eritus in a nest tree, two while they were in the act of 
feeding the female in the nest. Unfortunately the sex of the specimens is not recorded. 
A further pointer to the importance of the adult fema les in the Bucerotidae is the 
fact that the juvenile birds either resemble the adult male, or arc dissimilar to either 
adults in their secondary sex characters. Thus the bill colour of the juvenile T. ery-
throrhynchus is similar to that of the male; the bill of the T.nasutus ju\·cniles approxi-
mates that of the male in colour; the bill of T.flarirosrrisjuveniles has tl1e same shape 
as the male; and Stonor (1937) describes the male characters of the immature female 
of Rhyticeros plicatus. Juveniles of the genus Bycanistes Jack the large casque of the 
adults, which is only formed as they mature. 1he evidence of the importance of the 
adult female horn bill in the behaviour of the family is suggested as a vita l factor in the 
development of the strong pair bond necessary to keep the male feed ing the female 
throughout nesting. 
With regard to the continuous feeding of the female by the male, this may be 
derived originally from courtship feeding. Feeding of the female by her mate is wide-
spread in the coraciifonn families, and has been recorded for the Meropidae, Coraci i-
dae and Upupidac. In the Bucerotidae, courtship appears to consist almost entirely 
of the male feeding the female, but the feeding of the female on the nest is not re-
stricted to this family alone. In all members of the Upupidae that have been obscr\'ed, 
the male feeds th e fcm:1le while she is incubating, and the whole family for the fi rst 
few days after hatching. Exactly the same has been observed for Bucorrus leadbemeri. 
In all these cases the female does lea\'e the nest at times, but only for short periods. 
A~l extension of the feeding habits of BucoiTliS or the Upupidac would then make 
possible the hornbill method of feeding the fcmak: and chicks throughout the nesting 
period. The loud call uttered by the female and chicks when taking food has been 
mentioned, and its role as a reinforcement to the activities of the male may be of im-
portance in the evolution of this fecdin~ method. 
The sealing act ivities at the nest hole do not appear to require any special mor-
phological adaptation by the hornbills. The techn ique is possible to any bird \Vith a 
bill that displays suf.icicnt later .. d surface area, and the diversity of bill shape within 
the horn bills illustrates the range of " tools'' that c,tn be used. It is h·~rc 5uggested that 
the sealing bchaYiour derived from the commonest displ.tcement acti\·ity of ho rn bills, 
that of bill cleaning. The cleaning actions (of stropping and wiping the bill on an 
object) arc used in cont,~xt after food has been handled, but they :1re also commonly 
done during conflict situations, as when captured birds are rolcast-d or when low-
intensity territorial disputes occur. It i~ possible that scaling cvoh·ed after nest sanita-
tion : after handling nest debris the birds may haYc cleaned the hill on tl1e nest en-
trance, the dirt on the bill adhering to the sides of the entrance. The members of the 
SECTION 4. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE SEALED - IN 
NESTING METHOD OF HORNBILLS (FAMILY : BUCEROTIDAE) . 
Paper presented to the Third Pan -African Ornitholo-
gical Congress in 1969 and published in Ostrich Suppl. 
8:149-155. 
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genus Tockus still produce effective sealing using dirt from the nest floor- food re-
mains and their own faeces. The safety of the scaled-in nesting method has been 
shown, and so the ancestors to employ this method would probably have been favoured 
by selection. 
SUMMARY 
Adaptations which hornbills (Family Bucerotidae) show to their method of 
scaled-in nesting arc considered. The method is highly specialised, and the advantages 
and disadvantages of the method arc discussed. Most important is the freedom from 
nest predation that the scaled nest supplies, at least for the hornbills in the Kruger 
National Park. 
Evolutionary trends for development of this nesting method are proposed. The 
special status of the adult female horn bill and the highly developed co urtship feeding 
are thought to be very important. The sealing technique is suggested to have derived 
from a common hornbill displacement activity, bill cleaning. · 
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INTRODUCTION 
No. 13 
A detailed ecological study of three species of hornbill of the genus 
Tockus [T. nasutus (Linnaeus), T. e1ythrorhynchus (Temminck) and T. 
flavirostris (Riippell) (Kemp, in prep.)] in the bushveld of the Kruger 
National Park pointed to the need for a consideration of an arid region 
hornbill. After the first author made a reconnaissance of Valencia Ranch, 
South West Africa, for four days in July 1969, Tockus n1onteiri (Hartlaub) 
was chosen. Accordingly both authors returned on 9 February 1970 to 
spend three and a half months observing the hornbills. 
Observations on the behaviour of T. n1onteiri are in preparation. The 
present paper deals with the biology, especially the breeding biology, 
of this hornbill. 
STUDY AREA AND METHOD 
Figure 1 shows the areas visited in South West Africa during the study, 
and their position in relation to the total distribution of T. monteiri. The 
bulk of the work was done on Valencia Ranch, 23 °10'S, 16°25'E, with 
short visits of two days to the Jensen's study area on the farm Ameib 
in the Erongo Mountains near Usakos, to Daan Viljoen Game Reserve 
outside Windhoek, and to the Waterberg inselberg. 
Valencia Ranch is situated just on the lip of the escarpment where the 
South West African highlands drop to the Namib Desert. At an altitude 
of about 1700 m above sea level, the terrain is of very rugged steep hills 
of mica schist, rocky and sharply contoured due to the low average rain-
fall of 100 mm per annum. The Hakos Mountains rise out of the escarp-
ment along the western edge of the Ranch, and the bed of the seasonal 
Hakos River runs along their base. 
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The study area was centred on our camp Howaldt at the confluence of 
the Hakos and Tsowasis Rivers (fig. 2) and extended about 2,3 km south 
and 1,3 km north of the camp. The rivers and their tributaries cut deep 
into the terrain, and have large exposed vertical rock faces at places. The 
rock faces are important to the hornbills. Large trees (Acacia karroo, 
Zizyphus mucronata with fewer A. giraffae and scattered Tamarix spe-
cies) grow along the beds of the Hakos and Tso\vasis Rivers. Away from 
the rivers the only large trees are occasional Boscia albitrunca, and the 
vegetation is mainly Acacia detinens bushes on the hillsides and flats, 
Combretum apiculatum dominating on the steepest slopes, Dombeya 
rotundifolia on the floors of the gorges into the Hakos Mountains, and 
bushes of Bauhinia species and Grewia species scattered throughout. 
Grass was in scattered tufts throughout, but for a few small patches on 
the silt beside the river beds. Plate 23 shows the general aspects of the 
area. 
The total rainfall for the 1970 season, up to the end of the study on 
15 May 1970, was 91 mm. The rainfall regime was December: 7 mm, 
January: 56,5 mm, February: 22,5 mm, March: 3,5 mm and April: 1,5 mm. 
By 13 February, 86 mm (or 95%) of the season's rain had fallen, and this 
allowed us to compare conditions during the dry season of our July visit 
and during the wet season. 
Our observations were confined to the study area, except for recording 
nests that we found elsewhere. Work was done on foot as roads are lacking 
in the area, which is near-natural with all wildlife conserved. Observations 
were made using 8x binoculars, but a SOx telescope was used for obser-
vations from hides. 
RESULTS 
All nests were numbered in the sequence found, and their positions 
are shown in figures 2 and 3. All nests used in the study area were found, 
but due to the extreme wariness of the birds we often had to climb to 
the crest of the Hakos Mountains and watch for the whitish specks below 
that were hornbills. While arduous, this method permitted us to keep 
large areas under surveillance at one time, and allowed us to plot out the 
territories of the pairs with some accuracy. Once nests had been located, 
hides near the nests permitted detailed observations. 
NEsT SITE. Eleven nests were located in the study area, and another four 
were found elsewhere on the Ranch. Table 1 gives the details for each 
nest site. Eleven of the nests were in rock holes, four in tree holes, and of 
the latter only one was in the study area. 
The height of nests above the ground varied from 0,2 to 39 m, being 
highest on some of the rock faces. The majority of the nests had a wester-
ly aspect (60%), because the mica schist was inclined in that direction and 
so cliffs were formed on the western side, but remaining nests faced in all 
directions. The nest cavities were large, averaging 32 em at their widest, 
the floor being only 10 em below the nest entrance on average. Only 
13% of the nests had good "funkholes" in which the female or chicks 
could hide, because the rock holes were rather round in shape. 
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Most of the nests had very large entrance holes, especially those in 
rock holes. As the females of T. 1JJO!IIeiri seal up the entrance to leave a 
small slit, these require much work to be sealed. The largest (nest 14) 
required some 600 cm2 of sealing area. Nest 1 with an approximate area 
to be sealed of 294 cm2 required at least 14 days for closure. However 
this work is only needed for the initial sealing, for often the same hole 
is used year after year (Port, pers. comm.), and when they break out of 
the nest they only make a hole about 4 x 5 em, and this is all that has to 
be closed the following year. 
As with other members of the genus, the female does all the sealing 
work, using mud collected after the rains for the initial work, and her 
own droppings and nest debris for closing the small hole through which 
she finally enters. H owever in this species the male will occasionally assist 
by bringing mud to the female, passing it to her as in courtship feeding . 
He will rarely feed her a millipede, which she does not eat but uses for 
sealing. The nest lining consists of dry leaves, Acacia pods, g rass stems, 
bark flakes and snail shells, and is brought by the male. Food remains 
are also mixed into the lining. These lining items are brought most 
frequently during the early part of the female's enclosure, but occasion-
ally throughout the nesting cycle. 
NEST TERRITORY. Figure 3 shows the spacing of the nests in the study 
area, and the area around each nest that was defended and utilized by 
the pair. X was a pair of birds whose nest hole was not found, but which 
certainly never bred. The territories were marked by following the move-
ments of the birds from the mountain crest, and also noting where terri-
torial conflicts were seen. The average area of a territory is 0,15 km2• A 
large proportion of the study area was not utilized by horn bills: the higher 
reaches of the Bakos Mountains and the open flats between the Hakos 
and Tsov..asis Rivers. It appears that suitable nest cliffs sufficiently well 
spaced so that pairs are not in conflict, may be in short supply. Holes 
in the cliffs were abundant, and were therefore not a limiting factor. 
Thus the nesting territories were strung out along the rivers where the 
cliffs are, the mountains and flats without nest sites being vacant. 
NESTING CYCLE AND SUCCESS. Details of the activity at each nest are given 
in Table 2. 
No nests which were subsequently used for breeding were found be-
fore laying had started. Any interval between the female sealing herself 
into the nest and laying the first egg could therefore not be accurately 
determined, but indirect evidence was obtained that indicated an interval 
of at least four days. Subsequently nests were examined each after-
noon, so that incubation and nesting periods were found to the nearest 
day. The average incubation period was found to be 25 days (24 days for 
three eggs, 25 days for two eggs and 27 days for one egg). The nestling 
period for five chicks varied; 43 days, 44 days, 45 days for two chicks, 
46 aays. Incubation starts with the first egg and so the chicks hatch at 
intervals (Table 3). The interval between laying of successive eggs in a 
clutch increases as the clutch proceeds, and is reflected in the intervals 
between the hatching of the chicks. From this it is useful to record the 
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interval between the hatching of the first and last chicks, determined in 
four instances as 10 days (for a clutch of five), nine days (for a dutch of 
four), six days (for a clutch of four) and four days (for a clutch of three). 
The time of emergence of the female from the nest, recorded in four 
instances, and expressed here as the number of days after hatching of the 
first chick was 21 days for two nests, 22 days and 24 days. The chicks 
re-seal the nest themselves after the female has emerged. 
Measurements of 13 eggs gave an average of 41,0 x 28,1 mm, with a 
range of 43,7- 37,2 x 29,2- 27,0 mm. 
The average clutch, for eight nests, was 4,4 and ranged from three to 
five eggs. Two nests were robbed, probably by native shepherds, and in 
one nest an egg was broken while being measured: these unnatural 
factors are discounted in the following calculations. The resulting hatch-
ing success was 18 chicks from 23 eggs or 80%. The fledging success, 
expressed as chicks fledged from eggs laid ~-as 30% (seven chicks from 
23 eggs), or expressed as chicks fledged of eggs hatched was 39% (seven 
chicks from 18 hatched). The same observations were not possible on 
every nest, but for eight nests the average dutch was 4,4 eggs, for five 
nests an ~verage of 3,8 chicks was hatched, and for ten nests an average 
of 1,5 chicks was fledged from the nest. 
Taking the study area as a unit, there were 12 pairs present. Three 
pairs did not breed, one pair deserted before laying due to our disturb-
ance, and the remaining eight pairs fledged a total of 15 chicks. This 
gives a replacement rate for this population during the 1970 season of 
0,63 chicks per adult. Only one natural factor was responsible for this low 
reproductive rate and that was starvation of the chicks after hatching. 
In all the nests examined none of the chicks was naturally preyed on 
(excluding the two robbed probably by Natives) and the chicks died off 
in the opposite order to that in which they hatched. The smallest chicks 
became thin and weak and died, and as the dead chicks were too large to 
be thrown out of the nest they were always seen on the nest floor. 
TIMING OF NESTING. The dates of commencement of nesting are esti-
mated from the various periods found for the nesting cycle, and by accu-
rate aging of the chicks by recording their development in detaiL Figure 
4 shows the rainfall regime for the area during the 1970 season, with the 
estimated number of nests started each day plotted above it. It is clear 
that breeding was started over a spread of 12 days, 23-35 days after the 
first heavy rains for the season fell on 30 January. By the time that nesting 
started all the vegetation had come out in new foliage, and new hatchings 
of many arthropods were apparent, so that by this time possibly the food 
supply was sufficient to trigger nesting. 
FEEDING. Table 4 shows the items brought to nests during 28 hours 
of hide-observation; a sample of 95 items, with 4-hour ob~ervation 
periods spread over the whole nesting cycle. 19% of all the items were for 
nest lining or sealing, and of the food items, all of which were arthropods, 
51 (70%) were the large "dikpens" crickets (Acanthoplus species). Feeding 
rates were recorded during the 4-hour observation periods, and ranged 
from one feedfhour up to 3,5 feeds/hour while only the male was feeding 
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the nest inmates. When the female had broken out and was assisting the 
male in feeding the chicks, rates of 5,8 and 5,9 feeds /hour were recorded. 
In both observation periods the male fed more often than the female; 
3,8 feeds /hour compared to 2,1 feeds /hour and 3,0 feeds/hour compared 
with 2,8 feeds/hour. 
However, this is complicated by the fact that T. monteiri is the first 
African member of the genus found to carry more than one food item in 
the bill at the same time when coming to the nest. This is true of both 
sexes, and is done rather randomly, presumably being linked to the finding 
of several food items during one foraging trip. Twice it was seen how this 
is accomplished, the adult killing one insect in the bill by squeezing it, 
then dropping it to pick up and kill a second, then placing them on the 
ground and picking both up together. The maximum seen in the bill at 
one time was three items. At the nest the bill-full was presented and, 
when seized by the inmates, was released. If any of the food items were 
dropped they were picked up and re-presented, but at nest 9 the male 
would always place his load at the base of the nest cliff and then take them 
up to the nest one at a time. Possibly this was because this nest had no 
sill below the entrance, and so any food dropped fell to the base of the 
cliff and the male had accordingly learnt to modify his habits. 
The birds did most of their foraging on the flatter areas above the 
rivers among the Acacia detinens bushes, with very little in the river beds 
or on the steep sides of the river beds. All food was seen to be taken on 
the ground, the birds picking up arthropods as they saw them. In July 
1969, on the journey both to and from Windhoek, flocks of up to 47 
hornbills v:ere seen on the plateau. These birds were digging trenches 
up to 30 em long and 5 em deep into the pebbly substrate and were feeding 
on small bulbs that they found. At this time only four hornbills were 
seen on Valencia Ranch during four days. By the time we left Valencia 
Ranch on 15 May some flocks of up to six birds were seen for the first 
time in the area, only one to two weeks after the chicks had fledged. 
DEVELOPMENT OF CHICKS. At the tree nest, nest 8, the side of the cavity 
was cut open so that the chicks could be measured and described at 4-day 
intervals. The nest had five eggs, hatched four chicks, but only one of 
these survived to fledging when 46 days old and this is the one here re-
ported on. Figure 5 illustrates the growth pattern of the chick. It can be 
seen that the legs were fully grown by the 22nd day when the female left 
the nest, but wings, tail and bill continued to grow until it flew. The 
development of the chick can be described as follows: 
Age(days) 
1 
4 
Description 
Naked, eyes closed, but abdominal feathers just visible 
through skin. Skin pink, and bill pinky-cream. Upper man-
dible about 2 rom shorter than lower. 
Dark feathers showing through skin at base of bill, on el-
bows and upper tail coverts. Pale feathers showing on ab-
domen. 
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Fourth chick dead. Quills just emerging on head, legs, ab-
domen, upper tail coverts, upper wing coverts, auriculars. 
Claws darkening and legs just showing some grey colouring. 
Bill turning orange, especially near tip, but upper mandible 
still just shorter than lower. Eyes just beginning to open. 
Feathers just breaking out of quills on breast, legs, wing 
coverts, head, tail coverts. Quills emerging on back, front 
of neck and eyelashes. Bill yellow-orange, legs grey, claws 
black. Eyes open, dark brown in colour. The mandibles are 
of equal length. 
Third chick dies. Quills now out all over, even on the neck. 
Feathers breaking out of quills on back, eyelashes, front of 
neck, and about one-third out of quill on abdomen and legs, 
with the head, tail coverts and wing coverts a little more 
retarded. 
20 Feathers almost covering the bead and wing coverts, and 
covering the abdomen and legs completely. Rerniges and 
rectrices now apparent as quills. Peri-orbital skin becoming 
yellowish. 
25 Feathers covering all over, but for the upper back. Female 
left the nest when the chick was 22 days old. 
28-46 Second chick dies when the oldest is 32 days old. Feathers 
are now covering all over, but the remiges and rectrices 
elongate until they are almost fully grown-by the time that 
the chick emerges. 
The newly fledged chick has the full adult plumage, except that the 
feathers, especially the wing coverts, are tipped with light brown. The 
eye is dark brown, and the bill orange compared to the bright red of the 
adults. The bill is also markedly shorter than that of the adult, rather 
thicker in appearance, and with the upper mandible sharply curving on 
the top edge without any sign of a casque. The feet and legs are black. 
FEMALE MOULT. It was noted even before the females sealed themselves 
into the nest that some had tail moult in progress. Two females of nests 
8 and 11 were examined for moult. They had dropped all their old re-
miges and rectrices simultaneously on entering the nest hole to breed, 
but had retained feathers that were new or growing prior to nesting. This 
gave them feathers of different lengths, a phenomenon not usuaJly re-
corded for other species of Tockus females in the nest, in which moult 
starts only at nesting, so that all old feathers are shed simultaneously and 
new ones are growing in evenly. Body feather moult was in progress on 
both females examined. 
DISCUSSION 
T. JJJonteiri has an extremely limited overall distribution, as shown in 
Figure 1. It is confined to the arid regions of the northern half of South 
West Africa and southern Angola, from the borders of the Namib Desert 
to varying distances further east up to about 200 km (Sanft, 1960). The 
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area is predominantly rocky, and breeding appears to be confined to the 
hilly and mountainous regions. Hoesch (1937) mentions a tree-hole nest 
at the base of the \X'aterberg. We know also of a rock-hole nest in the 
Windhoek Museum from the hills above the city, six tree-hole nests 
found by the Jeosens at Ameib in the Eroogo Mountains and a rock-hole 
nest at the Daan Viljoeo Game Reserve outside Windhoek (nest record 
card of C. Clinning). In our travels to Ameib and the Waterberg in Feb-
ruary, and between Windhoek and Valencia Ranch during the study 
period we saw no T. monteiri away from the hilly areas. This was in marked 
contrast to the flocks seen on the plateau during the short July visit. 
We suggest that they breed in the hilly regions of their range and form 
into flocks that spread onto the flats during the dry season. It appears 
that digging for food is done mainly during the dry season. The birds 
thus adopt a special foraging method for the leanest time of the year. 
We have found this also in T. erythrorf!JI71chus (Kemp, in prep.). 
T. monteiri shows some interesting adaptations to its arid environment. 
With suitable nest holes in trees in short supply, holes in rocks are regu-
larly used. This was also found to be true for other species of birds on 
the Valencia Ranch that are usually thought of as tree-hole nesters; the 
only three nests of T. nasutm found, and one of C01·acias naevia Daudin, 
were in rock holes. lt is difficult to determine "·hether the hornbills prefer 
rock holes or tree holes, but it appears that tree holes are used if available. 
The only tree found in the \'alencia study area with a suitable hole was 
used (nest 8), although it was set among rock faces with many suitable 
holes. At Ameib six nests were in trees along the Kahn River, although 
rock holes " ·ere available in the nearby Erongo Mountains. However the 
mountain sites may have been occupied by other pairs. 
Bringing more than one food item to the nest in the bill at one time 
was recorded for the first time for an African Tock11s hornbill. This would 
be economical in reducing the number of visits that adults have to make 
to the nest, as well as allowing a food source at one spot to be quickly 
exploited. The role of the female in assisting the male with feeding the 
chicks once she has broken out of the nest is much greater in T. monteiri 
than for the other species we have studied (T. nasuttts, T. erytbrorhyncbus 
and T. flavirostris, Kemp, in prep.). Both these patterns would be of use 
for a species in an arid region where starvation of the chicks during the 
nestling period can be a major factor limiting reproduction. 
The irregular, limited rainfall of the region may also explain why the 
male sometimes assists the female by bringing mud for sealing as this is 
only temporarily available after rain. This assistance may also be linked 
with the large nest entrances that sometimes have to be sealed. Similarly 
the commencement of moult by the female before she starts to nest may 
be due to the uncertainty of when rain will fall to allov: nesting to be-
gin. 
The large clutches laid, many of five eggs (R. Jensen has recorded a 
clutch of seven), indicate that this species may have a potentially higher 
reproductive rate than \\ tlS recorded for our 1970 study. During our 
study period an average amount of rain fell for the season, but only 5 mm 
of the 91 mm fell after breeding had begun. As we observed, lack of rain 
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after commencement of breeding means that the area becomes quite dry 
before the nesting cycle of 75 days is completed, with a corresponding 
decrease in the arthropod food supply. However, the hornbills could not 
estimate the rain that might fall subsequent to their starting to breed, and 
so the large clutches may be on the chance that good rainfall will follow. 
The clutch size may also be related to how good the conditions are prior 
to the start of breeding. The reproductive life of these birds is unknown, 
but with the replacement rate of 0,63 chicks per adult for the 1970 
study, a pair would have to breed for four seasons merely to have replaced 
themselves in the population. 
T. montciri hops on the ground, in contrast to the other terrestrially 
foraging members of the genus which walk. This appears to be an adapt-
ation to the rocky substrate on which it operates, where walking with its 
short legs would be difficult. 
Two other members of the genus (T. nasutus and T. flavirostris) also 
lived and bred on Valencia Ranch during our study, but the ecological 
separation between the species was very clear. T. monteiri and T. fla-
virostris are terrestrial foragers, but while the former fed mainly on the 
slopes adjoining the rivers, the latter was confined to the river beds and 
the few flat, grassed areas away from them. T. monteiri bred frequently 
in rock holes, while the five nests of T. flavirostris found were all in trees 
on river banks, and none was in the study area. T. nasutus is an arboreal 
forager and most feeding was done in the riparian vegetation with short 
forays to the bushes above the rivers. Three nests of this species were 
found, all in rock holes in the study area, two of them on the same rock 
faces as used by pairs of T. monteiri, indicating that there is no direct 
competition between the species. 
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TABLE 1- Details of To~ktl! monteiri nest sites on Valencia Ranch, South \\ est Africa, in the 1970 season. 
Nest CWJ Hei;;ht of Dire~lion in D epth of D epth of f/.'oor "Funkhole" Nest entrante Area of 
no. Nest site beirbt nest from JV/Jitb neJ! mvity from mlrance present lllidtb ·, territory (i1r) J!.round (m) faces (mt) (~m) beigbt (~111) (hm~) > 
'7, 
1 Rock face 30 15 west 27 8 21 X 14 0,11 z > 2 Rock face 7 2 west cavity not measured. 0,11 t-' 
3 Rock face 10 7 north 40 10 23 22 0,10 Vl X 
4 Rock face 25 1,6 west 35 1 10 X 20 0,18 0 
"T1 5 Rock face 7 5 west 30 12 27 X 22 0,21 
>-l 6 Rock face 40 25 north 35 5 13 X 8 0,13 f;i 7 Rock face 40 39 west nest in inaccessible position. 0,14 
8 Trunk of Boscia 1-i 
albitrunca 2 cast 20 8 7 X 9 0,15 ;:::l 
9 Rock face 7 4 west 32 8 7 X 6 0,16 > z 10 Rock face 3 2 north-west 40 12 25 / 12 0,12 Vl 
*11 Dead stump of < 
Acacia karroo 2,3 south 17 10 44 10 > > 
*12 Trunk of live t"' 
Acacia karroo 3 south-west 17 10 38 X 3,5 ~ 13 Rock face 50 3 north 25 12 15 X 16 0,12 c 
*14 Rock face 10 4 north 60 12 + 20 X 30 Vl ttl 
*15 Base of trunk c 
of dead tree 0,2 north-west 34 18 + 13 X 5,5 ~ 
X Pair with territory in study area whose nest was not found, but which never bred. 0,21 
* Nests outside the study area. 
N 
o-
v.> 
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TABLE 2-lndividual details of nesting c;·cle o f Tocl.:.m monleiri nests on Valencia Ranch, 
South \\ est Africa, in the 1970 season. 
Nest no. Breedinz Estimated date 
allempled of ~ enterin?, 
tbe nest bole 
C:·tfcb Chicks butc' .d Cbic.h fled_red 
1 + 24 February ~ deserted before laying due to our interference 
2 
3 
-:- 22 February 5 5 2 
4 + 24 February 4 4 2 
3 
6 + 4 M:1rch 4 3 1 
7 + nest inaccessible 1 (seen with adults 
soon after leaving nest) 
8 + 1 March 5 4 1 
9 + 26 February 4 2 
10 + 28 February 5 3 1 (one egg broken 
during 
measuring) 
*11 + 6 .March 5 nest robbed, probably by ;\;atives 
*12 T 6 March 3 nest robbed, probably by :--;ati\'es 
13 + 1 March 1 
*14 + 24 February 1 
*15 + 1 March 3 
X 
* - nests outside the study area. 
T ARLE 3.- lnterval between laying o f eggs and hatching of chicks in nests of Toc.bs 
monleiri on Valencia Ranch, South \\ est Africa, during the 1970 season. 
lnterJJa/, lo /be ~~tarts/ da)· l\-(S/ 3 N ut 4 NutB 1\-,s· 10 
Laying interval between: 1st and 2nd eggs 1 
2nd and 3n.l eggs 1 
3rd and 4th eggs 3 
Hatching interval between: 1st and 2nd chicks 1 1 1 2 
2nd and 3rd chicks 4 2 2 2 
3rd and 4th chicks 1 6 3 
4th and 5th chicks 5 
T AJli.E 4.- List of items brought to nests by Tockus llMIIt.:ri o n Valencia Ranch, South 
\\ est Africa, in the 1970 season. 
Seed pods, snail shells, bark, grass 
1\Iillipedes 
Centipedes . 
Tettigoniidae . . . . . . . 
"Dikpens" crickets (/ 1co."'boplus species) 
Large white moths . 
Catepillars 
Buprestidae . 
Meloidae . 
Unidentified arthropods 
TOTAL . 
15 (used for nest lining) 
3 (used for scaling) 
1 
1 
51 
3 
3 
1 
I 
14 
95 
Otber remaim found belou• 11uls: Tencbrionidae, Acrididae, Cetoniidac, large Jcpidopterous pupa. 
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Fig. 1. i\[ap of South \\.est Africa, showing localities visited dur ing a study of 
Tock11s monleiri. Cross hatching - total d istributio n of Tockur monteiri (after 
Sanft 1960). 
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Fig. 2. J\lap of Valencia Ranch, South \\ est Africa (combining farms Valencia and 
Ponsmut), showing position of the study area. Numbers arc of nests found 
outside the study area, to show their position on the Ranch. 
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- - -- $1Udy QttQ border--- -
Fig. 3. A map of the Yalencia Ranch study area, from an aerial photograph, showing 
the rivers (solid black) and cliff faces (- - - -) in the area. The positions of 
nests of Toe/. ,If monhiri arc marked and numbered, and the boundaries of 
each territory ( - -- -) marked. 
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Fig. 4. Histogram showing the rainfall r egime on Valencia Ranch during the 1970 
season, with the number of nests started each day plotted above it. 
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Fig . 5. Growth pattern of a Toe/:: !S moult iri chick, shown by graphs of regular measure-
ments of the lengths of wing, tail , ulna, bill and tarsus. 
PLATE 23 
A view over the Valencia Ranch stud} area from the crest of the Hakos 1\[ountains. 
The camp at the confluence of the Hakos and Tsowasis Rivers is marked, and the 
numbers show the position of nests in the area. ( 
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SECTION 6. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING 
THE ONSET OF BREEDING IN SOME 
40 c 
SOUTHERN AFRICAN HORNBILLS (BUCEROTIOAE}. 
INTRODUCTION. 
This section is a modification of a paper 
presented at the Third International Symposium on 
Comparative Reproduction (Edinburgh , 1972) and is in 
press for the proceedings to be published in the 
J o u r Q2J .Q. f B. ~.Q. r o d u f t_i_g n Ci!l. d f.§.!.tili_t.Y_. 
The breeding of Iocku~ ~asutu?.J _l• er~thr.9r_~_y_n_cb__U_$ 
and J. flavirostrj _~ was observed in the central Kruger 
National Park during the wet seasons of 1966 - 67, 1967-68 , 
1968-69 and for a brief period at the beginning of the 
1969-70 season. From February 1970, a complete breeding 
season of l· J!10ni~_i_ri was observed in South West ,1\fri ca 
(Section 5), with supplementary observations on J. _nasutus 
and}. f.layirq_~tri .~ -- in that area. 
It was possible, by knowin0, or calculating, the 
dates of onset of nesting for all hornbill nests, to 
compare thes e dates to known variables such as temperature, 
day length, rainfall and arttropod abundance. The comparisons 
allow some deductions on the relative importance of these 
variables in determioing the timing of onset of breeding , 
and the result~ corlC'or VJel l with the behaviour which 
pre cedes nesting'>-. ____) 
METHODS. 
Nest contents were examined when a nest was 
first found, and where possible at intervals thereafter. 
Knowing the duration of each phase of the nesting cycle, 
and especially the exact development pattern of the chicks 
(Secti on 7), it was possible to estimate the date, accurate 
to about three days, when the female entered the nest. 
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Daily rainfall and maximum and minimum tempe-
ratures were recorded at the centre of each study area, 
at Satara (23°24'S, 31°47'E ) in the Kruger National Park, 
I 
and at Howaldt (23°10 S, l6°25'E) on Valencia Ranch, South 
~J e s t A f r i c a • 
~1ithin 1 km of Satara, Kru ger National Park, 
arthropod biomass was sampled at three day intervals 
from June 1968 to April 1969. Two methods were used. Two 
funnel traps, of 15 em di ame ter, were sunk in the orounds 
and arthropods falling in were weighed at each col-
lection. This had to be discontinued in December 1968 
when a baboon troop also found the traps productive! 
Secondly, as detailed in Section 3 , 100 sweeps were made 
through long grass with a 60 em diameter net, in two 
adjacent areas. Arthropods collected in the net were 
weighed at the end of each 100- sweep trans ect. 
In June 1967, and from September 1967 to October 
1968, hornbills shot near Satara (Section 3) for stomach 
content samples were also examined for breeding condition. 
The diameter of the largest follicle in the ovaries of 
fema les, and l ong and short diameters of both testes of 
males were measured. The volume of the testes was 
calculated, and averaged for each specimen, using the 
formula for the volume of an ellipsoid: V = 4/ 3 TT a2b, 
where a= ~ the shorter diameter, and b= i the longer 
di arne te r. 
RESULTS. 
The dates of the commencement of ne sting, plotted 
against the maximum and minimum t e mp e ratures and rainfall, 
are shown in Figure 26, for .I.· -~ -~~~2- ' _!. e_r.Y.!h_.rorhY..D.f.tt~.?. 
and l· fl_Evirostrts in the Kruger National Park. Similar 
results, for a single season on Valencia Ranch, are 
shown in Figure 27, for _]_. m_cm_tei rJ_, I. . nasutus_ and 
T. fla virostris. 
In the Kruger National Park, the date of the 
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earliest nesting varies between s pecies and seasons. 
The range is for J. ~~su~~s from 20 October to 8 November, 
forT.~ er:Y.~.~!_? __ r_h. _ _y_n_ch .. ~.s from 30 October to 27 November, 
and for .T_. ·fl_~_y_i __ ro~J:.r:i.~ frorr~ 24 October to 18 November. 
The latEst dates of onset of nestin~ recordec are 
3 December for I. !lasut_u~, l f·'lar ch for . .I.· ~_ ryth_!::orhy_~_0._~_s_, 
and 19 December for J. !)ay _ i _ _ro~_!~~-~!. ex cept for one record 
of a second brood of the latter starting on 7 Ma rch. 
The spread of nesting onset varies for the species and 
is compact at 22-25 days fer J .. • IJ.Q..? __ ~t.Q_~, and 26-37 days 
fol~ T_. fl_aY,_~_ro _  ~_tr~ -~· _T. _· e__rx_~~- tc:rb.Y~ _c!~_us may have the 
nestin~ onset spread from 29 days (1968-69 season) 
up to 95 days {1967-68 season). This excludes the 
instances of second broods (of .I_. ~_r~~!--~_'C.Q!hY.IJ.C.~lJ? . and 
L f_1_~_'{.5Y.2.~!_r:_j _s) in the 1968-69 season, and all 
results of the 1969-70 season which was not covered 
completely. 
T~e small sample from South West Africa (Figure 27) 
indicates similar results, with an espe cially compact 
nesting onset of . .T. .• . J!lon~ __ '?._ir.:.i. of 12 nests over 12 days, 
from 22 February to 6 March. The d~tes of nesting onset 
of _T_. __ n a_~_~_!~ s and . .I .. ·. _ f._l_~]_r,g_~_ ·~ 1~i s , beginn ing on 26 
December and 3 February respectively, are about t~o months 
later than those in the Kruger National Park for the 
same summer. 
There is no correlation between maximum and 
minimum t emperatu res and onset of nesting. Temperatures 
are higher during the summer wet season, but have 
considerable short-term fluctuations~ This makes tem-
perature, as such, an un 1 i kely p1·cximate f actor in 
initiating nesting. This was emphasised in mid-
November 1968, when unseasonal cold, together with 
almost continuous rain, invaded the easte rn half of 
southern Africa . It was so severe that widespread 
mortalities of birds and mammals were reported through out 
the sub-continent (Steyn and Brooke 1971). ~t this time, 
i n th e K r u g e r N at i on a l P a r k , the f i r s t n e s t s of a 1 l 
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three hornbill species were being started, and courtship 
and nest preparation were continued. 
In all four IQ_cku?._ species nesting onset is 
coincident with rainfall, and no nests were recorded 
before the first rains of each season. The amount of 
rain falling before the onset of nesting c~pears to 
vary f c r e a c h s p e ci e s , be i n g 1 e as t for -~~ !'\_as JL!.~~-' 
intermediate for .l· ~lavi_t_'_Q_str_i .. ~--> and most for _T_. 
e_r:_~_~h_ro!:_~_yn~~u-~_ and T_· mc~ _!ei r·~ in their respective 
areas. Figure 28 indicates th e de qree of "wetness" 
recorded before onset of nesting for each horn0i11 
species. For all seasons studied, the "wetness" threshol d 
is 1 owest for J . . !:!.~~~tus, intermediate for .I. _flA_y__1_-
~-Q-~_t!::_~ -~ and highest f or .I· ~_!::_,Ythrorhy~~-b_~_ s. The same 
sequence was found in South West Africa, except 
that J .. !119!}_tei _ _r.: _1 takes the place of I· ~!'Y~_~o_rhy~-~-~-Y.? _ __, 
and the threshold appears to be low for all the species 
involved. Seas onal differences in thresh old appear tc 
be linkGd t o the amount of early rainfall bP.fore nesting 
onset . The fewer the days wi th rain (i.e. the higher 
the ratio of total days cf the wet season to the number 
of days \'Jith rain), the more rain that falls be fore the 
onset of nesting. 
The pattern of rainfall during a season appears 
t o be related tc the spread of n e stin~ onset 9 especially 
in l· grythror~-~YD.~_!l_!!_ ?· In the 1966-1967 seascn, 
although the start of the rains appears normal, subsequent 
rain fell in small amounts, alth ough quite frequently. 
Nestin£' ons e t was very spre ad cu t in T_, ~_y_!~_!_o_r:~.Y!!__c_t]..~:-~.~, 
with most nests starting durin0 the heavier rains of 
December 1966. During this s e as on the s pr e ad of nesting 
onset in J.. f.lA.Y_i_r_o_i_tr_Js was als o the widest recorded. 
The 1967-68 season als o started normally, but was 
f ollowe d by a prol onged and severe dro ught in December 
and J anuary . Some nests of I_. ~Xtlb.r_gfuD_~_h _u_~ were 
started after each major rainfall that foll owed the 
drought, and the latest dates of onset of nesting were 
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recorded in that season. In beth seasons, the first 
nests ofT. ~_r,y_tb!.:_o r~yn_ch_us started after the second 
good falls nf the season. The 1968-69 season may be 
ccnsidered an i dea l season, with regular heavy falls 
of rain throughout the seas on. All three _I~-~~--~ sreci e s 
be~an to nest after the first good falls, although the 
majority of _ _T. er.y_tbrQ.rll.YJJ..~hus nests we re again started 
on, or after, the second good f a lls . It is notable 
that the first records cf secor.d bread s, of 1. e~yj:_tlr.g_r.~YJ:: .-. 
chus .-~ --: _.J_. ~}-~__vi_ro~_~_ris, were r2corded in this se ason9 
with the cc)ntinue d plentiful rainfall. The 1969-70 seas0n 
is notable f or very early rains , and the early nesting 
record ed f or .L -~XYth_r.Q_dl.Y._n __ ~_t}__~-~ :1nd L fLqY..ltQ ~ __ _t_r_i_~---' 
Hcwever, the relatively large amounts of rain and 
"wetness" preceding nesting in a ll three s pecies 
(Figure 28) are notabl e . 
Th e samples of arthropod biomass are shown in 
Figure 29 , plotted against rainfall, t empe ra t ure 
and dates of onset of nesting f or the 1968-69 seas on. An 
increase in the ~i o~~ss appears in mid-October, when the 
higher summer temperatures are first recorded. t\ steady 
increcse begins once the first rains have fall ~ n, and 
continues, under t:1e id ea l rainfa ll pattern of the 
1968-69 season, to a peak in February. The wet 
season peak is 20 times greate r than the average dry 
season bi omass, and the wet s eason average is 12 
times above the dry season average. This is for the 
' - -
grass sweeps, but a similar trend, for the beginning of the 
season, is shown by the funnel traps. The No vember 
1968 cold snap does not appear to affect the arthropod build-. 
up except possibly temporarily. The three hornbill 
species begin to nest as the wet season build-up of 
arthropods is commencing, and about 30 days after the 
first increases in mid-October. Second broods wer3 
started wh en arthropod biomass wa s at its highest. 
Figure 30 shows the gonad measurements of 
specimens collected in the Kruger National P-a rk, 
plotted below the amount of rain f or the month s i nce the 
last collect ion. Specimens with a ctive gonads, activity 
indicated by their larger size, were onl y obtained 
just before, or during, the recorded period of 
onset of r3~ting in th e 1967-68 season. Enlarged 
gonads vJere onl~' found, therefore, in September to 
November in T. nasutus, October to Narch in T. 
~- ·- _ _._ __ _ 
~~,Yt_~.!:or:l!.Y.!' .. cl! .. ~.~-' and September to ,January in J.. 
t_lavi_ro~-!~:is. Od:.i spec i mens do not conform exactly 
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to thase li~its, females with slightly enlarged 
follicles being ·?oun d over the most extended period. 
Nest striking, is the presence of males nnd females with 
enlarged gonads in September and October, before any 
r a i n h a s fa 1 1 en . ]"_. D.E ~.t u ? i s e s r e c i a 11 y e a r 1 y ~ an d 
T. ~!Y~~.~..r:.!2rh_x_ns;_~-~·~-s. rather late in this respect. 
D I S C US S I otl • 
Tl,e 1Ye2din~J sea s on of all four TQ_<;:kQ~ hornbills 
falls ~; i thi n t he surnmet· \'Jet season, when th e arthrorod 
fo od supply is mnxirnal. l1.s fer most birds (Lofts and 
r•lurton 1968), t he ultimate factor selecting for this 
brecdina se ason is an abundant food supply. In this case 
t h e f o o d i s n e c e s s c:. r y t o feed the fer.:~ 1 e . d uri n g he r 
an n u ~ 1 m o u 1 t , a s VIe 1 1 as t o fee d t h e c h i c k s . F o o d s up pl ~ 
during the breeding seas on appears to be an especial l y 
important limitinr factor in th e se ho rnbills (Sect i ons 5 
and 7). ~part f~om a 20% hatching failure, food supply 
is the only major factor limitin g the reproductive succe ss 
of these species. Food supply may also be important 
in determining the durati on of the nesting cy cl e, especia1-
ly the pre-laying, laying and nestling phases; variation 
from 72-95 days being possible f or the overall cycle. 
Howcver 1 t o is olate the prox imate factors controlling 
the onset of breeding is more difficult . 
T~mpe rature and photoperiod do not appear to 
be impoi~tu.nt proximate factors . Temperature is subject 
to too Qany short - term fluctuati ons and the November 
1968 cold snap indicates temperature not t o be a vital 
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factor. The two month difference in onset of nesting 
in the 1969- 70 season, in the study areas only differing 
by 14' of latitude, indicates photoperiod not t o baa 
vi ta 1 pro xi rna te factor. T hi s i s a 1 so s h ovm , for l _. 
~ry_!~ror~_xnc_tly~ _, by the extended nesting onset in some 
seasons. Changing daylen gth is also unimportant as all 
species, except .l· .!Ilon!.§i r.1, have been recorde d starting 
to nest on increasing and decreasing daylengths (be f ore 
and after 21 Decembe r) . HovJe ver, t he longer and warmer 
days of the summer may have an influence, especially 
in starting gonad activity before there is rain. 
No measure of the effect of the general appearance 
of the environment on the onset of breeding was made. 
Appearance of gre ~ n foliage, especially grass, will 
bring some birds into breeding condition (Disney and 
r--~ a r s h a 1 1 . 1 9 5 6 ; B roo k e 1 9 6 6 ) , an d may h a v e s om e e f f c c t 
on the hornbills, especially I· n_a_?JL!.4_S. This specie s 
is an arboreal-foreger and the trees come into new leaf 
well before the rains. 
Onset of nesting appears linked to ra i nfall 
in all four species of hornbill. The only primary 
effect of rai n , important to the hornbills, is to make 
mud available. Th e mud is used f or preparatory sealing 
of the nest hole, closing off unwante d holes into the 
nest cavity, and beginning closure of th e final entrance 
hole. The pre sence of mud , and its us e in sealing, 
certainly has a stimulating effect on T. · _er_yth!:9.!'h.YD . .f.h.Us, 
} __ . f}_avi ro~!J'.i .. ~ and T:· l!l..Q_fl..t~?. .. iT.:! , an d there is a marked 
increase in their breeding activity (courtship, nest 
preparation) after th e rain. I have no observati ons, 
or indications, of J . ..ru~sutu_~_ e ver using mu d. However, 
mud cannot be an essenti a l proximate f actor f or the onset 
of nesting. Some nest hol es do not require preparatory 
sealing. Pairs nesting c1ose to a permanent supply of mud 
(ne a r a waterhole or regularly watered garden) do not 
breed at a different time t o the rest of th e populati on . 
Furthermore , most nests do not require mor e mud than 
that sup pl ied by one good fall of rain, except f o r some 
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of the very large holes used by .I_. ~Q~-~~i!L (Section 5) 
where up to 600 sq. em of sea ling mcy be needed. 
Food supply appears to be the main proximate 
factor for the onset of nesting in these hornbills . 
As a secondary effect of l~ainfali. the build up in 
arthropod biomass during the ~et season when the 
foliage is ab undant, appears to be the main f a ctor.This 
is supported by the know~ feeding ecology of each 
species, and pre-laying be:1~. viour of these hornbil1s. 
It is known, f rom Section 3 and 5, that T. 
11_-~~~t~ .~ is the only arboreal-foraging species of the 
fout·. Onset of breed ·in g, both in gonad development 
and timing of nesting, is up to a month ahead of the 
other speci es . ~ost of tha trees in the savann a in-
habited by this hol~nbi11 are deciduous, coming into 
leaf about 4-6 weeks b~fore the first rains. It is 
suggested that -::he ne\1 foliage, p~·esumably with 1r. 
increased arthr:J pod cor.1munity9 makes sufficient food 
available to this hornbil1 to bring it into bree ding 
con d i t i on a he ad of the o the r spec i e s . I r.1 me 1 mann ( 1 9 71 ) 
has stressed the effect of this pre - rain fo1iage in 
inducing breeding in scme arboreal - foraging African 
birds, well before their Australian ecological 
counterparts which live in evergreen f oliage . Rain 
itself may also be o. proximate (actor in l .· .r:J . .9?JJJU_~_., 
as little as 3,5 mm producing onset of nesting, 
and possibly acti ng as) "sign" of the start of the 
wet season. Th e apparent l ack of usc of mud during 
nest preparation by this species also indicates an 
independence of large amounts of rnin, before onset of 
nesting. The early r ain s of the 1969 ·70 season did 
not cause breeding to commence any earlier than usual 
in this species. This indicates that the hornbills 
were not in correct pn~iological condition an y earlier, 
possibly due to not having enough time to feed in the 
new foliage, which appeared at its normal time. 
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_I_ • . flavj _ _!'_o_~~!: .. i.? is a terrestrial-foraging species, 
but an unspecialised feeder, merely picking up most 
of its food throughout t he year. The increase in arthropods 
with the warmth ( and probably increased humidity) 
of summer may bring the birds into breeding condition. 
H o vJ e v e r , n e s t i n g on 1 y s t a r t s a f t e r a goo d fa 1 1 o f r a i n , 
which apart from the stimulati on of makin g mud availabl e~ 
also produces th e beginnin g of the build-up in arthropod 
biomass, The arthropods then increase, as th e grass 
and h ~ rbs come into new foliage, by which time most 
nests of 1. fl.9..Y.i..r.9_~tr..i.~ have been started. \r!ith 
unspecialised feeding habits, this species may be 
immediately able to utilise th e new crop of arthropods 
to attain breeding conditi on . 
T . . e t:'ytb_f_Q_f...h.Ync~. ~:~s_ and_}_ . . rf!QQ!~ .. ~X.i_ are the 
last to start nesting in their res pective areas. Both are 
terrestrial-foraging speci es , digging f or most of their 
food during the vJinter dry season, but changing t o 
picking up any available food during th e wet season. 
This makes these species l es s we ll adapted t o utilise 
the wet seas on arthropods, until they a r e sufficiently 
abundant to allow th e chan ge t o the wet seas on feeding 
habits. This may be linked t o the delay in nestin g 
onset of these spe ci e s, an d the delay i n the gonads 
becoming active in I._ . ~_!_y~-~!OI.~Y_I]_ f.b.u.~-· Th e wetter 
conditions and better food supply required , may als o 
explain the delay in nesting ons e t in T_. e_a_t.h_r_o rh'LQ_~b...Y.~ 
when the r ainfall is limited (1966-67 season) cr drought 
intervenes in the rainfall pattern (1967 - 68 season). Both 
these con diti ons would probably be enough to halt, or even 
reverse , the wet season build up in ar thropod bi omass. 
Ave r a g e ann u a 1 t a i n f a 1 1 i s on 1 y 1 0 0 mm on 
Va l encia Ranch, compared t o 570 mm at Satara in the 
Kru ger National Pa rk. The more comp act sprea d of 
nestin g onset in _I. [l1QJtJ__e._i r.:.i (and I.. r.1..9.5JJt.u.s_ and _I... 
f_1 _a.vi __ r9_S_~.r:i_s) in South West Africa may be a resp onse to more 
arid conditions. A rapid onset of nesting, once 
conditions are suitable, would be an advantage in 
an area of limited irregular rainfall. However, 
the quantitative response of arthropods to rain in 
arid regions is unknown, but may be stronger in 
these areas for a small amount of rainfall compared 
to h i g he r r a i n fa 11 a rea s . 
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The breeding behaviour also supports the view 
of food supply as the main proximate fact or f or nesting 
onset. The female becomes totally reliant on the male 
for food from a few days before she finally enters the 
nest hole . Therefore, the timing of onset of nesting 
may be determined not only by the food supply, but 
also how well the male exploits it. The fo od supplied 
by the male may further affect the phasing of the nesting 
cycle with the environment, by influencing the pre-layin s 
period. The time between the females• entrance, 
and l aying of th e first egg, may vary from four 
to nine days (Section 7). 
A further influencing f actor , in a secondary 
~'~ a y , i s t h e p a t t e r n o f t h e p re vi o us s e a s on . T h e r a i n fa 1 1 of 
the previous year causes variation in the timing of 
leafing of the trees, the extent to which they flower, 
and also the species of arthropod that will be most 
abundant. The effect of these variati ons on t he 
hornbills would be significant, but are not considered 
here. 
Second broods are rare, only being recorded in 
the ideal conditions of the 1968-69 season. However, they 
indicate th at L g rythrorhynch u_~ and .T . fj_pvi rQ.s_t_ri.$. a re 
capable of re-cycling very rapidly. Only three weeks 
elapsed between the fled gi ng of one broo d and re-layin g 
of the second clutch at a .1! _e_!:t._!_f!_~_Q.!'l!Y.n_f~ .. Y~ nest. 
The prol onged nesting cycle of at le ast 80 days 
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makes the chances of survival of second broods very 
slight. Wet season conditions only prevail for ab out 
five months end chick starvati 0n is kn own t o be an 
important limiting factor even within a wet senscn, 
should drought occur (1967-68) or th e rains be 
restricte d t ~ sh ort period (Secti on 5) . 
Ncne of the evidence i s co~plete. The known 
timing of onset of nesting, the pre - nestin 0 behavi our 
and the similar e vidence f or other species of bi rds 
(Lack 1966) all point to food supply beinD the main 
p r o xi m a t e fa c t o r i n on s e t o f n e s t i n 9 o f T o c. k u. s h o r n b i1 1 s . 
The evidence also incicate s that f ood supply is the main 
ultimate factor in selectin~ the bre edina seas on . 
SECTION 7. BREEDING BIOLOGY OF THREE SPECIES OF 
HORNBILL IN THE KRU GER NATIONAL PARK. 
INTRODUCTI ON. 
The breedi ng biolory of Tockus nasutus , 1~ 
erythrorhynchus and 1· fl a virostris 111as studied over 
the four summer bree~ing se asons of 1966-67, 1967-68, 
1968-69 and the beg innin g of th e 1969 - 70 seas 0n. 
Firstly, obse rvations we re di rec te d to e xamine the 
bree ding ecology of ea ch species to compare t·•ith the 
non-brce dino ecolo~y described in Secti cn s 2 and 3. 
Secondly, the details of the breedin g biol.o gy, such ns 
duration of the vari ous phases, development and feeding 
of the youn Q an d nestin g success, were rec~rded. 
Some of these results have been used to illustrate 
specific po ints in Sections 4 , 5 and 6 . Such results 
are only repeated where their omiss ion would break 
th e con tinuity of t h is section. The moul t of 
breeding hornbills is describ e d in Se cti on 8 ~ and t he 
breedin g behaviour is consi de red in Section 9 . 
STUDY AREAS AND MET HODS. 
All nests were exami ned, and numbered in th e 
sequence f oun d. f-1cst nests were f ound in t he central 
area of th e Kru9e r National Park an d are marked on 
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Fi gure 31. This a r ea is desc rib ed in de ta il in Section 2. 
Most of th e wo rk was done in th e 19f7 - 68 and 1968 - 69 
breeding seasons, but s ome prelimin c ry obse rvations 
were ma de in the 1966- 67 season. I ret urned to the 
area f or three days as th ~ hornbill s we re begi nnin g 
to lay in the 196 9-70 seascn, and t his enabled some 
long t e rm obs e rvations t o be extended . 
When a nest was first fcund 9 no tes we re taken on t he 
dimensinns of th e nest cavity anc t he lining of the nest 
and a qualita t i ve ass es sme nt was made of th e habitat 
surroundin g th e nest within a ra diu s of approx imately 50 m. 
The nest entrance is sealed up to leave a narrow 
vertical slit about 0,5 em wide (Figure 32), which 
makes examination of t he nest contents difficult. 
Nest contents we re usually examined using a dentist's 
mirror, while liohtin g the ne st cavity with a torch 
bulb attached by a long piece of flex to a battery. 
At a few nests, a wedge was cut ou t of the tree, 
allowing access to the nest cavity without distnrbin9 
the sealed entrance. If necessary , th e sealing was 
broken down, and was usually restored by the nest 
inmates within about six hours. How3ver, this was 
avoided wherever possibl e , t o limit unnatural inte r-
f erence with the nest. Nests were rarely examined 
more than once a day, so that phas e s of the nesting 
cycle are only known to th G nearest day. 
Accurate counting of the nest contents was 
difficult. At some nests very deer linin~, an in-
accessible position of the nest entrance on the tree, 
or an awkwardly shape d entrance hole, made counts 
imp ossible. Most awkward, is th e way the female 
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(and chicks once about 15 da ys old) run up the funkh ole 
ab ove most of the nests, so that the nest appears 
empty. Counts cf chicks over 15 days old, and recordin 9 
the presence of the female, coul d only be done at those 
nests lackin0 a funkh ole. Th e female leaves th e nest 
after about 50 days and the entrance is re-sealed by 
the chicks. By examinin~ th e scalins, it is possible 
to determine if the female has emer0ed, the chicks' 
sealing being mo re roughly applied. Desertion oc curred 
if the nest was exffmined immed iately after th e female 
seal ed herself in, before she had beguh to lay. 
Therea fteri however, an adv~ntage of the hornbill 
nesting habit is that de sertion i s almost imr ossib le. 
The female is incapable of fli ght after moulting all 
rectrices anc remiDes, the chicks are nicicolous, and 
the male is unconcerned about brief examinations of 
the nest. 
To check the dominant trees species in the 
dominant vegetation association of the study area, a count 
of the trees large enough to contain a hcrnbill nest was 
made on the Nwanedzi experiMental plots (Fig.31 ). The area 
enclosed by the outer firebreak of the plots is about 125 ha. 
An intensive study area (Fi g. 31) of 293 ha 
was established adjoining the s~tara re st ca" P· In 
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the 1968-69 breecin£ season, the locations of all nests 
within the area were recorded, tc examine the nesting 
density and territory size of the hornbills. 
The area was regularly travelled and a ll reco rds of 
birds returning to nests with fo oc9 or of territorial 
conflicts, were recorded. Details of the ve0etation 
and topography were obtained from aerial nhotographs . 
At a fe w nests, the chicks were weiched, 
measured and described every evening during the nestlin~ 
pe riod. This was to obtain details of the ~r cwth 
and development of the chicks . 
The feeding rates were recorded at al·l nests watched 
for long periods, in the Satara study area or elsewhere. 
All instances of hcrnbill predation or other 
causes of natural death were recorded. I was fortunate 
that Mr. J.C. Snelling was studyi ng larpe raptors i n 
the same area over the same reriod as the hornbill 
study. He has kindly made availabl e his records of 
hornbi11 remains found in rartor nests . 
RESULTS . 
166 Nest holes were f ound, and over four 
seasons were used for a total of 24Q nestings by three 
hornbi11 srecies. 
NEST HABITAT. 
The h~bitat within an ap proximate radius of 
50 m of each nest was divided into three sets of 
variables (Table 18) . The sample is fer 178 nests 
because some nest holes were used by different speci es 
and are included under each. Most cf the nests are 
in parkland9 the dominant vegetation form in the study 
area. T. nasutus appears to show a slight preference 
for areas with long Qrass, anc l· erythrorhynchus_a 
marked preference for areas with sparse crass cover . 
.l.· flavirostris shows no preference in !;rass cover. 
The majority cf nests were situated away from water-
courses and riparian vegetation. 
~~EST SITE. 
All 166 nest holes v.rere in trees. The avera02 
dimensions of th e nest holes usee by ecch hornbill 
species are given in Ta~le 1£, with the ran ge of size 
used. No significant differences are appa rent between 
the requirements of each hcrnbi 11 species, as shown by 
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the range of sizes of nest holes used. The basic nest 
site for all species is a hole 3-4m up in a tree. The 
nest cavity should have a diameter of 20 em, with tho nest 
floor about 10 ern below the lip of the entrance hole. 
A nest vavity with a funkhcle or chimney l eading up 
from the nest is preferr2d; this funkholo rray extend 
up for as much as 2 m. The entrance hole to the nest 
ca'vityc:-an have minimum dimensions of 2,5 em wide and 
3, 5 em hi ch . 
The types of trees in which nests we re f 0und 
are given in Tatle 20. To check whe~her the observed 
preferred tr~e s recies were merely a reflection of th o 
dominance of those trees i n th e: aroa9 all trees large 
enouoh t o contain a hc rnbill nes t were ccunted within 
tho 125 ha of the r!\."Janecz i experimental r. l ots . The 
distrihuti on of sp ec ies within the 105 trees counted 
is gi ven in Table Zl beinr a samrle of the dc·minant 
veretati on in the study area; rcac i ~ nirre scens . -
Sclerocarya birrea. nark land. Th e throe commonest 
tree species in the sample Jre the three species most 
us ed by the hornbills. The only ex certion is t~ c 
extens ive use of Acacia delagocnsis trees by T. 
e ryth r orhyn chlJs. 
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NEST OCCUP ATION. 
The sequence of use of nest hol£s, used in m0re 
than one seas on or for mor e than one hrood, is ~iven 
in Appendix 5. 
Nest hol es may b~ used every year, either by 
the s ame or diffe rent spec i es of ho rn bill. We observed 
58 hol e s f or t wo seasons , 20 f or three seas ons an d two 
for f our s ea sons, ~ivin g a t ot a l o f 184 nesth ole - se asons 
(nhs). In 121 nhs (66%) hol e s we re r e -use d by th e same 
hornbill species, and in 15 nhs (8%) by an other ho rnbill 
speci es. In 4 nhs (2%) holes we re us ed by other hole -
nestin g birds, and in 44 nhs (2 4% ) hol e s were not utilised. 
A wide range of nest successi ons a re evident, 
and of factors affecting nest successi on. Nest holes 
were made unsuitabl e mainly due t o tree breaka ge by 
ele phants (four instance s), or bee s t a kin 0 ove r th e 
hole (two instances) - except th ose which I broke 
op en t o e xamine an d ta ke chicks (six instances). 
Aband onment of a nest hol e may he due to natura l inter-
ference such a s a m~nito r lizard or pyt~on l i vin g 
in the hole (two instances), fl ood in g of the nest in 
the previ ous seas on (once), or the chicks or femal e 
dyin g in th e nest (three inst anc es) . Causin ~ birds 
to desert will als o result in aba ndonment of the hole, 
alth ough in a ll ~ a se s the hol e was subseque ntly us ed 
by another horn bil l spe ci e s . Ab andcnment t wice apr eare d 
to be merely for another hole nearby , and no reas ons 
were apparent in a furthe r 16 instances . 
Nest holes may be used by othe r types of birds. 
Two ne sts we re use d by Pea rl-s potted ow ls Glauc idi um 
perl a tum Jn the previous seas on. Ol d sealin r shewe d 
one nest t o ha ve been a hc rn bi lls' hol e even be f or e 
the owls t ook ove r, and he twe3n its use by t he owl s an d re-
use by hornbills it was use d by Purpl e Rol l e rs _Cor acias·. 
nac vi a. Another hol e wi th old s ea lin ~ was used by 
Lilac-breaste d Rollers Corncias cauda t a , an d one 
abandone d horn bill hol e was t aken eve r by a pair of 
Greater Starlin gs Lamp r ot ornis aust ra l is . 
Interchange of holes between different hornbill 
s p e c i e s h a d b e en r e c o r de d f o r a 1 1 th r e e s p e c i e s 
same nest hole used by l_. nasutus and 
l· erythrorhynchus 3 times 
T. nasutus and T. flavirostris 
-
4 times 
l· erythrorhynchus and l· flavirostris- 4 times 
The interchange may occur in successive seasons (seven 
instances), when one species starts to breed after the 
other is finisheC: in the same season (three instances), 
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or with one species starting a second ~rooc after the 
other has finished its first (once). The records of late 
starting are all for l· erythrcrhynchus in the 1967-68 
season. The case of a second brood is for L· flavirostris 
taking over from l· crythrorhynchus. The first nest 
of 1.: flavirostris was not found alth c. ugh they were seen 
carrying food in the vicinity, and the late date of 
commencement su~gested a second brood (or second nesting 
attempt). 
NEST TERRITORIES. 
The main features of the Snta ra study area are 
shown in Figure 33. Positions a~d occupant species of known 
nests for the 1968-5~ season arc marked, as are the main 
vegetations divisions. The positi on of nests~ and the 
estimated territory of each pair known for the study area 
are shown in Fi0ure 3~. ,, On e p~ir with a nest and one 
suspected pair of l· nasutus inhabited the area, vJith 
another pair with a nest close to the boundary of the study 
area. Nine pairs of l· erythrorhynchus lived in the area, 
seven with nests9 and seven pairs lived alcnr: the he rders, 
five with nests just outside the study area. Eight pairs of 
~~ flavirostris lived in the area, seven vtith nests 9 and 
three pairs along the borders all with nests just outside 
the study area. 
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The areas of individual territories, estimatect 
by connecting the furthest points from which birds 
were seen brinring food to nests, are riverr in Ta~le 22. 
T. nasutus has a markedly large r average territ ory of 
6 3 h a , c om p a r e d t o the 1 0 h a o f .J . e r y t h r o r h y n c h u s _ a n d 
17 ha ofT. flavircstr:is. Tho territories are maintained 
only intras pecifically, so that different species of 
hornbill may be nesting cl ose to gethe r. This wa s f ound 
generally in the overall study area, those nests in 
closest pr0ximity being shown in Ta ble 23. Sracin g 
between nests of the same spe cies in the ove rall study 
area ind i cated th Gt territo ry sizes we re no smaller 
than in the Satara study area. 
Large parts of th e 2 ~ 3 ha Satara study area 
are not utilised by the hornbills, es pe cially the larse 
bare area in the centre of the study area, with a dense 
clumr of Acacia tortilis tre es. From the number of pairs 
rresent in th~ area, and the avera0e territ ory of each, 
the amount of the study area not utilised is about 46% 
for J. nasutus, 59% for l.! erythrorhynchus and 48% 
for l· flavirostris. 
PRE-LAYING PERIOD. 
The dates ~t which the fewales entered the nest 
to seal themselves in finally, are given in Se ction 6. 
The avera ge time between final entrance and laying of 
the first egg is six days (Table 24). 
Observations indica te that this is the time when 
the male brings most of the lining f or the nest, although 
some is brought in small quantities bo th before an d after 
this tim~ . 
NEST LINING. 
All three species line their nests with a variety 
cf materials, most commonly dry gra ss , dry or green le aves 
an d bark fl akes. Fragments of the she ll of the l a rge 
Achatina snail are brought regularly to the nest 
throughout the nesting cycl e and may be for linin g , or 
for somethin ~ for the nest occupants to break up and 
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so clean their bills. This latter function may also ~e the 
reason for the bark and leaves brouaht during nesting, 
although the same materials brought in large quantities 
dur ing the pre-layinr per iod are primarily for linin~ . 
Visfts to the nest with lining may exceed the number of 
visits with f ood made by the male during the pre-laying 
period. 
A s pe cific difference exists in th e predomi nant 
iining material used, in the Kruger National Park. T. 
nasutus uses bark flakes a l most exclusively. T. 
erythrorhynchus uses mainly green leaves in larre 
quantities. l· flavirostris has a rreference for 
any dry materi a l such as dry grass, leaves or bark. 
Th e lining is often the only way t o identify a nest 
if the adults or chicks cannct be seen. 
LAYING ~ND HATCHING PERIODS. 
The e0gs are incubated from the laying of the 
first egg. Therefore, the hatching interval between 
chicks should be the same as the laying interval 
between the eggs. This was tested by marking the four 
eg gs laid by I· erythrorhynchus in nest 100, as they 
were laid, and then noting the hatching interval. 
The intervals, to the nearest day, correspond exactly. 
Observations ~re given in Ta bl e 25. Desrite 
the limited datas especially f or the layin Q intervals, 
the interval between layin r, of eg9s increases as the 
clutch r roceeds, anc this is shown in the hatchin g 
interval between the chicks. Clutches of two to five 
eggs are recor ced, and the overall duration of laying 
(and hatching) appears to range from two, t o at least 
nin e days. 
EGG AND CLUTCH SIZES. 
The egcs of all srecies are white, ovoid in 
shape, and with a pitted surface. They become much dis-
coloured during incubeticn. Avora~e sizes of eggs 
measured in the central Krugc:r National Pnrk ( range in 
brackets ) are : 
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Nine eggs of l· nasutus : 37,0 x 26,2(40,0-34,2x27,3-25 ,0 )mm 
12 egrs of l· erythrorhyn chus: 33,6 x24,1(35,2-31,8 x 
2!J., 7 - 23,0)mm 
22 eggs ofT. flevirostris: 36,6 x 25,5(41 , 0-31,5 x 
27 , 2- 21 , 3) mm 
On averaoe, T. 
~ -
erythrorhynchus aprears to lay a slightly 
smaller ~gg than the other tw o species. However, comparing 
the ratio of the er.g sizes to the nverage female body 
\'! e i g h t ( T a t 1 e 2 6 ) ~ l .· e r y t h r o r h y n c h u s a p p e a r s to 1 a y a 
proportionately larrer egg than the other two species. 
T.· f].avir_ost~is lays a rroportionate ly srr.aller 290 
than the other twc species. 
Clutch sizes recorded durJng three consecutive 
breeding seasons are shown in Tahle 27. Clutches range 
from two to five eQgs, although three is the smallest 
clutch recorded forT. nasutus. On ave rage, I· nasutus 
lays the larQest clutches and~· flavirostris the smal l est 
clutch es. Only the 1967-68 and 1968-69 seasons can be 
compared~ indicatin g that for all s::>ecies the average 
clutch size was smaller durin g the 1967-68 season, especial-
ly for l,. eryth rorhynch ~.s. 
INCUBATION PERIOD. 
Incubation period s coul d not be taken from the 
last e9g laid to the last egQ hatched due to the lack 
of data, except in l· erythrorbynchus nest 100 where the 
eggs · were marked as laid. This showed that the eggs 
hatch in the order laid, and the records in Table 28 
are all for individual eggs. The incubation period of 
24 days may vary slightly. 
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HATCHING SUCCESS. 
Appendix 6 gives details of nest contents 
where these could be checked by regular visits and 
accurately counted. The numher of nests with a known 
number of hatched chicks exceeds the number for which 
the clutch size is known. Often it was easier to count 
the chicks 
with newly 
Table 29. 
than the eogs, and some nests were found only 
hatched chicks. Hatching success is given in 
It is calculated firstly from the number of 
chicks hatched from a known number of eggs, and secondly 
from comparing the average clutch size to the average brood 
size with newly hatched chicks. By both methods, the 
hatching success is about 80% for all three hornbill species. 
EMERGENCE OF FEt~ALE. 
When the chicks are about half-~rown, the female 
breaks the sealing and leaves the nest. The chicks re-
seal the entrance hole unassiste d , and the female 
helps the male to feed the chicks. The average emergence 
time (Table 30) of 21 days is taken as the number of days 
after hatching of the first chick. The youngest chick 
of a brood left in a nest ~Y the female was 13 days old. 
NESTlING PER I 00 . 
Table 31 gives the nestling period for chicks 
from 13 different nests. The age at which the chick leaves 
the nest varies within the species, and between the 
siblings of one brood. The trend is for the younger chicks 
to take longer to leave the nest compared with their elder 
siblings. The overall average nestling period is 
45 days, but.even comparing the eldest chicks of different 
broods, there may be ur to six days difference in are 
at leaving the nest. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CHICKS. 
The development pattern f or the chicks of all 
three l'lornbi11 species is basically the same, cxcert for 
srecific colour differences, especially in the bill. 
The development 9 with specific differences where they existi 
and illustrated with stase by sta~e photographs, is 
given in Aprendix 7. 
The growth of the chicks is alsc basi call y th e 
same for each species (Figure 35) 9 only cne example of an 
eldest chick of each srecies be ing illustrated. Tarsus 
growth is very rapid, and complete within 20 days of 
hatchin0. The overall body ~ r owth, as indicated by 
Qrowth of the ulna, is co~plcte about 26-33 days after 
hatching, and in each case coincides with the attainment 
of peak weight durinr the nestling period. Thereafter the 
weight declines somewhat erratically hy ab out 15% to the 
level at which the chick leaves the nest. Feather growth~ 
of the rectrices and remiges, is net complete by the 
time the chick le aves the nest9 end observation s on taMe 
birds indicate th at completion requires approximately 
t wo more weeks. 
Weight increase occurs at a similar rate for 
all species, with rapid increments from the second day 
after hatching. The rate of v~eight increment be9ins 
t o cecrease at about the time the fc~c l e leave s the nest 
and vthen the tarsus growth is comr-lete. Increases in 
weight ceas e once the birds are full ·;J rown in the body, 
when about 26 - 33 days old. 
The widely differing nestling pe~iod aprea~s to 
be due t o different growth rates 9 as shewn by the wei~ht 
gains of individual chicks in broods of each species. 
(Fi gure 36 ). Results for two broocls of J. cry_t~_ ror.I}Y.rL~b.us 
are sh ovm se pa rately in Fi gure 37. No more than 1 ,5 km 
separated any of the nests where the chicks were weighed, 
those used in Figure 37 being weighed durin~ the 1967 -68 
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season, and those in Figure 36 during the 1968-69 season. The 
rainfall and maximum temre rature figures plottec arc, 
therefore~ directly applicable t o all the nests, which 
were all cl ose t o the Satara \<lea ther staticn. 
The weight gains of smaller chicks cf a brood 
are 0nly sli~htly less than f e r the clcc r chicks . Howev~r, 
the smaller chicks show a greater weight loss, and for a 
longer pe riod, du ring acverse conditions. Weight drops 
of all chicks can be correlated with temreraturP. drop 
esrecially if it is associated with r rolonr-ed rainfall. 
This is especially cl€ar in Fi9ure 379 ,.,here temperature 
drop and rainfall from 13- 18 April 1968 resulted in the 
death of chick 3 in nest 16, a halt in the wci9ht gain 
of chick 2, but only a sli~ht dro~ in wei0ht ~ain of 
chick 1. The marked effect of weather in this season 
may be re lated t o f ood sur r. lies be in g limited, as evidenced 
by the rapid deaths of chick 4 in nest 16 and chicks 3 and 
.;. in nest 42. 
At one nest in the study area, found with one 
emaciated l· flavirostris chick sitting in the r ottin 0 
remains of its siblings, the chick was taken for rearing. 
So retarded was its development that it only broke out of 
its artificial nest an estimated six weeks later than 
it would have normally done so. This indicates the de~ree 
to which the prowth rate can be affected, and the chick 
was healthy once out. It was killed in the wild, by a 
car, five months after flyin 0 . 
FEEDING RATES. 
Feeding rates at nes ts by males, ~ r males and 
females, are recordGd in TaL:le 32, fr0m 138,5 hours 
observations. Considerable vari a tion exists, from 
0,7 to 16,7 feeds/ hour. The f eedi ng rates are on 
average higher on ce th e chicks have hctched (7,8 
feeds/h our) than \'Jhen the fe rr'<'. le is incubatin g (3,2 feeds/ 
hour), and esrecially once the female has broken cut and 
is assistin~ the male {8,9 feeds/h cur ). The feedin~ rate 
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is also high immediately after the femcle has entered 
the nest and teforc layin~ (5,2 fee cs /hour). During this 
period the male is very active as he is also bringing 
the nest lining; some times more often than f ood . f, drop 
in feeding rat0 may be inrlicated just before the chicks 
leave the nest, but the data on feeding rates arc too 
few to be conclusive. 
The role cf the female in assistin~, the male 
varies from very slirht assistance to supplying more food 
than the male. These may merely be individual variati ons, 
but even if the assistance from the female is sli0ht, she 
is no longer taking food surplied by the male. 
NESTING SUCCESS. 
I have previrusly (Section ~) cowmented on the 
nesting success of these three hornbill species, taking 
as successful any nests which fledge d chicks. These 
results, illustrating the value of the sealed-in 
nesting habit, are summarised in Table 33. 
Th e se results do not take into account any 
losses of eg~s or chicks within the nest. Hatching success 
has ~een shown to be abo ut 30% (Table 29). The limited 
data on hew many chicks leave the nest appear in Appen~ix 
6. The difficulty of accurately counting livo chicks, 
coupled with the ease of counting chicks dead on the 
nest floor in nests 1·•hich ~~~ere total failures, bias the 
results in Table 34 toward a very low nestlin9 success. 
The estimated nestin g success, overall ~ and excluding 
the total losses of nest contents9 are ~iven in Table 35, 
the latter results rrobably being cl cser to the true 
facts . C om r a r i n c fll 1 t h c s e f i g u re s 9 i t a r• pea r s t h a t 
about 55-60% of eggs laid produce chicks that leave the 
nest for j _. erythrorhvnchus and 1 .. flavirostris, 
and up to 80% for~· nasutus. The percentage of 
chicks leeving of e~gs hatched is nearer 70% for 
T.. erythrorhynchus and I· flavirostris, and almost 100% 
for j. nasutus. These fi sures apply to the 90% of the 
nests shown in Table 33 to have reared at least some chicks. 
..... 
The main factors that appear to limit the production 
of a nest are mainly internal. Failure to hatch 
accounts for about 20% of the eggs of each species~ 
and all such e£gS examined were either infertile or 
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had small dead embryos in them. The only other limiting 
factor is starvation of chicks, accounting for up to 
half of the brood in some nests, although other unrecorded 
factors may also be operating. 
PREDATION. 
All records of hornbill predation from the 
Kruger National Park during the period of study arc 
given in Table 36. Only one record of I · nasutus 
predation exists, compared to the other two hornbill 
species that fall rrey to al1 of the major large raptors 
in the study area. The plumages of I· erythrorhY.nc_hy_s 
and I. f_lg_yj rostr_i .~ are very similar and the species 
could often not be separated in the prey remains, 
although both species are clearly separable from J. 
pasuty~. The most important predators of I · erythr9r-
hynchus and!· flavirostris appear to be the African 
Hawk Eagle ~:.9.l!..:!J~ ~-:i_~.~ .. ~ . during the cay and the 
Giant Eagle Owl .J?..!!P-.9 lacteus at night. The Bate leur 
T_~rat_ho.J?..Lid~ c_~_a u<!~.-~.Y-~ appears to be an important 
predator~ but this may be due t o its scavenging habits 
and hornbills being frequent r oad kills j ,n the park, 
although it would also be able to catch hornbills. 
The ~1artial Eagle Polemaetus ge llis.Q?.!J_~. is suspecte,p . 
rt= ,s 
to be a more important predator than shown, but -~
relatively less common in the study area than the other · 
species. The results are biased towards the role of 
raptor predation, as many of th e data come from Snellin g' s 
U.n_litt.) rec ords while studyin g the rartors. Even 
so, avian predation is thought t o be the most impo rtant 
on horn bill s. 
Snelling's results also show th a t there is a 
seasonal variation in the ma~n birds ~reying on hornbills 
(Table 37). He recorded the predators of 48 hornbi11s 
in 1967, 34 in 1968 and 41 in 1969. In 1967 ~· lacteus 
and then .fl~ f~_sc.i~t .. ?l_ were th e most important of the six 
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predators, in 1968 I.· e_~-~!:J~J.1J~ and then fl.. fasci a t.L~. , 
an d i n 1 9 6 9 A . f_g_s_<;. 1. ~-t. a an d the n I . e c a u d a t u ~ . 
Another natural cause of death is when 
hornbills become entan~d in th orny branches. I caught 
a bird that was so caught and very weak, an d Snelling 
{in 1itt.) founc a dead bird thought to have died 
in this way; beth were .1 ... ~..!.l.!b!'or..b .  .Y..'L<;.h.~_s_. 
POPULATION DYNAMICS . 
The estimated numbe rs of chicks l ea vin g th e 
nest in Table 35 (when appli ed to the 90% of the nests 
rearin g some chicks {Tabl e 33) and adding the nests 
suffering t otal l osses) allows the re placement rate of 
the population t o be calculated. 2l . . ~asutus nestin gs 
would rear 6e chicks {l ,55 chicks per adult), 73 
T. ~ry_~hrorhyn!:.~~-~ nestin 9s wo ul d rear 158 chicks 
{ 1 , 1 0 chicks r e r ad ult) and 54 T .. ~L~.Y..iJ:.9_s_t r_i_?. wou 1 d 
rear 90 chicks (0,83 chicks per adult). 
Duri~g the monthly collection of specime ns 
for stomach contents alan~ the same 12 km of road over 
15 months {Secti on 3), it was not ab le that birds \'Jere only 
very rarely encountered duri ng the last month. They 
ap pear to have been eradicated 9 as the difficulty of 
ob taining spe cimens incre ased steadily during the 
last months. 120 spe cimens each of I· e_rytbror_h_1!!_<!...Q. !J. ~ 
and l· Jlavirostris were sh ot from No vember 19E7, 
the beginning of the bree ding seas on, t o October 1968, 
just prior to the begi nnin g of the foll owi ng breeding 
season. Estimating three pa irs pe r kilometre, from t he 
knovm territory sizes {Tabl e 22), there would be 72 
birds of ea ch species al ong the road, Oy the end of t he 
breedin9 season, using the rerlacement rates aho vc, 
there wo u 1 d be 1 5 1 I.. e.rY ~.b.r_g_rb..:i.D_~b. \.! .~ and 1 3 2 I . 
fJ~viro_tlr_L~ prese nt . l~ith 120 birds of each species 
being remove d , the paucity of bi r ds can be expla ine d. 
Influx from local movements would tend to increase th e 
numbers, but specimens sh ot while nestin9 would decrease 
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the numbers available by eliminatin9 a female and 
potentially some chicks from the population. Without 
details of the nestin g density of the raptors available 
the impact of the natural predators cannot be estimated. 
DISCUSSION. 
The lack of ecological separation between th o 
three hornbill species stu died in the Kruger Nati onal 
Park during the breeding season is marke d. No special 
part of the habita t is chosen f or the nests, except 
that J.. _e _rx!l~_xo rh,Y-_nc_~us . continue s t o disrl ay its pre-
ference (Secti on 2) for sparsely grassed areas. Otherwise, 
most of the nests are me rely sited in the parkland that 
forms the main part of the study area. 
No specific differences are evident, even in the 
type of nest hole. f\11 thre e spe ci es require a nest hole 
of similar dimensi ons, end preferab ly with a funkhole ab ovo 
the nest. The presence of a funkhole arpears t o he a 
feature of the nest hole s of a numher of hornbill s pecies, 
certainly of the genus T9£~_y_~. This is evident from the 
frequent mention of a funkh ole in the literature for 
several species - I. ~rYth~orhync~u~ (North 1942; Root 
, r; 
and Root 1969 ) ; Jyopi ~n u;, il_~o~_ri __ H_~tus. (Chari n 1926) and f. 
L _monte i_rJ (Secti on . Together with th e seale cl -in 
entrance, the funkhole adds to the safety of the nest 
by providing a secure hidin g place. It is unlikely that a 
predator large enough to bre ak the sealin g , and wi thstan d 
th e attack of the i nmates, wo ul d be able t o fit in the 
entrance hole and r ea ch UD the funkh ole. It is worth 
notin g the dual response to pr eda tors shown by females and 
chicks (Secti on 9), where they atta ck a small ob j ect at 
the nest entrance, but run up th e funkhole if rresented 
with a very large one. 
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No preference is shown in the type of tree 
in which the nest is sited, the commonest tree species 
being the most commonly used. The only exception is 
the frequent use of ~~aci_a ~.el.~~oensi~ by I· ~rythrorhynchus .• 
However, ~caci~ de1agoensf~ is the commonest tree in the 
transition woodland down the centre of the study area. 
Being associated with a sparse grass cover, it therefore 
dominates in the preferred habitat of I· ~vhrorhynchy§._. 
The lack of separation in the breeding ecology 
of the three hornbill species is further emphasised by 
the frequent interchange of nest holes. A complete 
overlap in territories also occurs between the species, 
even to having two species nesting in the same tree 
at the same time (Figure 38, Table 23). 
The interchan~e of nest holes could indicate 
a shortage of suitable holes, but this does not appear 
to be so. Firstly, many holes lie vacant for a season 
or more and are then re-used later. Secondly, a few 
cases indicate that there are many suita~le nest holes 
a v a i 1 a b 1 e w i t h i n t h e t e r r i to r y o f a p a i r • N e s t h o 1 c;~..;' 
16 and 91 are 40 m apart. The former was used in the 
1 9 6 6 - 6 7 s e a s 0 n by J . § r .1. t h r o r h y n -~ ~ ~-~ , t h e Jl1 a 1 e o f t h e 
pair being recog1isable by an extremely long bill. 
The pair was preparing a new hole, in a tree 5 m away, 
at the beginning of the 1967-68 s~ason because a wedge 
cut into hole 16 fell out during the dry season. 
When the wedge was replaced the pair moved back to use 
nest 16 in the 1967-68 season. In the 1968-69 season 
building operations were proceeding near nest 16 and the 
pair moved ~ 0 m away to use nest 91. Hole 91 was an 
old hornbi11 nest, as shown by the old sealing around 
the entrance, and was known to have been used in the 
18 months prior to the hornbills' re-occupation for 
breedi n~ by G.l_g_llc;..i .Q...i.um P.?.rl.g.J:.\.I.m. and then Coraci a.s 
naevi a. Nest 25, also of I· eryth.rorhynchus, was 
used in the 1966-67 season; in the 1968-69 season the 
same species was nesting at hole 137 in the neighbouring 
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tree only 20m a\'Jay. Nest 40 was use e by .l· ~_rythrQ.r..:­
hynch~~ in the 1967-68 seas on, and a stump at the base of 
the tree, only 5 m away, was used by the same species 
the following year. The close proximity of some of the 
nests of different species (Tabl e 23) also supports the 
view that nest holes are abundant. The three most common ly 
use d trees in the area, P.c;.~.J:i_a niore_~(:.ert~' ?..flE?..roc~x.Y.~. 
lirJ:~. a and especially C_QI]l_lLr...?~t~m. i.JD.her_b_q, frequently form 
cavities, either by rottin g of br okc:n branches,or in dead 
wood. 
Approximate territ cry sizes are available for five 
Ios~~~ species, calculating th ose fo r~· aj~9t~~miD~~~2 from 
the map given by Ranger (1949). The ground-foraging s pe ci e s 
appear t o have relatively small territories: 1. Qr..'L:t..~_ror.JJYJ1:­
Q:ur~ 1 0 h a , I . .fJ a vi ro s t r_ 'i s 1 7 h a an d .T • ~-on 1;~5 t.i 1 5 h a 
(Secti on 5). The arbo real-fora gin s species have much 
larger territories: 63 ha for :f. f.llli..!Lt .. 4S , and 1112 h~ 
for 1. ~lboterminaty. ~ (Ran ge r 1:3 1}9 ) . This would exrlain 
the lower numbers of tree - f or aging srecies encountered7 
especially the relative numbe rs of 1. 1'1.9-SJ.tl!l .~ to the other 
two species in the Kruger National Park, shown in Secti on 2. 
The reas on for large territories in tree-fora gi ng s pe cies may 
be that trees f o rm a smaller area pe r unit of r.round surface 
area, and so present a smaller f eedi n£ area. I_. albo_-. 
terminatus, livin g in areas of forest or wood lan d that 
are large ly evergreen, ha s a ve ry large territory compa red 
to the other species, which inhabit areas of de ciduous 
vegetation. Howe ver, I· a.l botermin.g_t_y_s holds the territory 
throughout the year, and sh a res it with chicks of th e 
previous b reeding season until j ust prior to the next 
breedin g season (Ranger 1 94~ ). Since ur t o three chicks 
were recorded as fledgin ~ (Ranger 1940 ), th e area pe r 
individual is not much diffe rent than f or a pair of I. D~j~~M~· 
The variati on s i n territory size9 depending on the pe rma -
nence of the territory and whether the food is ob taine d 
on the ground or in the tre es, indicate that individuals 
require a similnr amount of vegeta t ion in which to obtain 
their f ood . 
Arboreal species occupy a greater area than 
terrestrial species, and resident species occupy a 
grenter area than species which only held territories 
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during the breecin~ season. It would be interesting to 
de t e r m i n e t h e t e r r i to r y s i z e f c r 1 . _p_r a d f i §!Jsl i ··' a s p e c i e s 
closely related t o I. 9.l.P.otermingJ.!J.S_ (S ection 9), which 
forages in the trees in the wet season and on the oround 
in the dry season, and which only holds a territory 
during the breedin9 season. It is also remarkable in 
a11 studies that there is a large unused portion of the 
study area, ur to 50%,due to lack of certain requirements . 
For I· mon~~-i~i it appears t o be lack of nest sites (Section 
5), and f or the Kruger National Park hornbills it is the 
total lack of grass cover and paucity of trees in some 
are as. 
Specific differences in th e type of nest lining 
used were evident for the species in the Kruger National 
Park. However, these differences may not hold for the 
entire range of the s pecies. I· e_ryth~_9_rhY!I .. ~~ -~-s lines 
the nest mainly with green l eaves in South Africa and 
R h odes i a , b u t i n Kenya Gran vi k ( 1 g 3 ~· ) re cords ~_.c-~_c.j 9. 
pods, dry grass , pieces of rarer, leaves anc cow cung, 
and North (1942) re po rts bark shavinDS and seed pods. A 
basic difference appears t o be that the tree foraQing 
species use almost entirely bark flakes as lininr, as 
I h a v e f o u n d f o r l . !1 a s u_ t_ u s , P-an g e r ( 1 9 52 ) an d a~ I f o u n d 
for I· .~JJ?.9 ~.?..!:.!!1]_ r..~ ~ .~. s , and Hoes c h ( 1 9 3 7 ) for T . 9_r.£.9.f..i~ .1__9 i . 
The ground-foraging species use a variety of materials ~ 
usually dry, such as seed pods and dry grass n: . . mont§!J. rj_ 
and]_. f.1 avi rost~.J_s), but I. ~. ~_Y.~..!!!_or~x_n _c~~~. sometimes 
uses green leaves. Cha pin (1926) and Moreau (1937) 
sugge st that the nests are not lined, but this is in-
correct, certainly for many Tockus srecies. 
Most of the lining is brought durinr the 
pre-laying period, but some is brought at regular 
intervals throughout the nestin g cycle. I have suggested 
that much of the latter may serve for bill cleanin~, 
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and also to replenish soiled lining thrown out during 
nest sanitation. The regular bringing of bark to nests 
has been noted in ~-Y..~.E-'li~_te_? t;>revi s (t~oreau and t•1oreau 
1 9 4 1 ) a n c ~. ~ u b c y 1 i n c!.!'_ i c.~:!.~ ( K i 1 h a m 1 9 5 6 ) , a n d may s e r v e 
a similar function. 
The problems of examining the contents of these 
sealed-in nests, especially when the female anrl chicks 
disappear up the funkhole, have been described. This 
has permitted only small samples to be available for 
measuring the breeding stages and successes, but the 
nesting habit is very efficient in protecting the nest 
contents. 
are few. 
C as e s o f de s e r t i on due t o o b s e r v e r ~ ........_i n t e r f e re n c e 
'-- ~ 
The whole nesting cycle takes a long time, 
considerinc the size of the birds, and the maximum and 
minimum times for each phase of the cycle are shown in 
Table 38. These figures are approximately the same 
as recorded forT~ ~onteiri (Section 5), and appear to be 
the same for all species of .T .. ocku_~ for which th ere is any 
information (t4oreau 1937), including _I. gjlckelli and 
also_"[_. alboterminatus {Ranger in Kilham 1956). However, 
considerable variation is possible due to variation in 
duration of three main phases of the cycle, the pre-laying 
period, the layin9 period and the nestling period. 
The duration of the pre-layinr, period might 
depend on the food supply received by the female. 
Sufficient food is needed by the female to form eggs, and 
prepare for an extensive and simultaneous growth of 
all the flight feathers, following their sudden moult . 
The higher feeding rates recorded during this period, 
compared to those during the incubation period, may 
reflect the importance of the foo d supply at this time, 
although the number of observations is small (Table 32). 
However, the female must attain a certain degree of 
physiological readiness to copulate with the male before 
she enters, and to seal herself into the nest. 
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The clutch size may also be determined to 
some extent by the amount of food supplied during the 
pre-laying period. The average clutch size was smaller 
for all species during the 1967-68 season compared to 
the 1968-69 season, especially for__!_. erythrorhynchus 
(3,3 eggs cf. 4,4 eggs). The onset of nesting of _I. 
erythrorhynchus was very spread out during the 1967-68 
' 
season (Section 6), indicating insufficient suitable 
factors to initiate breeding. In the 1968;69 season all 
nests of this species were started within a short 
space of time. I suggest that food supply, linked 
to rainfall, must be sufficient to trigger breeding 
(Section 6) and so the indication of a lesser food 
supply during the 1967~68 season may also explain the 
smaller clutches in that season. 
Food supply may also be the main factor 
influencing the duration of the laying period, which may 
1 a s t a s 1 on g as 1 0 days i n _!_:_ n a s u t u s ~ l· e r y t h r o r h y n c h u s 
and.l_. flavirostris in the Kruger National Park, and in 
J_. monteiri in South l~est Africa (Section 5). HO\'Jever, 
this period may be much longer ; Moreau (1938) reported 
five eggs laid by .l_. erythrorhync.hus in Kenya at intervals 
of five to seven days, giving a total laying period of 
about 24 days. The increased interval between the laying 
of eggs as the clutch proceeds may indicate that as 
reserves are used up, it takes longe r to obtain sufficient 
protein to form the next egg. There fore, the more 
the female is fed during this and the preceding period, the 
faster she will be able to form and lay the eggs. Possibly 
insufficient food is also the reason why females break out 
without laying eggs reported several times for the fruit-
eating Bycanistes hornbills (Kilham 1956; Moreau and Moreau 
1941; Stonor 1937). The importance of the food supply 
in determining the timing of laying, the clutch size and 
the duration of laying of the clutch, would be in accordance 
with the similar results shown for several other bird 
species by Lack (1968). 
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Variation in duration of the nestling period, 
is also linked to the food supply. The shortest nestling 
periods are recorded in the 1968-69 season, when good 
rains fell at regular intervals throughout the season, and 
indications are that there was a good food supply (Section 
6). From 39 days . at this time~ the nestling period may 
extend for as long as 50 days for the younger chicks of a 
brood during a less suitable year. In all cases there 
is an age difference between the members of a brood 
due to their hatching at intervals, and this ~l.so produces 
a size gradation (Figure 39). It is apparent from 
watching nests and hand-rearing broods, that the largest, 
stron~est and most active chick will take food first, and 
only when it is sated will the next chick be able to obtain 
food. There is no way in which the parents can selectively 
feed the chicks, or respond to stronger begging calls from 
the hungry ones, since all food is merely presented at the 
nest slit. This mean~ that, in a brood of four chicks, 
three must be sated before the fourth will receive any food 
at all . Sometimes this may never happen, as indicated by 
the weight curves in Figure 37. It is interestiQg that 
three other l· erythrorhynchus nests, started at the 
same time as those in Figure 37, all had remains of dead 
chicks in them, indicating that the food supply was 
g~nerally poor. All five nests were started at the 
beginning of March in the 1967-68 b reeding season, the 
latest that any nests were ever found to start ~ (Section 6). 
By this time the weather is beginning to cool towards the 
dry winter season, and rainfall is tailing off for the 
end of the wet season, both of which would cause a decrease 
in the arthropod food supply. 
The increased duration ~ f the nestling period 
for the younger chicks appears to be due to their greater 
response to times of food shortage, and slower recov~ry 
frcm such times (Figures 36 and 37). This is especially 
evident at times of temperature drop, especially if 
associated with wet conditions, which would reduce the food 
available, arthropods being the main food during breeding. 
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The most striking effect is that of cold and rain on the 
third chick of nest 42 (Figure 37)s which never recovered 
from a cessation of weight gain. The role of the asynchronous 
hatching of a brood in tailoring the brood by starvation, 
to fit the available food supply is well documented (Lack 
1968). These hornbills, which breed in areas of irregular 
rainfall and have a very prolonged nesting cycle, may 
place special emphasis on this role of asynchronous hatching. 
It is unlikely that they would be able to evolve a clutch 
size that would give the best average replacement rate 
of chicks to the population. Rather~ they may produce 
as many eggs as possible on the food supply available at the 
beginning of nesting, and rely on the starvation of the 
youngest chicks to tailor the brood size to the food supply 
later in the season. This is suggested by the lack of 
correlation of the clutch size t o the subsequent fledging 
success, especially for_L tnonteiri (Section 5), and the 
frequency of starvation of younger chicks. The variation in 
the threshold at which nesting starts, especially for 
.l_. er~throrh~nchus and L monteiri, resultinc:; in delayed 
or extended onset of breeding, may also be a factor en-
surinQ that th~se species make the best of the fluctuating 
conditions which exist within on e s eason. 
With food supply of such apparent importance t o 
the breeding cycle of hcrnbills, the males' habit of 
bringing food to the nest in sin gle items appears curious. 
Feeding rates of up to 16 visits/.h our are recorded. 
It is notable that l· monteiri., restricted to a very arid 
habitat, often carries two and sometimes three ·f.ood i terns 
in the bill at cnce . The refore, th e maximum feedin g 
rates of 5,9 vists/hour recorded f or this species 
(Section 5) give about the same supply of food items 
per hour as recorded f or those Toc~us species that bring 
the food items one at a time. Given a 13-hour day, the 
feeding rates of the Tockus hornbills would indicate o 
maximum of ab out 210 food items br o ug~ t o the ne st in 
one day. The fruit-eating species , such as Bycanistes and 
the two Indian species of Tockus, brin~ f oo d in loads, 
regurgitating each fruit to feed the nest inmates 
{Abdulali 1942; Kilham 1956; Lowther 1942; Moreau 
1936). t•loreau and r,1oreau ( 1941) record 21 visits 
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per day as the peak feeding rate for Bycanistes br.lis, 
with an average of 25 fruits per load, giving about 
525 food items brought in one day . However, the poor 
protein value of a frugivorous diet may also have some 
bearing on the higher feeding rates reported for the 
frugivorous species. Possibly the bringing of food 
in loads e v~ lved among frugivorous species, and regur0i -
tation of f ood items was no l ong0r possible once an omni-
vorous diet was adopted. It is notable that Bucorvus 
hornbills which are omnivorous and mainly carnivorous, 
T,ro2}can,us albocristatus whi ch is mainly insectivorous 
{Chapin 1939), and the African species of Tockus which 
are mainly insectivoro us , all brino food to the nest in 
single items. The Indian species of Tockus that are 
mainly fru givorous regurgitate f ood items at the nest 
(Abdulali 1942; Lowther 1942). 
A marked drop in the feedin~ rate appears to occur 
at the end of the nestlin0 period (Table 32). Moreau and 
Moreau (1941) note a similar feature at the end of the 
breeding cycle cf p~canistes brevis. At this time the 
chicks have attained peak weight, and then there is a 
drop in weight of about 15% to when they leave the nest. 
In part at least, this weight drop may be due to a 
reduction in the food supplied by the rarents. Peak 
feeding rates, soon after the f2male has left the nest, 
are correlated with the attainment of maximum weight by 
the chicks. This may be only partly due t c the assistance 
of the female, for in some instances her help is neglible, 
and the feeding rate of the male increases. However, 
the female may supply as much food as the male in ij~~ 
cases, and rarely even more {Table 32; Section 5;Al933). 
Whatever the contribution of the female, she no longer 
taxes the male for food once she has broken out of the 
nest. 
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I have discussed previously some of the external 
factors limitin g nestin g success (Section 4). About 10% 
of the nests of all three species studied in the Kruger 
National Park are compl e tely unsuccessful due to such 
fact ors as tree growth closing the nest entrance, floodin g 
of the nest, or death of the male f ocd provider. Only 
one instance of nest predati on was e ve r re corded, in a 
tree broken by elephants and so making the nest unsealed 
(Figure 40). 
It appears that internal fact ors may be th e main 
limiting fact ors to the reproduc t ive succegs of the hornbills 
studied, .!_. _nasutus, _l. erythrorhynchus, !_. flavirostris 9 
1· monteiri (Section 5), Bycanistes subc~linqricus 
(Kilham 1956) andJL. brevis (r4or eau and t~ o reau 19 41). For 
the latter species no details of th e r r oducti on rate 
of nests is available f e r a large s amp le, but in no 
instance did external fact ors affect the nests that did not 
produce any chicks. The two main factors limiting the 
breedin g success cf the Tockus spe ci e s are a low hatchin g 
rate, and starvati on of the youn ger chicks of a br oo d. 
Hatching succe ss of about 80% has been f ound for all four 
Tockus species, and apa rt from infP. rtility th e reason f or 
eggs not hatching is unknown. Possibly, the female only 
being able to cop ulate with the mal e before sealin 9 herself 
into the nest, is the reas on f or the hi gh infertility rate . 
The physiology and compe t ence of sperm storage in hornbills 
has not been studied, but must be efficient as the last egg 
may be laid up to 24 days after enterin g the nest (M oreau 
1 9 38) • 
T. nasutus reared almost 100% of the chicks that 
hatche d, and was the most successful species in this 
respect. l· e,r,ytrrorh,xnchus and _l. flaviro str~s rear 
about 70% of the chicks hatched, but this fi gu re was as l ow 
as 39% f orT. monteiri durinq the single seas on when this 
- . -
species was studied {Secti on 5) . In all cases when the 
cause of chick loss was kn own, it was due t o starvation of 
th e younger members of a brood . Howeve r, the l oss of the 
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youn ger and smaller chic ks appears t o be a system evolved 
t o adjust the number of chicks to the food supply availabl e . 
ThGrefore , while the hornbills are safe in their sealed-
in nest and hi ghly ada pted t o their nesting habit (Secti 0n 
4), internal factors limit their r eproductive success . 
Annual replacement rates of fr om 1,55 chick/adult f or 
_I_. nasutus and 1,10 chicks/adult f or _l. erythrorhynchus down 
to 0,83 chicks/adult for _l. fl a vi r ostri s and even as 
low as 0,63 chicks/adult forT. monteiri have been recorded. 
Mortality rates were not kn own, but there are good reas ons 
for supposin g that re placement rates and mortality rates 
are equal (Lack 1968). AccGptin 9 this assumption, the 
annual mortality rates would be _I.na~ .. ~Jus 61%, _l. er¥thro-
rh~nchus 52% , J:.. f1 avi.rcst~i s 1 5% and _l. montei ri 38%. 
These figures fit well within the r ange f or European 
passerines and the Wood Pi geon Columba palumbus , but 
may be low for essentially tropical species (Lack 
195 4 and 1966). 
The unnatural predati on, by sh ootin g of 
specimens in a restricted area, indicates that predation 
may have a marked e ffect on hornbill numbers, at least 
of _l. er:tthrcrhynchus and .l· flavj r ostri L The results 
of the predation by the commonest large rapt ors in the 
area, especially Aguila f asciata, Bubo lacteus and 
I I fwlfJ .......,__._ 
Tera~hopius ecuadatus, show that hornbills are common 
; 
prey. The impact of natural predati on cann ot be 
estimated until the densities of th e raptors are known. 
If natural predation is an important limitin g factor 
t o hornbill numbers, it would be contrary to most other 
predator-prey relationshi ps of hi ghe r vertebrates 
(Errington 1967, Lack 1966, Pi ena? r 1969}, alth ough 
Blair (1948) thcu ght predat i on t o be a major controlling 
factor of rodents. 
SECTION 8. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON MOULT OF THREE 
SPECIES OF HORNBILL IN THE KRUGER 
NATIONAL PARK. 
INTRODUCTION. 
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~·t o u 1 t w a s e x a m i n e d on 5 0 s p e c i m e n s o f I.o _c;.ku.s n.~ _sJLt IJ. ~ , 
150 specimens of T. erythrorhynchus and 150 specimens of 
. ~-· -- ... __ ... . . . ·-· -· .. --
T. flavirostris. These specimens were collected monthly 
in the same area along the Nwandezi firebreak in the 
central Kruger National Park, in June 1967 and from 
September 1967 to October 1968 (Section 3). It was 
possible to examine the timing of moult, to compare 
the sequence of moult with the results of Stresemann and 
Stresemann (1966), and to detail the moult of the breeding 
female. The moult of the broeding female is of special 
interest because of the rapid simultaneous moult of the 
flight feathers while in the nest. 
RESULTS. 
Males and non-breeding females . 
Both these groups were found t o moult in the same 
way, gradually over several months, and with the same 
sequence of feather replacement. 
Moult of the rectrices, numbering pairs from the 
centre outwards, occurs in the order 1 -5 - 2 or 4 - 3. 
Mo ult of the primaries, numbering from the proximal 
primary outwards occurs in the order 10 - 4 - 5 - 3 - 6 or 
2 - 1 and 9 - 7 - 8. No sequence could be found for 
the 12 secondaries. The same sequence was found for all 
three hornbill species studied. Rectrix and remex moult 
was usually highly e9rical. frequently masking the 
basic pattern which was in progress on each side of the body. 
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Moult of the body areas does not fellow a clear 
sequence because more than one area is in moult at once. 
The basic sequence is abdomen - upper back - breast - lower 
back and head- neck. This is the same for all three 
species, and is basically the same order in which the feather 
areas grow out on the young chicks (Appendix 7). 
Table 39 shows the percentage of specimens 
showing any form of moult during the months of collection. 
Moult is largely restricted to the wet season from 
October to May, in all three hornbill species. Tail moult 
occurs mainly from December to ~arch (Table ~0), whereas 
win~ moult occurs over a more extended reriod from November 
to May {Table 41). This is evident on individual birds, 
where wing mcult has started before the tail, but the 
latter is complete before the wing moult is finished. 
Body moult occurs throughout the whole moult period, 
from December to May {Table 42). 
The timin~ of moult may vary each year, as indi -
cated by the active moult in June 1967, whereas all 
moult was completed by May 1968. This may be related to 
the st~rt of the wet season, which was earlier in the 
1967 - 1~68 season (6 October 1967) than in the 1966-67 
season ( 21 October 1966). 
Breeding females. 
After a female has sealed herself into the nest 
hole, an average period of six days elapses before egg-
laying commences. By the time the clutch is complete~ 
the female has moulted all rcctrices and remiges, but 
these are regrown by the time she breaks out of the nest 
about 46 days after laying the first egg. All observati ons 
on moult of breeding females of the three hornbill species 
examined in the Kruger National Park are described below. 
A general pattern emerges, but there is much individual 
variation, and observations are fragmentary because often 
the female runs up the funkhole above the nest (Section 7)7 
making consecutive observations difficu1t. 
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T. n as u t us··~., , 
N es t 3 • ~·F ~ u n d 
Nest 5. 
at hatching of first egg; rectrices and 
remiges all growing in and of equal length 
indicating simultaneous moultin g. Growth of feathers 
proceeded as follows : 
20 November 1967 (estimated 31 days after first 
entering): 
first egg hatching, wing 100 mm, tail 65 mm . 
27 Ncvember (38 days after enterin9): win ~ 
1 4 0 mm , t a i 1 1 0 0 mm. 
4 December (52 days ~fte r entering): female 
broken out of nest, apparently only recently 
because chicks still actively re-sealing the 
nest entrance. 
Female enters on 22 November 1968. First e £Q 
laid after seven days. Three days later, three 
eggs laid, but no moult started. 12 days 
after entering, with f our eggs laid, both win r 
and tail moult begun, an d by 17 days after 
entering (ten days afte r laying the first e gg ) 
all rectrices and most remiges dror~ ed. 
Nest 10. Female enters on 13 November 1968. First e ~·g 
laio five days later, and three eags within nine 
days of entering, but no moult started. 13 
days after ente ring (eight days after layin ~ 
the first e gg), a11 r e ctri ces moulted, but not 
remi£~es. 19 days afte r entering re miges als o 
moulted completely. 
Nest 11. Female enters on 17 No vember 1968. First e gg 
laid nine days later, the second the next day, 
but no moult started. The next day, 11 days 
afte r enterin g an d 23 hours after previous obser• 
vation, all rectrices moulted. 15 days after 
entering, the remiges also all moulted. 
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Nest 60 Found with one eao on 27 November 1968. the ~-
female with all rectrices already moulted» 
but no remiges dropped. Five days later, 
with four eggs, the remiges are also moulted. 
Four eggs was the complete clutch in this nest. 
T. erythrorhynchus 
Nest 9. Female found in hole with no eggs or moult 
started on 27 November 1968~ and the same 
five days later. 14 days after first found, 
full clutch of five e0gs laid, and female 
with all rectrices and remiges moulted . 
Nest 17. Female with one e~g on 17 January 1967, all 
rectrices moulted but no remiges. 
Nest 33. Female with four eggs on 8 December 1968, all 
rectrices but no remiges moulted. 
Nest 35. Female sealed in by 26 November 1968. First 
egg found six days late r, and one rectrix 
in the nest. Still one egg after a further 
two days, but seven days after the first erg 
found there were three eg~s and the female has 
dropped all rectrices and remises. The complete 
clutch consisted of f our e0gs. 
Nest 38. Female recently entered as sealing incomplete 
and still wet, with no eggs or any signs of 
moult started on 2 December 1968. 
Nest 82. 4 December 1968, female sealed in but with no 
eggs or si gn of moult. Five days later three 
eggs in nest and only the rectrices moulted. 
Nest 85. 9 December 1968, female sealed in with 
no eggs or sign of moult. Seven days later one 
egg in nest, but no si gn of moult. 
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Nest 89. Female only just entered nest, and sealing 
incomplete on 11 December 1968. Observed 
daily until first egg laid six days later, and no 
sign of moult. 
Nest 97. Female sealed in by 16 December 1968, but with 
no eggs or moult started. 15 days later still 
no eggs, but female moulted all rectrices, but no 
remiges. 
Nest 100 Female in nest with one egg on 20 December 1968, 
and with all rectrices moulted. Examined daily, 
second e£;g laid on 21 December, third on 23 
December and fourth, completing the clutch, on 
26 December. Remex moult was still not started 
by the last date, but commenced the followin g 
day and was complete within three days • 
.!• flavirostris. 
Nest 3. 27 November 1968, the female in the nest with 
one egg and all rectrices moulted (Fig. 41) . 
Five days later, with three ergs, the females• 
moult the same. A further nine days later, 
with the complete clutch of four eggs, the new 
remiges already measured 5 mm, giving a win g 
length of 49 mm, the tail measuring 29 mm. 
24 December, and 13 days since the previous 
measurement, two of the eggs are hatched with 
the eldest chick estimated at three days old. 
Female has the wing 112 mm and tail 91 mm long. 
Nest 42. Female enters on 25 November 1968. Three days 
later no eggs, but outer ~air rectrices moulted. 
Five days after enterin g, one egg, rectrix moult 
is comr1ete, and thero is still only one eg9 
two days later. 10 days after entering there 
are three eggs, and the same the next day, but 
remex moult has not started. However, 14 days 
after entering the fourth egg is present in the 
nest, completing the clutch, and all remiges 
moulted. 
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Nest 47. Female recently entered the nest, judging from 
the sealin0, on 22 November 1968. Observed 
daily, and first egg present four days later 
at the same time as the first signs of rectrix 
moult appear. Rectrix moult complete the next 
day, and only one egg in nest six days after 
the female first entered. 10 days after 
the female first found~ thdre are three eggs~ 
and the remiges are all moulted, hut two days 
later the fourth erg laid to complete the clutch. 
Nest 58. Female in nest with tw o eggs on 1 December 1967. 
Her rectrices are all moulted, and remi ge s 
are beginning to moult. The rew.iges of the left 
wing are complete, as are the primaries of the 
right wing, but the re are only three central 
secondaries remaining on the right wing. 
Two days later, still with two eggs in the nest, 
the right win g is the same, but now the left 
wing has mou1ted one primary and three secon da ries. 
After a further two days, the right wing contains 
one secondary and the left wing two secondaries, 
and the clutch of three eggs is complete. The 
wing, with no feathers 9 measures 40 mm. Nine 
days after first f oun d the wing measures 47 mm 
and the tail 25 mm (Fi g. ~2). 15 days after 
first found the wing measures 77 mm and the · 
tail 50 mm (Fig . 43), and 24 days after found, 
with two chicks just hatched, the wing measures 
120 mm and the tail 92 mm. By 43 days after 
first found, the female has left the nest, hu t 
only recently judging from the fresh sealing 
applied by the chicks. 
Nest 65. One egg in nest and no sign of moult on female 
on 27 November 1968. Five days later, with one 
egg short of the complete clutch of f our eggs, 
rectrix and remex moult complete. 
Nest 69. One e gg on 11 December 1968, and no moult 
started on female. 
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Nest 67. No eggs, or moult when found on 27 November 
1968. Five days later~ with three eggs laid 
out of the final clutch of five, the female has 
moulted all rectrices and remiges. 
Nest 68. 27 November nest contains one egg, and female 
has dropped all rectrices. Five days later, 
with the full clutch of four eggs laid, remex 
moult is also com~lete. 
Nest 74. Female appears to have just sealed herself into 
the hole on 25 November 1968. Three days later 
a single outer rectrix moulted, and two days 
later the first egg found and the rectrices moulted. 
Two eggs present seven days after entering, and 
four eggs present 10 days after entering. The 
next dny, still with four e~gs, remex moult is also 
noted as com~lete. The final clutch was of five 
eggs. 
Nest 75. Female inside and hole completely sealed on 
25 November 1968 . First e0g found five days later, 
and no moult started . 10 days after first f ound, 
there are three eggs ?.nd the tail moult is complete. 
After a further four days, with the fourth egg laid 
to complete the clutch, the remiges also moulted. 
Nest 76. Female in nest with one egg and rectrices all 
moulted on 26 November 1968. 
In all instances, no moult began before the female 
entered the nest hole, but thereafter there is considerable 
variation, es pecially in the stage at which woulting occurs. 
In all cases the rectrices are moulted first, and very rapidly, 
taking as little as 23 hours and at most two days for all 
feathers to drop out. A few days later the remires begin 
to drop; it may take as long as four days for the remex 
moult to be completed. Regrowth of the new feathers begins 
almost immediately after the old ones have dropped, and 
proceeds rapidly until the femal e departs about 50 days 
after entering. However, judging by the measurements of the 
female from l· I'J.~~-U.t.~-~ nest 3, compared with average 
wing size ~or unmoulted females, the feathers are not 
completely grown when she emerges. 
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There may be indivi dual variation and specific 
variation as to when each stage of the ~oult occurs. In 
1. nasutus the rectrices are apparently moulted only 
after laying has commenced, and usually when the clutch 
is rather advanced . Howe ver th e re is one record of 
complete rectrix moult when there was only one egg. 
Remex moult follows immeciately and is complete about 
four days after the rectrix mcult, at cr just after the 
completion of the clutch. In I. ~!'Y.t_h_r_g..r,h.YnJ~tl~.~ the 
rectrix moult usually occurs with the layina of the 
first egg t o within a day, but rarely before laying. 
Nest 97 had an exceptionally l ong pre-layin0 re ri od 
of at least 15 days and so may have precipitated an early 
moult. There is an interval of a few days before the 
remex moult begins. It ~ay e ven be delayed until the 
clutch is completed. Remex moult takes ahout three days 
to be completed. _T. flavir ostrjs is the same us J. 
~rythrorhy_t}_f_~_l!_~~' but up to 10 days have been recorded 
between the rectrix and remex moults. However, the 
interval may also be very short, with only five days t o 
complete bo th moults, as in nest 68. Rectrix moult 
may also begin before egg layin g9 although this is uncommon. 
The details for nest 58 indicate that there is no specific 
order in which the remiges are moulted, except that p0s-
sibly they start with the secondaries. Tail moult 
similarly has no order, although the outer rectrices are 
often the first dropped. The moult is so rapid that it 
would be difficult to establish a pattern. 
Body moult was only observed incidentally, 
beginnin g ventrally and proceeding dorsally and forward to 
end with the head and neck. Body moult only commences 
after the rectrix and remex mou lts are complete, and a 
few days after the laying of the last egg. Body moult 
appears t o proceed faster than in non-breeding specimens, 
and is almost complete by the time the female leaves the 
nest. 
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The sequence of moult is bas i cally the same 
as recorded in the detailed work of Stresemann and 
Stresemann (1~66). The rectrix moult sequence is 
typical, starting with the mid dle and outer pairs and 
working inwards. I found no specimens with the regular 
order of remex moult described, starting at primary 3 
(from the proxi mal side) and proceeding in either 
direction fr om there. Rather, the specimens most 
resembled the irregular order described ~ usually starting 
at the tip (primary 10) and primary 4 , and working 
either way from the latter focus . On the distal moult 
progression pri mery 9 moults after primary 6, but then 
the distal progres s i on continues. 
Moult of t he breeding female is variable, but 
follows a ba sic pat t ern, all rectrices and remiges being 
dropped by about t he time that laying of the clutch i s 
completed. It is interesting that the time the female 
is in the ne s t afte r moult has be gun is about 45 days -
the same ti me as t aken for the chicks to complete their 
nestli ng period . Howe ve r, the rectrices and remiges of 
the chicks s t~rt to grow only when the chick is about 
12 days old, and so f eather growth must be faster in the 
chicks. Both femal e and chicks appear to leave the nest 
with the reme x growth not quite compl~te. Body moult 
is also completed by the time of the females' emergence, 
except for some f eathers on the head and neck. At no 
stage does the female approach nakedness, as seen on 
F i g u res 41 - 4 3. 
The few reports of moult of females of other 
Tocky,s species taken from the nest indicate a similar 
patte rn. Apa rt f ro m the three species described here , the 
same moult is indicated for L. bradfielgi. (Heesch 1937) , 
T. alb oterminatu~ (C owles 1926) , I. fasciat~ .. ~ (Chapin 1939) 
and I · Qallidirostris (Roberts 1912). Sometimes the 
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female will begin to moult before she enters the nest. as 
found for]. monteiri (Section 5). and this may be shown by 
her retaining those feathers growing in or new when the 
remainder are suddenly dropped. Unmoulted feathers have 
been found for females in the nest of T. fasciatu~ 
(Chapin 1939) and I. oriseus (Abdulali 1951), and may 
explain the comment of Stark and Sclater (1903) for 
!· plboterminat~~ that the female "before entering the 
nest begins to moult". I suggest that this may be due 
to a delay in suitable conditions for breeding, with the 
female beginning the moult of a non-breeding female 
until suitable conditions for nesting occur. The 
reported lack of moult in a breeding female of 
1. ~rythrorhynchyJ under captive conditions (Wieschke 
1928) must have been due to the unnatural conditions. 
The timing of moult to occur during the wet season 
indicates further that this is a time of optimum food 
supply. The male moults gradually, while having to feed 
himself, the female, who is undergoing an extensive moult 
and producing eggs, and later a brood of chicks as well. 
The cause of the simultaneous moult in the breeding 
female is unknown, but may be linked to the food supply. 
During the pre-laying phase the female is being frequently 
fed, while totally inactive (Section 7), and so could 
build up reserves, both for egg production and the start 
of the extensive new feather growth. This may explain 
why moult and egg production start simultaneously. 
However. the start of moult and egg production may be 
co-ordinated by a suitable hormone balance at that time. 
That the female will be flightless while in 
moult in the nest is obvious, due to her lack of remiges, 
but I could find no indication that there is any psycho-
logical inhibition of flight. The female will flutter 
away as soon as there is enough surface area of wing to 
obtain lift. Any reference to the female being thin or weak 
during her enclosure (Moreau 1937) would also appear to be 
exceptional, as indicated by the condition of the birds 
examined (and shown in Figures 41 - 42). 
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SECT I ON 9. RADIATION IN THE BEHAVIOUR AND MORPHOLOGY 
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE GENUS TOCKUS, AND ITS 
BEARING ON THE SYSTEMATICS OF THE GENUS. 
INTRODUCTION. 
In this final section of the thesis, a general 
comparative approach is adopted for all species of 
the genus Tockus. The first section records what is 
known of the behaviour of Tocku~ hornbi11s, and the 
second part is a co~parison of the morphology of all 
the species. This provides an understanding of the 
relationships between the species, and a framework 
wherein observations on the lesser known species can be 
fitted. Finally, the inter-relationships of the species 
of the genus Tockus is discussed, with comments on 
how the radiation may have evolved. 
T h e b e h a vi o u r o f TJ~ g_ ~-11-~ .!.'L~~_g_t_ u ~- , I.. g _r:tl!J_r_g.r-
h...ln..£..~ _  1,!_? and .L~ fu._Yir.Q.~_t_ri _s_ was observed in South 
Africa, South West Africa, Rhodesia and Kenya, and in-
cludes observations on hand-reared specimens of each 
species . .I. m.Q.nt.ei.r.i was observed in South l,Jest Africa, 
and I. t;u:_cu:Lfi_~_l_d_i was observed in Rhodesia, Botswana 
and South ~lest Africa. Incidental observations on 
J. ~-U~..Q.!~f.!Il_i_ry~_:t!_u~ were made in Rhodesia and South Pfrica, 
and corroborate the detailed observations of Ranger 
(1949-52) for wild and hand-reared specimens in South 
Africa. Brief observations were also made on T_. hgmprichij 
and J. ~~~ke~j in Kenya. Therefore, the behaviour of 
t h e s i x s o u t h e r n A f r i can s p e c i e s o f I_Q..<;_~.l-1-~.. i s we 1 1 do c u -
mente d. For th e remaining eigh t spe cies , I have relied 
mainly on the literature and many personal communications. 
have not yet examined the taxonomy of the genus 
detail, and have followed the subspe cifi c class -
ification of Sanft (1960) whe re necessary. I ha ve treated 
I . j_a..ll§ o f"!J a s a c on s p e c i f i c w i t h I . deck e o i . The " s p e c i e s 11 
I 
T.Q£~-!:l~ in 
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are only separable by the bill colour of the male and the 
presence or absence of white spots on the wing coverts. 
They occur together in several areas throughout their 
range in east and north-east Africa (Friedmann and Love -
ridge 1937), and have a similar total range. Sanft 
(1960) and von Erlanger (1905) consider 1. jacksoni to 
be the sub-adults of J. ~~<::-~~!l.i· Others (Grant 1915; 
Rothschild 1924; van Someren 1922 ) consider them good 
species, although some are dubious of their specific 
status {FriedmalllJ and Loveridge 1937; Jackson 1938) • 
.. 
I observed both "species" in Kenya and am considering 
them conspecific until further evidence is available. 
Both forms were observed in pairs,feeding and heard 
calling, and I do not consider one the juvenile of the 
o t h e r . N o d i f f e r en c e s we re n o t e d o t h e r t h a n t h e 
external morphology mentioned that could be used to sepa-
rate the species behaviourally or ecologically, as are 
so clear for the other species of the Qenus. 
BEHAVl.OUR. OF TOCKUS HORNS ILLS 
Behaviour patterns that are not referred to 
specific species are patterns that occur in all six 
southern African species, and will, I suspect, be found 
to occur in all members of the genus. However, these 
patterns should be confirmed when other species are ob-
served. 
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES. 
Progression. 
Progression on the ground is either by hopping 
or by walking and running. Hopping has been recorded 
for I. ~1Q_9termina.!u.~ (Ranger 1949), I . . Qra_Q_fie_.Ld.i., 
I. !!__emp_ r i c~ 1 . 1 ( B ro\'m , l..!J. lill· ) ~ I, 'l.9.S u t~J.S and 
I. JJlSJJLt.~J.r.1. However, I. IILQ_Qteir.i bounds rather 
than hops~ and this may be due to the uneven terrain which 
it inhabits (Section 5). Walking and running have been 
observed for J. erythrorhynchl!_~, J. deckenJ and 
1· flavi~tri_$. A11 the above species hop \'Jhen in 
trees. 
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Three different flight actions can be distin-
guished. A very direct flight of a few flaps followed 
by a glide is used by I. ~r.y_t_b_r_q .r!J...Y.!1~1:Ht§., J. . .. montei rj, 
T. flavirostris and T. deckeni. 
- -----~--· .,., - ----
A more buoyant flight, 
with deep wing strokes and foll owi ng an undulating path9 
flapping a few times up the gradient and then swooping 
down with wings partly or completeiy closed, is used 
by I.. ~1~!:9.rf!'_if! a_t_.~~, _T.. ~~~~ fi gJ_dj_, I· h_em..Q.rt<;.b 1 J, 
and a 1 so T • fa sci ~ _t_~ s (Rand 1 9 51 ; E 1 good 1 9 6 0) . 
A similar flight, but with faster and shallower wing-
beats and even more buoyant and dextrous, is used by 
J_. n_q~ut~-~. and probably also by _I. p_~llidir9~.1r.1~-
(~1ackworth-Praed & Grant 1952). l · bi . .r.o_s_tris_ and 
l· 9 . ti .. s~. u~ (Ali and Ripley 1970). These flight types 
are especially evident when the birds are flying some 
distance, usually above tree level. The birds of the 
first group are rather awkward on the wing, even on 
short flights among trees, compared to the latter two 
groups. The species with buoyant flight appear rather 
to float on the wing, but can display much aerial dex-
terity, as when pursuing flying insects. 
Feeding. 
I have distinguished the following feeding 
methods that are used by I~~kY$ hornbills: 
i) Picking The food item is picked up where 
it is found in the vegetation or on the ground, while 
the bird is motionless. 
ii) Digging Standing on the ground, the bird · pushes 
the closed bill into the substrate and then flicks the 
dirt to one side, partly opening the bill at the same time. 
Food items are thus exposed. 
iii) Leve ring On the ground, the head is lowered 
to one side and the closed bill slid under an object. 
Raising the head causes the bill to work as a lever to 
go 
turn over the object. This is used when the object is 
too large to be moved by the digging action, and expos e s the 
food items underneath. 
iv) Chasing Pursuing an active f ood it em on the 
ground . 
v) Swoop ing Flying down from a perch to obtain a 
food item that has been noticed on the ground be low. 
vi) Plucking Picking up a f ood item from the groun d 
or vegeta tion without landing. 
vii) Hawking Catching a flying food item while on 
the wing. 
All rr.embers of the genus are omnivorous. Some 
speci es are more carnivorous and others more frugivrous, but 
e a c h s p e c i e s w i 11 make u s e of s e vera 1 for a g i n g me tho d s to 
obtain f ood. However, the species form into two groupsp on e 
foraging mainly on the ground and the other mainly in t he 
trees and bush es. The terrestrial - fora ging species use 
picking, digging l e verin Q and chasing t o obtain most 
of their fo od, and inc 1 ude J.. ~u:.l!h ro rh.Y..~_£hu$, I. mon.t~_i_r_i , 
l· f1avirost .t:_i_.~, J. 9Q.~~-~.I}j , an d probably also J. ~-fliDY.t:L(.S 
to some extent (Ma ckworth-Prae d & Grant 1952 ; Bates 1930) . 
The arb oreal - f oragin g species obtain f ood by picking, and 
the aerial man oe vres of swooping, plucking and hawki ng 
and include the species~. alboterminat~.~, I. fa_!?._c;;.i.at.u.s.. 
(Elgood 1960), I.. bradfi.~.J . .Q.i., I· !1~~J:JLS. , probably J. 
p~ll i di ro st.r.~ .s (MackvJO rth-Praed & Grant 1952), I. ll91tla_ypj 
(Chapin 1939) , and J.. bemprichi.i (Brovm, in 1itt.). 
From reports of the Indian speci es 9 it appears that 
T. birostrj2 (Lowther 1942; Ali and Rip ley 1970) and 
_I. 9-~~-~.~ ( 1\bdulali 1942; Butl e r 1896 ; Henry 1971; 
Ali and Ripley 1970) are arboreal - f or agi ng species, and 
largely fru givorous. 
Details of the f orao in g behaviour of each speci e s 
are not available, but some genera l di ffere nce s do exist . 
!.· erythro rhY-n.~~-lA~ and}. W:.91J..tej rj obtain much of their 
food by di ggi n£ , e specially during th e dry season, and 
most of the remainder of their f ood is obtaine d by picking. 
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l· flavirostri~ i s an unspecialised forager, obtaining 
much of its food by pickin g through out the year, but 
making use of a wide range of f oragi ng activities. 
J.. albotermi!!..e.tU.?.. (Ranger 1950) , J . h_fLm.Q_d_c_hJ.i. (l~rO\'Jn, 
in litt.) and T. nasutus only rar8ly descend to the 
- -- ~... ~·· · ____ ,,, .. 
ground to obtain f ood. In contrast I. Q..r:9..9ft~ .LQJ frequently 
feeds on the ground, especially durins the dry sea son, 
but less so than the true terrestrial-foraging species. 
Manipulation of f ood prior to swallowing is done 
in a characteristic fashion. Arthropods are swallowed at 
once if very small, but usually th ey are nipped to kill 
them , and larger ones are softened by bei ng run back 
and f orth throu gh the bill an d squeezed a t ea ch step. 
Hard items and large items natura lly tak e longe r to soften; 
a I. flavirg~~~Ls male was seen t o take 39 minutes to 
soften a mouse before· swallowin g it. Softenin Q is also 
prolonQed f or distasteful items, such as caterrillars 
and smelly grasshoppers, probably t o rewove as much 
distasteful ma terial as possible. Ha iry caterpillars 
are fr equently wiped against the pe rch, probably t o 
remove urticating hairs from them, but this is done for 
all hairy objects, such as mice. Fruits are r emo ved 
from the plant with a twist of the bill. Fruits with a 
thick skin may be skinne d be f or e removal, nipping off th e 
skin with the bill tip, dropping the skin, and then 
twisting off the fruit. Fruit is r arely t aken from wh e re it 
has f al len to th e ground, even by the terrestri ~ l-fo ra g ing 
species. 
Drinking has never been recor ded for any hornbill 
species in the wild. 
Comfort activities. 
Where possible, terminol ogy follnws that employed 
by McKinney (1965) f or th o Anati dae. 
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Wing-and-leg stretch The win g and leg on t~e same side 
are extended backwards. Only recor ded for I.. !?fl.ilJieldi. 
and r. flayJ..r9.~.t.ri~· 
Double-wing stretch with wrists f olded 
forT. flavirostris. 
Only recorded 
Jaw-stretch and regurgitation Wide opening of the 
mandibles is sometimes done ns an inde pendent action, but 
more often it precedes regurgitati on, which is common. 
Regurgitation, which is done with short forward 
jerking movements of the head and an arching of the neck, 
is the method by which indigestibl~ food remains are 
disposed of (Fig. 44). Small items (fruit fibres, 
fragments of exoskeleton) are f ormed into a loosely 
compacted pellet, but large items (seeds, large pieces 
of exoskeleton)are re gurgitated singly. Before being 
allowed to drop, some items are f el t in the bill tip 
and may be reswall owed. Possibly the bird can detect 
if digestible material still remains. 
Scratching Scratching of the hea~ is in di rect (Fig.45). 
The body is held horizontal and the su rporting leg is 
bent so that the body almost touches the substrate. The 
head is bent back to one side, the wing on that side 
is dropped slightly, and the foo t on that side is brought 
up behin d the win g to scratch the head. 
Bill cleaning The various forms of this behaviour are 
very commonly done, both in context after the bill has 
been dirtied during fee ding, and as a dis placement activity. 
Conflict situations in which I have seen bill cleaning 
include territorial conflict, when aggression is shown 
by another bird, or when released after beins handled. 
In its most common form, the bill is stropped, first 
on one side and then the other, on the pe rch or a 
nearby breanch. In displacement situations the actions 
may be very vi ~o rous, sometimes not directed at the si de 
of the branch but actually hittin g it. Only cne side 
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of the bill may be cleaned by rubbing that side back 
and forth on the perch, and the attention is often 
then transferred to the other side. The action of 
biting off pieces of leaf and twig and crunching them ur 
in the bill may also be a form of cleaning for the inner 
surfaces of the bill. 
What appears to be displacement digging when a con-
flict situation Grises while the bird is on the grou nd, 
may be disr.lacement bill cleaning and the bird appears 
to peck the ground. 
Oiling preening This form of preening is net very often 
done, anc takes two forms. DurinQ nibbling preenin~, 
the bird may pause in the region of the preen gland 
and nibble at the gland tuft. This is usually followed 
by a stripping action down the remiges. Less often, 
the sides of the head are rubbed river the preen gland 
area. This is followed by rubbing the sides of the 
head over the scapulars and upper wing coverts (Fig. 46). 
Nibbling preening All regions of the body are rreened 
but for the head and upper neck. The long bill of these 
birds causes some characteristic postures during preenin g. 
Hhen preening the tail, the rectrices are held to one 
side and slightly fanned. The lower neck and upper 
breast ~re preened with the head held high and the neck 
arched. The remiges are preened in a typical fashi on, 
(Fi g. 47)., with the winr held out partly open and at 
right angles to the body, so that the remi ~ es are preened 
from the ventral surface of t he wing. 
Bathing Bathin9 in water has never been recorded. 
However, Ranger (1950) describes baths by ::r. ~J_Q.Q.tg_r.m..i­
"-~t~~, taken in wet foliage or dew- soaked grass, whereby 
the bird became quite wet. I have observed a tame 
I. .. flavirostri .~ bathing in wet f oliage. 
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Dust bathing is, however, common. I have seen it in 
I. !J.9~utu?, l· erythror_~ynch.~s s I . f.l .. ~_yi_ro~_~ri_s_, 
J. !llO.!llQ.irj and T. !2radfi;;l<Jj. Ran<;er (1950) 
h a s r e co r de d i t f o r I . ~ 1 b o.! e r m irt_ ~-t~;~ -~ , a n d V e r n on ( ~ 
1 i t t . ) for T • .r? a 1 1.:! .. 9 i r o s t r i ~ . The b i r d 1 i e s on i t s 
breast, shufflin g into the dust with side to side 
movements of the body, laying the neck along the ground 
and scooping the win~s back and f orth to dust the back 
(Fi9. 4$3). The feathers are all raised and the sequence 
is often repeated. During interva ls between bathing, the 
birds· often peck at small pa rticles of earth and sand, 
and sometimes swallow these fragments. 
Sunning 
outthe feathers and erect the rump f ea thers to expose the 
preen gland, with the back towards thP. sun (Fir.. 49). 
A more cbandoned form of sun-bathin9 has been seen for 
J. fla_vi_ros.:tr_i __ s and 1_. Cl:lboter.~i .. 'l.-~.t~.? (Ranrer 1950), 
where the birds lie prostrate en the ground or a branch9 
wings partly open, feathers fluffe c, head lollinQ to one 
side, and the pr eeen gland exposed . I have also seen 
young immature r. :flavtr.Q?...t.ris hol d beth win~s completely 
open with the body feathers raise~ when suddenly introducerl 
into early morning sunl i £ht. A tame T. !1 .~~JlJ!!.~ regularly 
adopted a typical posture for sun-bathing, lying on the 
ground with wings outstretched, body feathers fluffed and 
the preen gland exposed, but this was not seen in the 
wild (Fi g. 49). 
The bird sunbathes only when completely 3t ease~ 
and sa is rarely seen in the field. The indication that 
there may be species-specific sunnin~ postu res would 
make further observations valuable. 
A warming response is shewn when the sun shines 
from behind, both wings being droppe~ to exoose the back. 
If the sun is from the side, then on ly the wing on that 
side is dropped, and the bird will change winQs as it mcves 
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from side to side~ Unlike true sunning, the feathers 
are not fluffed and the preen gland not exposed. 
Warming movements cease when the bird is too hot. 
Drying behaviour After light rain, a I. flavirostris 
was seen sitting on a road with the feathers all fluffed 
out and the wings drooped to the ground, in an attempt 
to dry itself. 
Heat loss behaviour The commonest activity when a 
bird is too hot is panting with the bill open. This may 
be accompanied by holding the wings well away from the 
body and sleeking down the body (Fig. 50). Gular 
fluttering has never been seen in adults, but 
T. lTI.Q..lli.i .. t:i chicks in a rock-hole nest that faced the 
afternoon sun did so at a rate of 120 flutters/minute. 
Sleeping When at rest or sleeping, the head is 
pulled well down between the shoulders, with the bill 
pointing forwards. The body is lowered so that the 
abdominal feathers cover the feet. This position 
is also adopted when it is cold, and would be a good posi-
tion for heat conservation, although the large bill is 
still exposed. 
DISPLAYS. 
Territorial display. 
This display, typical for each species, is the one 
most frequently recorded for lg_c.~.IJ.S hornbills, and 
is very conspicuous due to the movements and calls 
involved. I have found descriptions of, or observed, 
the displays of ten members of the genus. No information 
is available fer the two small lowland forest species 
of Africa, .J . . ~amur_y.~ and .l. h.artl.aubi. It appears 
that the two Indian members of the genus, I. birostri~ 
and r. griseus, do not have displays, but merely 
territorial calls. Henry (11ers. comm.), who was familiar 
with r. 9..t:.:L~~~ . .? in Ceylon t descri~~.··· calls for the species 
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very close to those of I. flavirostrt~, but with no 
accompanying display. Ali and Ripley (1970) report 
calls forT. birostris that could be like T. albotermi-
n~~us, but no obvious display other than that during 
cal 1 ing 11 tai 1 depressed or doubled under perch and 
swung slowly back and forth". It is unlikely that 
the displays, so obvious in the African "[,<?fk~_s., would 
.,.-;j 
have been overflooked in the two Indian species. 
~ 
The calls which accompany the displays are 
described under the section on calls. The displays fall 
into two groups, one pointing the bill up, and one pointing 
the bill down, as shown in Fig. 51. 
The simplest form of head-up display is done by 
T. fasciatus, T. alboterminatus and T. bradfieldi (Fig.51A). 
·· ·~--....... - .... .... -·-·--··--~ · -.. . ... -~- ~--· - · 
The displays ofT. alb.oterminatus and T. bradfieldi ar'} 
- -----... ··---·"- - .. - --
indistinguishable in the field~ and appear to be identical 
to t h e d i s p 1 a y de s c r i bed f o r I . f_a E..i2.-~ u s ( E 1 r o o d 1 9 6 0 ) . 
The bill is pointed vertically up, and with each note 
of the call the body is jerked bcckwards and then forwards. 
At highest intensities the tail is fanned slightly in 
time with the backward motion. 
The dis p 1 ays of .I. n~~-.1":.~~- and I. pa 11 i d_i ro_s t .!:i ~. 
(Vernon iLL litt.) (Fig. 518) are very similar, and are 
like the above group, except that when the body is 
rocked back the win£,s are flipped half open and then 
closed when the body comes forward . Tail fanning is slight, 
and again restricted to higher intensities. 
The most elaborate of the head-up displays is that 
described forT. h _~_mprich_!_J (Fig. 51C) by Brown (in 
Urban et ~· 1970). 11 Display consists of uttering a 
long series of piping calls, with the bill pointinQ 
vertically skywards, the body bobbing up and down and the 
wings partly spread. Towards the end of the series of 
calls, a break in the series is followed by shriller 
calls at an accelerated tempo, during which the tail is 
raised vertically over the back and partly spread to 
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expose the white outer tail feathers". Apart from the 
finale of fanni-ng the tail over the ba ck, the display 
is typical of the head-up grour. 
The simplest head-down dis play is done by 
T. ~_r,x_~~ ~o rhy_~0..~.~ and I. ~q~j__!:i (Fig. 51 0} , and 
the movements are the same for each species. The body 
is pulled upri0ht, the bill points downwards, and the neck 
is well arched. ~lith each note of the call the body is 
bobbed up and down. At highest intensities the wrists are 
held slightly away from the body and the tail is slightly 
fanned. It is noticeable that the northern subspecies of 
I· erythrorhync~~~ <!· !· !rythrorhynchu~) holds the 
wings pulled back and half open during territorial display, 
the display described being for the southern subspecies 
(T. ~· .rufiro~-~rJ.~. and I· e. c!.~E!9.r_gn _~j_-~.). This would 
appear to be an intermediate display to that of the fol-
lowing two species. 
The head-down disrlay of l· u__a_vir .~s.!. r.1. ~' and that 
described for I_. gee~~~-; (f1oreau ~ ~~oreau 1937; Root in 
litt.), appear to be the same (Fig. 51E). The body is 
-held horizontal with the bill pointing downwards and the 
head at the level of the feet. The wings are opened 
fully over the back with the wrists almost touching, 
and while in this position the bird bows slowly to left 
and right. The tail is always somewhat fanned, more so 
at high intensities. 
As stated, all these dis plays are accompanied by 
calling, which starts off with a pre-display call and then 
breaks into a display call. the latter being in combinati on 
with the movements described for each species. The 
duration of the calling depends on the degree of stimula-
tion. Sometimes the pre-display callins does not culminate 
in display, and at other times the whole display sequence 
is repeated several times over. The display is done by 
both sexes. A mated pair will often display together, 
usually but not invariably, with the calling initiated 
by the male. All members of family groups will also 
display together. The displays are not in any sort of 
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unison, and to term this 11 duetting 11 (Payne 1971, for 
[. f}~virostris) is possibly stressing the co-ordination 
between the birds too greatly. At the beginning of the 
breeding season males display more obviously; the display 
may have a role of female stimulation, or else the male 
is merely the first to come into physiological breeding 
condition. In the Kruger National Park, before the 
rains enable the birds to disperse into their breeding 
territories, as many as 12 birds con centrated at 
feeding grounds will display together. During the 
breeding season displays are most frequent in the 
mornings and evenings to advertise the territory, but at 
any time of the day in de fence of the terri tory. If 
an intruder is only heard, the birds will fly to a 
commanding position, such as a tree top, before dis-
playin g. Displays may even be directed at objects 
other than members of the same species, such as a 
raptor, a man near the nest, or even a vehicle in the 
terri tory. 
Within a fortnight of leaving the nest, the 
young also assist in terri torial defence. They will 
even do a rudimentary form of territorial di s play and 
calling from about ten days before they leave the nest. 
The call s and movements are very basic, with movements 
hampered by the confined space of the nest, but are 
clearly territorial display. 
Agonistic display. 
Threat, in all species ohser ved, consists of 
depressin0 the feathers, especially around the head 
and neck, and f acing the antagonist with the hill raised 
above the horizontal. This exposes the coloured ~atche s 
of bare skin on the throat. The slow and stiff movements of 
the aggressor are also characteristic, and if threat is 
shown while on the ground the bird ar-rears to be almost 
on tip-toe, so stretched is the posture. 
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Threat may be used intra - or interspecifically. 
It is very evident durinr- territ orial conflicts, being 
interspersed with bouts of territorial disnlay. It 
is also shown to any other bird that comes too close, 
as when at a food source, or if an other bird lends too 
c 1 ose. 
In extreme cases threat may lead to fightin g , 
when the combatants lower the whole bill and body into a 
horizontal plane, keepins exactly in unison, and grapple 
with the tips of their bills. Ty pically, they lock 
bill tips and flutter up into the air as hish as 5 m. 
The chicks have a posture , with threat elements 
(Fig. 52), which has not been recorded in the adults. 
The head and neck are extended and the feathers on 
top of the head are raised. This position is adopted 
when the chicks are taken from the nest, or 
is thrust into the nest and they attack it. 
be an element of fear in the display as the 
when s o met hi n g 
There may 
fright call 
is often given under continued stress, but the chick 
will still remain aggressive. 
CALLS. 
Calls are usually difficult to transcribe, but 
the calls of !ockus_ hornbills fall into two groups-
whistles and clucks. All the species that perform head-
up territorial displays whistle, and those with head-down 
displays cluck. The meaning and phrasing of the calls 
is so similar for the Southern African species that they 
will probably apply throughout the genus. Species 
known to whistle are I_. ?tJ.bot~rmina_t~;J2.' I· b~-~n.ricbjj, 
I· _f g_sciat!-1_~- and J. ID:_adfieldi_. The quality of their 
calls is th e same, except that Brown (~ litt.) be lieves 
that I . (as -~ i Q._ t ~ s_ i s s 1 i g h t 1 y squeak i e r than I . a_l_.!?..Q_-
~ermin_a_~J!.s_ . The whistles of J. '!.~~ut_!J_~ are more musical than 
the above four species, and very similar to calls of 
I· rallidirQ.~_.t.r.i~. (Vernon,~ litt.), except that the 
latter are slightly more raucous. J. biros~!j2 and 
T. b ..?..!' .. ~-!~?.':J.~- 1. whistle, but the c0m!J arative quality of 
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their calls is unknown. T. monteiri and the northern 
-- . -·----·-·- -
subspecies of T_. ~l_avJ_ro~-~~-i-~ (I. f .. -Q_avi ro~~ri_s) have 
the gruffest ca11s cf the clucking species. T. 9e_f_~_e_D_i 
and the southern T. f. leucomelas have similar calls 
- . - . , .. 
and are lGss gruff, and I. ~-!.:'_Yt~rorhync_~ __ Y.~ has the 
highest clucks of all. Th e calls ofT. criseus anG T. . . ..!:____ ___ -
_camu_r_l:l.~ are described as clucks (Henry 1971; .l\li and 
Ripley 1970; Chapin 1939), but the quality of their 
calls is unknown. 
The main calls consist of clucks or w,histles 
ofvaryin~ volume and duration of phrases; those I have 
distinguished are: 
Alarm call A strong single note, either a clucking 
'tok' or a \<Jhistlin~ 'pi' dependin£ on the 
species. 
This call is uttered when a predator is sudden-
ly seen, or if a bird is surprised. The call 
acts both intra- and intersrecifically, alerting 
other hornbills and other birds such as 
~-~_morQ_!Q.!:_!!_i__s starlin9s or ~~!?..919.!"~.i- ~ weavers. 
The response of all birds is to fly to the nearest 
cover. A1thouqh this cal1 cannot be distinguished 
by human ear, as different to other single clucks 
and whistles, the reacti on proves that it sounds 
different to the birds. 
Fright call f', harsh grating squeal. 
Uttered by all spGcies if frighten:~9 1 ·_- and may 
be prolon~ed if a bird is handled or if chicks 
are disturbed curin 0 nest examination. It is 
uttered by the loser in a fight when a0gression 
becomes too intense, and may replace the alarm 
call as a single 'squark' if the bird is given 
a very sudden fright. 
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Anxiety call - A series of clucks 1 tok tok tok 
Or WhiStleS I ri pi pi • • • I, Utterf:d faster thO 
higher the intensity, and of duration dependinr: 
on how long the stimulus lasts. 
This call is given when some uneasiness is felt~ 
as when a distant predator is seen or some birds 
fly up suddenly, and the calling rate increases as 
the Ganger becomes nearer. 
The most intense form of anxiety call is uttered 
as the birds take off to fly away from the threat~ 
when the notes become fused into a single soun d; 
1 toktoktoktok' for the clucking species, and 
'~ipipipipi' for the whistling spe cies. This 
sound is not a true fli9ht call, as the birds 
will take off silently if there is no threat. 
Territorial call Consists of t wo ~hases of no set 
duration , the rre-disr-lay rha se of calling only, 
and the di splay phase when calling is ac companied 
by the movewents already described. In the cl ucking 
species the pre-display call is a series of clucks 
'tok tok tok ... 1 which in the disp lay phase 
either brea ks into double time \oktok toktok toktok 
(!. eryth _!:grh_yn~~-~s. and .. T. J!1g_!l_~-~-1_ri. ), or 
merges into a prolonge d s Gbb ing cry 'tokuarkuar~ 
kuark .... ' (I_. d~.-~1<9..!'.1_~ and I. fJ._~~ _ v_:!_r_Q .?.t~j- ~J. 
The display movements are done in time with each 
pha s~ of the display call. In the whist l inr 
species th e pre-display call is a series of notes 
'pi pi pi pi ... '. which breaks into double time 
in the display phase I pipieU pipieU ripi eU 
the di sp lay movements occurring during each phase. 
Contact call This call is lacking in the cluckin~ 
species that ha ve been studied. In the whistlin9 
species it consists of a sin~le drawn out 1 pieu•, 
which if repeated, is done s o at intervals of 
about two seconds. 
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The call is uttered by members of n foraQing 
party as they move throu gh the trees, especially by 
one that has been left beh ind. The call often 
e licits an answer. Durin ~ flight$ the call often 
brinrs a deviating member of the rarty hnck onto 
the fliaht line of the rest of the grour. Ranger 
(19 49 ) ~ ive s special attention to the role of this 
call in I_· ~-l!.:._ot~':_~_'l_~_tu.~ , ancl called it the 
"family-circle cal1 11 • • 
Displeasure call f l 0w gruff growl. 
It may be uttered at r oos ting time when one bird 
edges too cl ose t o another (Ran ge r 191J.9}, and is 
rarely given when a bird is coin0 the threat display. 
A female T. monteiri uttered this call ~vhen 
arriving at the nest with sealin£ material, she 
f ound the m~le with his head in the ~ole. 
Basica11y the call is onh' lts cc\ in the very mildest 
a0onistic context. 
Acceptance call A harsh screech . 
It is uttered by the female and chicks when they 
take food fro~ the male (or from either par2nt in the 
case of the chicks). T~is ve ry loud call is 
invariahly uttered as the f ood is taken, and I 
have remarked (Secti on 4 ) on the possible functi on 
of this call in maintainin 0 contact betwee n the 
inhabitants of a sealed-in nest an~ their f ood 
r-roviders. 
Beggin g Call A loud high-~itched 1 kck kek kek 
varying in volume an0 frequency. 
Uttered by the chicks when they arc hungry, and 
when they see or sus pect the presence of an adult 
with food. Youn~ chicks utter only a l ow ~eepinr,. 
T~is call may be inters ne rsed wi th the acceptance 
call at the moment that the f ood is taken from 
the parent. 
NON - BREEDING BEHAVIOUR. 
Daily routines. 
Tho f ollowin g generalisations probably apply 
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to all Tocku~ species. At first li oht the birds leave 
the roost and move into the sunshine, where they preen 
anc warm themselves. They then begin to feed actively, 
and during the dry season, may have t o fly up to 3 km 
to suita ble feeding arens. Feecin g slackens off as the 
day advances, the hotter tho earlier, and the wirldle of 
the day is spent resting in th & shade and ~reenin~. 
Feeding is resume d in the late afternoon anr may continue 
after sunset. Th e birds return t o the roostin~ site 
in the last minutes of dayli0ht. If the afternoon 
feeding cease s earlier, the birds move to the roosting 
areas ea rlier, but take up their roos tin ~ sites only at 
the very last light. 
Roosting site. 
T. n£?..!l_!_ll_~ and .T· ~J_q_q!_~u:mi.!!..9.J.!!.~ .. (Ranger 1949) 
roost on thin terminal branches, where they have open 
space bel ow and above them. 1_. -"-~-~_l;!tl!~. roosts on the 
ti ps of branches of lar!]C trees and 1· 9J_I?..9..t?_r.m_il} .. i:l. ~!J.~ 
chooses openings in the canary of ripa rian veget~ti on. 
T.· ~lbotermina~~~ has been foun d by R~ nger (1949) 
always to use favourite sites, bu t should the open 
space surrounding them be eliminated then the sites 
are immediately deserted. 
In contrast , l· .~_!.I_~h_!:'_Q.!'hl'~~_h_u s, I· nyor}J:gir.i and 
T. flaviros_!_!:.i_S.. all roost in well concealed rositions. 
A r oos t deer within a thorny bush is fav oured~ hut they 
will also roost against or under the large branches of a 
tree. 
Juvenile beh aviour. 
Even when i ndependent of th e parents, immature 
birds sh ow certain behaviour that is not seen in the 
adults. 
From the time they leave the nest youn g birds 
frequently feel surfaces with their bills, pick up 
objects only to drop the~ again, or break of f piece s 
where they can, always using the bill as the main 
exploratory t oo l. Young birds also peck and pull 
at the feet and tails of siblings or parents. 
These activities may corutitute play. 
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Young birds sometimes fly very fast around 
hushes and trees, swervin 9 thrnu gh gaps, diving down, 
only t o lan d and then take off to repeat the whole 
course again. This flying, rro ~ abl y to develop their 
flying ability, has been seen in .I· nasu_!_~, T· e.r.tth.r..o_-:-
~-~.Y!!_C:~ .. ':l .. ~ en c .T. .!~Y-11' Y..~t r i_ ~ , and report e t1 for I. 
9_lbo_!erm!na~u_~ (Ranr.er 1950). 
The young birds have the same calls and 
displays as the adults, but at first their voices are 
less distinct and hiQher pitched than the adults. 
Sometimes a younr bird will run UD to an adult 
with feathers raised, especiclly around the head, which 
is slightly withdrawn. No calls are audible, anC. on 
reaching the adult the display is terminated. It is not 
common, but has been seen in ! . •? rythro rhynch~-~ and 
1· _flavir q_?_!ris_. It may be a greeting display. 
Hand-reare d birds will also do it t o the feet cf their 
human f oster ra r ent. 
Inquisitive beha viour . 
When perched, and observing an object of which 
it is unsure, a hornbill ~Jill ado ot a typical pose 
(Fig. 53). The body is he ld horiz :;ntal, cl ose to the 
perch, while the hea d is drcpped be l ow the level of the 
f ee t on an extended neck, and the tail is slightly 
lowered. 
Interspecific behavicur. 
Interacti on is very slight with hornbJlls of 
other s re ci es. Up to five sp?.ci es of TQ.~~_us may 
co- exist in one area, and as each is separa t ed 
ecologically (Secti on 3 and 5), compe titi on is 
ne9li gib le. During th e breedin~ season each species 
is spaced into territori es, in depende nt of the 
territori es of other species , s o tha t di fferent species 
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may have their nests very close to ge ther; the most 
extreme case wasT. erythrorhynchus and T. flavirostris 
- -·~---·~··- . - ·------···· ·-
with active nests in the same tree {Section 7). 
The only time that conflict occurs be tween 
species is at a common food sourc~. The threat display~ 
common to all species, is reco0nised ~Yother speci es, 
so that the intru Ge r is usually the more successful 
in usurpi ng another type of bird. I.· flavirostr_i __ ~
appears t o be an a~0r~ssive srecies, regularly chasing 
other birds of many species nway, even flying 
over to investigate where a bird has just landed in case 
food is available. 
Relations betwee n horn bills and other species 
of birds are variec. The T...c?~-~ -\:A .?_ hornbills \'!Jill res pond 
t o the a l arm calls of many other s pe cies, especially 
Lamprotornis starlings and V_9-JlillJJ.s_ plovers. Hornbills 
w i 11 j o i n o t h e r b i r d s i n mob h i n 9 i I h a v e s e e n T _Q_c ~-Y-~­
e_!:,Yth ro_ rhy_!1_~_hu_~ help to mob an immature Gabar Goshawk 
t1_1s__r_'?!J_i __ ~-~ ~~-b a!' , and I o _  ~-~-u-~ ~--~ ~-~!_!:'.~ he 1 p mo h a 8 a rn 
Owl I_yt9 ~Jb~. One bird that is very intensely mobbed 
by Tockus_h or nbills is the Banded Harrier Hawk tQly~9~ 
r_q_i __ q~s q~<~ i ~~us, a predator that spcci ali ses in raiding 
nests of h o le~esting s~ecies. The hornbills hover 
over this hawk a s it flies ! bombing it, and perching 
close to where it lands. Fright calls and very high 
intensity anxiety calls are utte red throughout. 
Reactions to potential predators of adult hornbills include 
flying into the air to wat ch the preda tor while utterin Q 
anxiety calls~ anc fallin£ silent and diving f or cover. 
The latter reacti on occurs in res oon se to the most 
dangerous avian rredators such as Black Sparrowhawk 
~~-~1.~~~.r l)l_E?l anol§_t_!co~ (Ran~cr 1950}, l'- frican HnY>tk 
Eagle ~.mJ_~ t~-~~i..9.Ja or r'1artial E~cle ~gJ..?m_gej:us 
be 11 i co_~-~2 .. ·
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Other birds will mob horn bills on occasion. As 
hornbills arc often reporterl as robbing nests r.f small 
birds (Pitman 1928, Lowther 19/f2), this reaction is easily 
explicable. The most aggressive snecies to the hornhills, 
is the Fo rk - tailed Dron~v·· 12_icry_r\.!s a.Qi.il!l.L1. i~. Normally 
the mohbing does not appeur to bother the hornbill, f)ut 
once a I· ?_r.,yt_~.!_O..!:~Jn~b .. ~.~ flew over the small chicks of 
a Crowned P 1 over Y..9.!:! . .§JJ_~ C:..OJ..Q.~ a . .:t.l:!.s. I~ hen b embed by the 
adult plovers, the hornbill evaded by an exaggerated 
dipping flight, risin0 to about 3m and then divinQ 
down alm0st to ground level. 
BREEDING BEHAVIOUR. 
I have rlescribed the basic nesting sequence 
for T.o.~~-Y..~ hornbills and some of the adaptations shown 
(Sections 4 and 7). Here I shall deal with behaviour 
associated with each stage of the breeding cycle. 
Courtship. 
It is not known for how lon0 Tockus hornbills 
. - -·--···· 
remain paired, but ~anger (19~9) found that pairs of 
l· ~J.bote~mi_f!9_~~s remain constant unti 1 some thing happens 
to one o f t h e p a i r . I h a v e k n own a p a i r o f I . f 1 a v ~..!:..0. ?. -
tri~_ t o remain paired for three successive bree din9 
seasons. Possibly the pe.irs are formed for life, as 
pairs of tirds sometimes feed an d roost together through out 
the non-bree~ins season, hut some ~ irds have had a new 
mate each season for at least three seasons 
(I. erythrorhynchu~ anc J. flavirostr.i~). 
How the early stages of D ~ir formation occur js 
unknown, but they may be linked with territory establish -
ment which the male often initiates. The mutual stimu-
lation of the pair defending the t e rritory may then serv~ 
to increase the pair bond. For some time before the 
female enters the nest to lay9 the !!'ale will present 
food to her in courtship. ThG male flies or walks t~ 
the female, presents the food to het~ holdina it in 
the tip of his bill and stands rather erect; she takes 
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the fo o d~uttering the acceptance call as she does so. 
In the early stages of this courtship feeding she may 
not accept f ood, but later takes it regularly, and in 
the last few days before she enters the nest all her 
food is taken from the male and she does no foraging 
f o r he r s e 1 f. Co u r t s h i p fee d i n g i n I . f1.il v i r.Q.§. t .r i_~ may 
last for as long as t wo months if suitable breeding 
conditions are delayed, and either culminates in breeding, 
or the female ~erely begins t o do mo re of her own 
foraging. 
In the latter sta9es of cou rtship feeding, regular 
attention is also given to the nest hole by the pair, 
especially the fe ma le. At· this stage the attra ction 
of the nest hole t o the male may als c be strong, as he 
will often present f9od at the nest hole while th e female 
is perched cl ose by, and only a fter several unsuccessful 
at tempts will he transfer the at t ention to the female . 
Nest hole selection and prep arati on. 
The fe~ale is more acti ve in this task than th e 
male, alth ough he usually accompanies her, in a more 
passive role . The female pekes he r head into th e 
holes in trees within the territory of the pair, and aftGr 
the hole is selected (usually rather quickly) attenti on 
is on ly given to t ha t hole. 
used in successive years . 
Often the same hole is 
Once the hole is selecte d, the pair usually visit it 
in the mornings after feeding, and less often in the after-
noons (Fi g. 54). The femal e berins by picking debris 
ou t of the ho le , and late r starts t o seal up the cavity 
(Fig. 55). Often the female will climb into th e nest 
hol e for sh ort periods, sque2z ing in on her side if th e 
hole is sr.1a1l, scrabblin £1 with th e fe et and with th e 
wings trailing behind. Any holes l ea ding into the nest 
ca vity are seal ed. Only th e fin a l entrance hole is not 
sealed up complete ly. The sealing of excess hol es into 
the nest cavity is rather random, and any ca viti e s on 
the outside of the tree, formed by peeling bark or 
knotholes are also se~led. Sealing, of what will be 
the entrance hole, progresses to ~ point where 
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the femal~ can just squeeze in and out. If conditions 
are suitable, the female will then enter and complete 
the sealing until only a narrcw vertical slit remains, 
using her own droppings. If conditions are unsuitabl : ~ 
the female will merely do token sealino at the hole 
each day, but not effectively closin~ it any further. 
The final closure of the hole by the female, once she has 
decided to enter, is rapid, rarely takin~ up to 12 hours, 
and often as little as four. The male never assists the 
female in cbtaininr sealing material, except occasi onally 
in _I. monte_j_I._i (Section 5). However, the rrale sometimes 
brings millipedes to the female which are used for sea~ina, 
and only rarely for food. 
The male brings all the linin~ for the nest. 
The linin £ is brought and presented to tho female as for 
food, and is often interspersed with fo~d itews. The 
bulk of the linins is brought in the first few days after 
the female has finally entered the nest, but some lining 
is brought throughout t he nesting cycle. The material 
used for lining appears to ciffer fer each species 
(Section 7). 
Copulation. 
Copulation hcs only rare ly been observed. I 
have seen it twice for I· fl_av.i _ _ros .. t.r..i_~ and once for 
T . mo n t e i r i . i n e a c h c a s e i t o c c u r r e c 1·' i t h i n an h o u r 
of sunrise, the male hopping throu~h the branches of a 
tree after the female, until he could ho:-' on t o her back, 
hold the feathers of th:; heaC:With his bill, and cof)ulate. 
The copulation of I_. !J10nte_i.r.i. took place near the nest, 
and the malo had just fe~ the femal ~ . The copulations 
of I- flaviros!ri~ ~ere not near a nest, but North 
(1942) rec ords this speci~s copulatin0 near the nest. 
Ranger (1951) records COI"Julation for.}. ~.lJ?otcrmina_t~.?' 
the only record in his years of watchin~, ncar the nest, 
with both birds becom i ng very excited and utterinp 
a screaming call. It occurrerl at the stage in breedin ~ 
when the male had just begun to courtship-feed the 
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female, and is the only instance where a call has been 
noted during copulation. 
Seal in g. 
The sealing of the nest entrance is done by the 
female holding the material in her bill, and then 
patting the bill rapidly against the site to be sealed. 
When a hole is to be sealed, the bil l is r attled from 
side to side withi n the hole. The material is thus 
applied in thin layers, and by varyins the angle cf the 
bill to the surface, the surface is smoothed off . 
North (1942) reports a male L· f_l.~virostri~ sealin g a 
hole, but this requires ver ificati on, bein~ the first 
record of a male sealinQ. 
Material use~ for sealing varies, but mud, if 
available, i s used for the preparatory sealing and closure 
of the nest chamber (FiQ. 55) . Howe ver, I have never 
found mud to be used by J ... !lasu~J!~. rn 11 i pede s, and food 
items that are of a sticky nature, are regularly use d. 
Once the female has finally entered the nest hole, she 
uses her own droppings fer sealing material. Sometimes 
she will pick up debris from the nest floor and attempts 
to use this, probably as a displacement activi ty, but 
often debris adheres to her droppings on the nest 
floor, and so becomes incorporated .in t he sealing. It is 
interesting that once the sealing is complete, the female 
expels her droppings with force from the nest (see nest 
sanitation), but she can control this at any time if 
sealing material is needed. 
All chicks, of both sexes, seal up the nest at 
some time. The eldest chicks seal the nest when the 
female emerges, and when the chicks leave the nest at 
intervals, the remainin9 chicks will reseal the nest 
until they are ready to depart. The first sealing is 
undertaken by the chicks when they are 20-25 days old, 
and no assistance is given by the parents. Attempts 
at sealing begin when the chicks are strong enough, with 
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their eyes open , dt about 16-1~ days old. As with the 
female, th e chicks will seal up any hole made into 
the nest cavity, except for the one slit. The novice 
attempts of the chicks can be easily recognised, as the 
sealing is applied in layers and no t properly smoothed 
off. Hc.wc ver, th e seali ng by th e chicks is as hard as 
that of the f ema l e. 
Nest sanitation. 
Dropp in gs, unless used for scaling, are 
expelled with great f orce from the nest thrc ugh the 
narrow slit. The bird turns abou t, cocks the tail ove r 
the back, pcsitions itself aga inst th e slit, and squirts. 
Before the chicks a re old enough to do this, they merely 
excrete on t o the nest 1ining9 and often the soiled lining 
is thrown out during 9e neral nest cl eanin a. Cleanin g 
of the nest is rather haphazard. Ob j ects are picked 
off th e nGst floor, some are thrown out usinc: the bill, 
and others are dropped a£ain. Howe ver, the 0cneral 
effect is t o keep the nest very cl ean. La r ge items, such 
as dead chicks, cannot be pass ed ou t throunh the slit, · 
and merel y rot on the nest fl oc r . 
Feedin g. 
Feed in g of t he nest in ma te s is done by the 
male, assisted by the female after she has broken out of th e 
nest. 
In the African speci ~s, th e f ood is carried t o 
the ne st in the bill tip. Only on ce have I seen a mal e 
T. flavirostris reourcita te two scarab beetles, which 
~ ----·----··... - .... 
were then fed to the nest inmates. The food is carried 
in single items, except by !_. ~onte_ir:J. which often 
carries up t o three items in th e bi11 at once (Section 5). 
In contrast, the two In di an species carry much of the f ood 
to the nest in the stomach and reg urgutate it, piece by 
piece, t o pass in to the nest inmates, as reported for 
l· ,9ircstr.is (Lowther 1942). Althouuh J. 9!illJ!S 
usually does th e same, f ood items are sometiw.e s carried 
t o the nest in the bill tip {Abdul a li 1912; Butler 1896). 
Up to 24 food items have been brought up at one 
visit (Lowther 19 ~ 2). 
lll 
The bird carryin0 the fo od perches by, or hangs 
belmv the nest slit (as in Fig. 54). The food is 
presented, and is never released until the nest inmate 
has grasped it, utterin~ the acceptance call. 
Sometimes the food has to be manoeuvred t o fit into the 
slit. If dropped, the food is always retrieved and pre-
sented a gain . Dropping of th e food is especially evident 
i n J. _!!lO!:!.'!:ei _ri, as the several fo od items held in the bill 
are released at once, and rarely are all items held 
by the inmates. One male I· ~q_!)_te_!_r_i would drop all his 
f ood items at the base of the nest cliff, and carry th em 
up to th e nest one at a time (Section 5). 
The chicks take the f ood at the nest slit as soon 
as they are old enough t o see and are sufficiently 
mobile (about l t. day s old), but r ricr to this the female 
takes the food from the male and ~asses it to the chicks. 
Activities of the chicks in the nest. 
The chicks are ve ry dependent on the female 
until about 14 days old. As the chicks hotch at intervals, 
up to 14 days can separate the a ges of the eldest and 
youngest chick. The eldest chicks can therefore, always 
be the first to obtain food, for t hey are m0re mobile, 
heg louder, and are stron ger. Only whe n the elder 
chicks are sated will the youn rer chicks get any f ood. 
When about one ~ay old, an air sac develops 
over the shoulder region of the chick, and extends 
over the whole back 3nd onto the upper breast by the 
sixth day. This air sac is present until the quills 
on the back arc well-de velorec. (abo ut 13 day s old), 
when it seen disappears. The air sac is inflated if 
the chicks are handled or prodded9 and it may serve as 
a cushi on t o protect the nake c young chicks from bein g 
trampled by their siblings and m0ther in the confined 
nest as sug gested by Prozesky (1965). The air sac may 
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also be to prevent pre~ators from r ullinr chicks out 
through the narroi~ slit of the sealec-up nest entrance. 
fluch time is spent by the chicks restinQ 
or sleepin ~, usually squatting on the tarsometatarsus, 
and with the tail up t o save space (Fig. 56) . As th e chicks 
grow older, they sleep less. By the time the female l ea ves 
the nest, when th e chicks ar8 ab out 20-25 days ~ ld with 
the . legs fully grown, they wait at the nest slit f or 
food, pee rin g out of the slit with 0ne eyo . The chicks 
can see wa ll from within the nest, hesr in~ ~hen the rarents 
approach, and respondinr t n pre~a to rs outside. An 
interestinc dual resronse is sh 0wn to r. redators. If 
something small is presented at th E nest slit the chicks 
w i 11 a t t a c k i t , b u t i f i t i s so met h i n c b i g t h e y us u a 1 1 y 
run up the funkhole above the nest. Funkholes are a very 
reGular feature of Tockus nests. Possibly chicks 
... -~-...... - .. 
attack a small object that could break down the sealin ~ . 
These res ponse s are not absclutely constant. The chicks 
will fal1 silent if the adults utte r the alarm call near 
the nest, '1 ut othenJi se do n o thin~~ to conceal their 
presence; berging and squirtin g ou t drop~ings when hawks 
or baboons are cl ose t o o r un d: r the nest. 
Th e chicks preen in the nEst, but no attempt at 
win ~ exercises has been note d. Durin~ the last ten days 
of the nes tlin g pe ri od the chicks beoin t o pe rform 
ru di me ntary territorial disnlays. 
B re a k i n g n u t . 
The female and chicks ~ reak out of the nest by 
persistently chippin g at the very hnrd sealing. Once 
this t ook a female T. erythro rhynchus four hours. She 
-- . .,._ ... -----··~··----· - ·~·· 
would pe ck a wh il e, try to squeeze ou t, and then continue 
pecking until at last the hcle was big enough. Both 
chicks and the femal e can fly well on emer9ence. 
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For the first few days after emer~ing from the nest, 
the chicks remain hidden in foliage near the nest, being 
fed by the parents and still uttering the acceptance call. 
After this time they accompany the parents and begin to 
assist in territorial defe nce. The chicks arrear to be able 
to feed themselves wi thin about 18 days of leaving the 
nest, but family parties are probably maintained almost 
until th o following breedin~ season, at least in I_. al!;>_Q.::-
!~!':.mi_!l~t __ us (Ranrer 1949) . However, many species have t o 
leave their territori es du rin ~ th ~ dry season, unlike 
]. §lbot~rminatus, and this confuses the picture, but groups 
are usually composed of male, female and immatures. 
EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY OF TOCKUS HORNBILLS. 
Toe~~~ hornbills can be gro upe d into species 
wi th similar behaviour patterns, and here the external 
morphology is compared to the groupin g by behaviour. 
Table 43 lists the main features of the external 
morpholo gy of each lcckus species. I have examined 
skins of all ~~~~~species, and have combine d these 
observations, with the very thorough descriptions of s pecies 
g i v e n by S a n f t ( 1 9 6 0 ) , an d so me poi n t s from o t h e r a u t h o r s , 
to produce the table. 
The uncertain affinities ofT. birostris, T. 
- . ·----- . -· 
Qri seus, T. hartlaubi and T. camurus as to their 
~·--···· -- ~-----·· - _....,..._.____,.. .... 
behaviour, is equally true of their external mcrphology9 
and these s pe ci e s are considered individually. 
The first behavioural division of the h0rnbills is 
into tre?e- f oraging and ground-foragin9 srecies. The 
authenticated ground-foraging s pecies (I . e. ry.Jllror.h.Y.!:' .~.hu_~9 
T_. mon_t.§jr.t, .I. f_lavi rostr:i._s and r. ~.££_~en_i)' sh r.w the 
following common characteristi cs of external morphology 
(Fig. 57). The two central pairs of retrices are black9 and 
the remaining thre e pairs have lar0e areas of white or 
are completel y white. A black bar, or remnant thereof, 
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is present through the white of the outer three pairs 
of rectrices. The upper wing coverts are white, edged 
with either brown or black. In the adult T. d~Gk~ni the 
upper wing coverts are all black~ or are white edged 
with black in the form originally described as T. 
jacksoni. The primaries are black, with a small 
-·-....... - -
white spot about halfway down their length except on 
the first primary. The secondaries are black, but for the 
inner three (not the tertials) which are wholly or 
part i a 1 1 y wh i te . 
T. camurus (Fig. 57) g appears to be at least 
... ..------.,...._- . . 
partly a ground-forager , but does not have all the exte r-
nal morphological characteristics of the main group. The 
upper wing coverts are brown9 tipped with white. Howe verg 
the primaries have a small t.o.thite spot in their centre9 and 
although the secondaries are all white tipped, the inner-
most three are almost completely white. 
In the tree-foraging species <I· nasut~~, ~· 
pallidrostris, T. hemprichiig T. alboterminatus, 
~ ·- '"""*'" -- ---·- -·- - - . .. . .. - - ·· ·· 
I_. ~asciatus and J. bradfie t tU the central pair or 
two pairs of rectrices are dark (Fig . 57). The remaining 
rectrices are white-tipped or completely white. Th e 
outer pair of rectrices never has more than the tip white . 
The upper wing coverts are dark9 edged with a paler 
shade. The remiges are all dark coloured, although 
in some species the secondaries are edged with a paler 
shade. 
I_. hartlau~_i_ (Fig. 57) 9 is a tree-foraging 
species, but its external morphol0gy does not comply 
entirely with the main group. The central pair of 
rectrices are dark, and the remainder are white tipped 
The upper wing coverts are all black. The primaries 
have a small white spot halfway along their length, 
and the secondaries are all white tipped. 
·~ 
I 
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The two Oriental srecies I· £..i..r.9stris and 
I· 9!.]~-~ ~ a re a 1 s o tree - for a g i n g s r e c i e s , b u t d i f f e r 
in several aspects of their external w.0rrhology frcm all 
other Tocku~. species (Fig. 57). In J. . b_irostris the 
rectrices are all white tipped with a narrow dark band 
immediately proximal to the white tip, and the central 
pair of rectrices protrudes about 30 mm rast the rest 
of the tail. InT. oriseus the rectrices ar~ all 
·- -------.;1--.. • 
white ti pped, but the white is ~uch reduced on the central 
pair. The upper wing coverts are a uniform grey, but 
i n T • 91.~-~ e u s . t h e v e r y t i p o f the f e a t h e r s i s d a r k e r • T h e 
primari2s of_!. ~riseus are white tipped, and all but 
the first have white s~ots halfway along their length . 
The seccn daries are uniform dark grey. In T. birostris 
the first five primaries and all secondaries are white 
tipped, and the first five primaries have small white 
spots midway along them. 
All T_~cku~ species have the abdomen off-white 0r 
white, and the upper parts predoreinantly a dark colour. 
InT. qriscus the uoper winq coverts have a silvery 
....... ":"-~; .. . -. . .... 
sheen, and in I· _hartla!J.~_f thfJ black areas ha ve a 
green gloss. The back of all s pe ci e s is a dark colour . 
T. nasutus~, .!: ~ryth!::_9.!_~.Y.~.C.-~ .~-s and T. flavirostris have 
a narrow white stripe down the centre of the back. 
Th e ground - foraging speci es, with their direct 
flap-and-glide flight end habit of running on the 
g r o u n d ( o r b o u n d i n g i n .I: m on t e i r iJ , a p p e a r to h a v e 
proportionally shorter wings and longer tarsi than the 
tree-fora~ing species. The l a tter have undulating, 
dextrous flight, and hoD whil e on the ground. The 
average \1Jin g/tarsus ratios f or all srecies are arranged 
in descendi ng order of magnitude (Table 44) and a clear 
separation between the tree-for aging and gr0und-foraginq 
species is evice nt. The tree -fo ragin~ species have a 
wing/tarsus ratio exceeding 6,0, while ground-foraginq 
species have c ratio of less than 4,8. The poorly 
known African forest speci e s appe ar to fit in with 
what is known of their fora gin 0 behavi our, T. hartlaubi 
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falling within the tree -foraging grour with a w1ng/tarsus 
rati o of 6,27, and .l.· ~amurus cominQ very cl ose to th e 
oround-fo raci n ~ with a rati o of 4 ,90. The Orienta l 
..,; '\; .... .... 
species are intermed iate b c tw~en these t wo rrours with 
value s of 4,9 8 f orT. bi r cs tris and 5,29 forT . 0-riseus 
~ ........,__, . - --------·· 
which place them nearest t o th e ~ round-fo ra ring group 
although th ey a re known to be mainly tree- f oragi nr s recies. 
The fin e r s pe ci e s ~ roup i ng s s ~own by behavi ou r 9 
especially the territorial dis r l ay , are not cle a rly 
reflected in th e external morphology. In all Tockus 
hornbills the male is markedly larger th an the f emal e . 
This is also true of th e bill sizes of th e sexes; ad ults 
can be sexed by bill size alone. There is sexual 
dimorphism of the bill col our in T. nasutus, T. ery-
.... ·-----~- - --~ 
throrhynchus and most marked ly in T. dc ckeni. In all 
--· ·- ~ - -··~.-... 
species there is sexual dimorphism in the bill shape 
due t o the greater deve l opmen t of the casque on top of the 
bills of males. This is e s pe ci e lly cl ea r in th ose 
srecies where the casque f orms a distinct body on tcr 
of the bill in males, as in T. birostris and the southern 
s u b s p e c i e s o f _I..- ~ a s u t ~~ ( e p i r h i n u s an d d or s a 1 i s ) . 
- . ----· 
The casque is also pr omin ent in t he males of T. alb o-
t e r m i n a t us , b u t some w h a t 1 e s s so i n m a 1 c s of I . fll c i at u_? , 
--.------·-
_l. !"LaJ:.U .. ~l!~i and I . .2a 11 i di ro?.!.!i_?.. In the remainin g 
species the casque exists only as a rais ed rid ge alonr. 
the to p of the bi 11. In each spe cies the casque 
of the female is simil a rly devclored to the male, 
but extends only hal fway alene th e bill, givin g a 
notch ed app~arance to the to p edrG. 
Eye colo ur is ccnstant f er ea ch species, col ours 
in the genus ranging from brown to re~-brown to yellow. 
All very young birds hnve the eye col our very pal2 
b 1 ue- grey. 
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DISCUSSION. 
The ecology, behaviour and external morphology 
of l9_f1!-L~ h~rnbills reveals a clear dichotomy within the 
genus. In Table 45 , the main char3cters of the two 
~roups are listed. Some of the wore obscure behavioural 
characters, such as presence or a !Js~nce of ?. contact 
call, roostinQ site and nest lining) are included us they 
apply to the species for which thes e details are known. 
However, they may become irrelevant when more data becomes 
available. 
So little is known ftb o~t the two diminutive 
, . . 
1Hri can members of the genus, 1. b~...r..tJ..£.u. .qi. .. and I_ . .f~.Y..LlL$_, 
that it is difficult even to hypothesise about their position 
within the genus. I. b_artl .. cHt .. t?J.. is restricted to lowland 
forest in f;frica (Figure 58), and is rarely seen as it 
inhabits the upper parts of the tre es (Chapin 1939). 
This indicates that it would be a tree-foragin~ species, 
\vhich is borne out by its hi·::'h / trrin 0/tarsus ratio, the 
whistling type of calls, and ext8rn~l morrholory 
that is closest to that of the tree - fora oin~ grou~. I. 
camurus also inhabits lowland fcrest in Africa (Figure 58). 
It is a species that is often encountered low down in the 
forest, often in dense secondnry growth and where there are 
9aps in the forest cannpy (Chapin 1939). It has been 
recorded feeding on the ground, and is rep orted to follow 
army ants for the insects that they disturb (Chapin 1939).Thc 
rclativc: ly low wing/tarsus ratio and the cluckin~ type 
of calls point to its placing with the Qround-foragin~ 
group, although the external mor~ h o lory hc:s several 
characters of the tree-foraging group. Both srecies 
are remarkable within the Qenus for their very loud, far -
carryin0 calls (possibly an adapt~tion to living in 
dense forest), and for being the most markecly insecti-
vorous of the srecies. It is probable that these two 
srecies have become so specialised for their forest, 
insectivorous niches that they do not fall into any 
exact srecies Qrouping. 
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Our present knowledge of the Oriental members of 
the genus, 1 . bi ro~tri ~- and L. gri seus_, indicates 
that they differ in several r e spects from the other members 
of the genus. l. birostri~ is foun r. in deciduous woodland 
in India (Fis. 59}, and is replaced in the denser and non-
deciduous woodlands and forest of India by 1. oriseu s (Ali 
and Rirley 1970), \'Jhich also cccurs in Ceyl on (Fig. 59). 
Morphologically, these srecies have characters that are 
alike, but which set them apart from the rest of the genus ; 
such : ·· characters as white tips t o all the rectrices 
and some of the remigcs, and bein9 the largest members of 
the genus. Both species arpear t o lack territorial dis plays 
( t h e s \'Jay i n g of I. gj iQ s t r_ i .. ~ w h i1 e c a 11 i n g may b e a r u d i -
mentary display}, in marked contrast to th e African me mbers 
of the genus . Most strikin ~ ly, they regur0itate food 
to pass to the nest in~ates- usually fruit, but also 
insects, lizards and birds eggs ( Abd ulali 1942; Lawther 
1942): This is unique within the genus _T_Q_~~ ..... but is 
done by all ether hornbill genera except for the two 
omnivorous l}y_~ ;J rvys _ species and t he monotypi c Jr..Q.Q.i~u? __ . 
All species which do not regurgitate food at the nest, 
but brino it in single items, are omnivorous. Regur£i-
tation may not be possible with an omnivorous diet; 
although the two Oriental TQ__~_kus species indicate the 
feasibility cf regurgitation of insects and small verte-
brates, they are still primarily frugivorous. Loss ·of 
the ability to re9ur9itate may only be rossible after 
certain specialisati cns. The two aberrant ~~2~~ 
species (adapted for a terrestrial existence) live in 
small parties, have a predominance of males in the group~ 
and all mem~ers of the group fee d the incubatinr- female 
or the single chick (Kemp 1969}. This co-operative anproach 
may allow for food t o be brought to the nest in single 
items. The genus Jpf~~' is unique amon0 hornbills for the 
very fast moult of the breeding female, sc that she is 
able t o break out of the nest and assist the male in 
feeding the chicks for the latter half of the nestling 
period. The same may be found t o occur for T..r.opi cr.,~nu . .s __ , 
but the breeding cycle of this species is unknown. In the 
other hornuill genera with sealed nests, the female 
leaves with the chicks. The early emergence of the female 
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occurs with the two Oriental Tocku~ species, but is an 
adaptation which may have permitted the African species 
to radiate into savanna. If bringing single food items 
allowed a more proteinaceous diet than fruit to be 
adopted, radiation into savanna (where fruit is limited) 
and the adoption of an insectivorous diet cnuld have 
occurred with the African species. It is notable that 
T . . m.Q_Ilt~.Lrj, the cnly arid s rye ciGs studied (Kemr and 
. 
Kemp 1972 ; Section 5), often brin£s up to three food 
items t o the nest at on ce. This in dicates that the balance 
between bringing sin gle food items t o th e nest, and 
maintainin g a sufficient supply o f f0od, is delicate. 
For these reasons, I suggest that regurgitation of foo d 
at the nest is a primitive character· in hornbills, non-
regur0itati on having been evolved by twc inderendant 
groups. The Mallophaga from TQ~~us hornbills indicate 
that the Ori en tal species have been isolated from the 
African s pecies for a long time (El bel 196£i). Three 
s pe cies-groups of the louse genus Charinia are found, 
the a~-~-<? V_l:JJ.~-~tu~_ and ~!.-~~-1!1 species -g roups in the · 
Oriental and Au stralasian regions, and the ~?phoc~r~s 
species -group in the Ethiopian resion . C_t} __ ~_p_i_l')_i _a_ ~lBYa~ 
( of the 9_ c to v u 1 ~'-£.tum s p e c i e s- grou p } o c c u r s on t h e h1 o 
Oriental TQ£~~~ species. It resembles C. actovulvata 
.. ---·-·- ----·- .. 
from the Ori en tal hornbi11s of the 0enus Anthrac0ceros 
...., - ------ ~ ---· ·. -
more cl osely than an y memhers of the l _0R ~9.£Qt~s s peci;~s­
grour found on the African T~clu~ hornbills . This 
indicates more recent contact between th 0 Oriental 
s p e c i e s of T..9..£ ~J-:l .. ? an d ~~ !1_ r£.f:_Q_<;_~_r o_ s , t h an b e tv-1 e en t h e 
0 r i e n t a 1 a n d !1 f r i can s r e c i e s o f ~.C?S!<_ ~-s ( E 1 be l 1 9 6 f.. ) • 
The African species cf Tockus, excludino T. 
·- ·-· ··.-- ... . -
~~.!:~J.-~.u~i and T_. ~aJ!I~-r.~s, form into four species-0roups, 
two of tree fo ra~in g species and two of ground-foraging 
species. The four gro ur s which I r ropose are described 
below, althoug~ the reasons for the naming, and for not 
terming the groups superspecies, will be given _later. 
1 . b_r: _a_~ fj -~ l.Q.i.. spec i e s- r r our . 
This includes the species 1_ • . bradfi_gj_<J.j, I. 
~ l b,otermi n a_:tJ.J .. S_, I.._ .f.~~j_g_t_t) __ s and I. . . b~mp rich Li . A 11 
spGcics have whistling cii1s ~~ai arc indistin guishable 
-i~ ·- ·_p.~~- ; :.f.~·e:·i~ -- a.n.d se.;><.~~1 dimor~ h i Sf!l in -the eel OUr of the 
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gular sk in; black to dark blue in males and orange to 
blue-green in females. All species have the simplest 
form of head-up territorial display, except for L 
he.rr£lf.~l1 which fans the tai 1 above the back at the end 
of the display. All species are l ar ge members of the g2nus 
although not as large as the t wo Ori enta l species. All 
species have a characteristic~nt flight with deep 
wing beats . / \._/ 
i 
I 
All s pe cies appear to be allopatric (Fig.60). 
Sympatry appears to occur along the edges of their range. 
but th e species wil l probably be fo un d to be ecologically 
isolated, as indicated by the differen t habitats which 
the species occupy over the centre of their range. 
J. f_asciat':!?.. inhabits the lowlan d fore s.t of the Congo 
basin and West Afric a . J . ~lboterminatus inhabits 
montane forest, ri pa r.ian associations and coastal fore st, 
the latter e speci ally in the southern areas of its 
range . l· b_empri_<:__h_U is a montane specie s of the 
Abyssinian highlands up to 4300 m, where it frequents 
wooded gorges and valleys (Brown i n litt.). A rel i c 
population also exists on cliffs and hills to the south 
of the Lake Rudolf depression, e specially in th e Lake 
Baringo area. This population \'Jhich I have observed 
briefly, may have no contact wi t ro th e bulk of the 
populati on in Ethi opia . L .tu:aq fi el.~ti als o has a limited 
and apparently reli c distribution. The bulk of t he pon. u-
Jtll. 
1 at i on i s i n the te ak wood 1 an d ( B a i, I< a eA. 12~ ~g a J an d 
climax mopa ne wood land ( Col_Q!} hospe.rJII!J_m ITI.Q.P_gD.~. ) of north-
eastern Bot swana , north- we stern Rhode s ia , th e Caprivi 
Strip and s outh -we stern Zambia. The population is bounded 
approximately, on the north and east by miombo woodland 
(B~~--<!_hL_s_:te_g i_.9.. sp.), and on the south and west 
by open th crnveld. An isolated popu lation occurs on 
the Waterb f::rg 11 inselberg 11 in northern South l~est Africa, 
separated by 600 km of t ho rnvc l d and th e Okavango Swamps 
from th e main population. I hcve ob served both populations, 
those in the Waterbcrg bei ng con fin ed to the wooded 
gorges, which ha ve large trees that remain with fol i age , 
due to the springs that run off the top of the inselberg. 
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There are usually only rne pair rer £O rge, and they only 
raroly fora ge out into thornveld surroundin g the mountain. 
2. n_~?~~u-~ s.p_e ci e s- group. 
This includes the s pecies I .. _n_g_~_!:!t~.s and 
l· p_~_llidi.r__Q_str:-Js. Beth s pe ci e s hove very similar whistlin g 
calls, although different in t one t o the .b ra t:;l_fiel __ Q_i_ 
species-group. The fli9ht is also different t o that gr oup, 
beins buoyant, bu t with a muc h shall owe r winQ action. Both 
species have a head-up territori a l dis play accompanied 
by win 0 flickin g. They are medium- sized membe rs of the 
genus, and the 9ular skin is dull ~rey in m~les and b lu e ~ 
green in females , so far as is kn own. r. t}_~_y__t_y_s inhabits 
wood land, savann a and arid sterpe throuchout Africa (Fig.61). 
I t i s rep 1 aced by 1_. r. a ll_~~~t r.-i.~.. i n t h e m o i s t e r and 
denser miombo woodland (~ .t.:'~~t!..Y_~t<?_~i~ sp . ) across central 
Africa (Bens en and Irwin 1966; Bens on et ~ 1971). 
~~ ~o~teiri species-group. 
This includes the sneci es T_. !!l_Q_r:!.!~ .U:.i and 
J.. ~ryth_r:orhync~~s . . Both speci e s have cluckin Q calls, 
althou~h th ose of 1. IJlOnte.i_r:-i a re much deeper than 
I. _eJ::.,Y.th rorhy_!.l..f.~-~~ -· Th e flight is a c'i rect flap-and-
glide, the s ame as f or the f oll owin 9 species-grour. 
Gular skin is pink for both sexes ·c: f I· ~thro_r.b..YD.f.h.4._S , 
but is sexually dimorphic in J. mon teiri- bein Q black 
in males and orey-9reen in fe ma les. Th ey have head- down 
territorial displays, bobbin r up and down with the win gs 
closed, except f or J. ~· ~I'.Y_t_h__r.Q.r.hYJl~_h_lJ$ which hclds 
the wings half open above th e ba ck du rin r display. Both 
spec i es f Qrage on the ground and di£ f or much of their 
food. J. monteirJ. is'-' lnrQe m8mbe r of the £enus, of 
simil e: r size to members of the f?.r.~.Q_fieJq_i_ s r ecies-grcup, 
b·.ut T. ~~~hro~!:!_,Y._n_~_hy~ is mediu m- sized. I. ~on_teir.i. 
i s c c n f tn p d to the u r i d , h i 11 y a r ea s of south e rn An go 1 a 
and northern South We st' /Hrica {Fi ~ . 62), anc is sympatric 
with l.· ~. d.§...m9...r_c n~~-_i_s in some r. f th es e .~ reas. Ho\'Je vc r, 
the difference in size probably pr e vents compe tition -
between th e species and wnuld a ls o help es a speci e s 
isolatin g mechanism. I. ~rythro r~~~£h~i inhabits savan na 
and ste ppe throughout Africa, bein 0 ah sent from the more 
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wooded areas, and from the mere ari1 areas in the south . 
4 • .f_ 1 a llr.Q~,!:_t_i_, s s p e c i e s - g r o u p • 
T h i s i n c 1 u des the s p e c i e s _I_. tJ qy_i.r_g_~t r .i. s.. an d 
T • de c k _§_!!_1_. l3 o t h s {J e c i e s h a v e c 1 u c k i n g c a 1 1 s , of s i m i 1 a r 
tone, but that L f. 0..£vi.r.~trts __ 9 which occurs 
sym~atri cally with J .. 9 ... ~£-t<.C?.D.i. (Fig. 63), has much 
deeper calls. Both species have hea ct-down territorial 
displays, with the wings fanned abav2 the back and the 
head held at the level of th~ f ee t. The gular skin 
is pink in both species, but for the fe~ale r. f~ 
f].9..Y..Lros_tris v1here it is black. The eye skin is 
black in T. deckeni and T. f. flavirostris, but is 
~·- ·-- ···· .. ·•• - · ·of~" - -- ---- ---- · • .. •. ·-
pink in I. . f. l .~l,l-~.9...me .. l~$. Both are medium-sized members 
o f t h e g e n u s . I. _d_ e <: ~.§-~ ~ i n h a b i t s t h o r n v e 1 d i n E t h i o p i a 9 
Sudan and Kenya, and the adjacent pe ripheries of Uganda 9 
Somaliland and Tanganyika (Fig. 63) . _I. fJ_il...YJ..r..o.st.r.i.~. 
has a discontinuous distribu ti on in thornveld and 
steppe, one group in southern Africa and the other in 
north-east Africa. The latter ~roup, of the subspecies 
l. t. f]aviro~.t.~_i~, and I.. Qf;?.~kefl.i9 are sympatric 
over much of their ranges. J. Q.§~li.Qn_i is an unusual 
member of the genus, havin9 very marked sexual dimorphism 
of bill colour (males oran~e, females black) and a two-
tone plumage of areas of solid black and white. It 
a 1 s o a p pea r s to be u n i q u e a mo n 0 h or n b i 1 1 s , h a v i n g the 
immature colours the same as the f ernn le and not the 
male. J.. f..l9.YL.ro~.!r..J .. ~ .. is intermediate in this respect, 
males, females and immatures havi ng the same bill 
colours and only bein£ distinguishable by the size and 
shape of the bill. Very youn0 birds have the bill 
blackish, but the adult colour is assumed wi thin about 
a month of leaving th e nest. Female T_. f. f.1_avir:.P_$_t,.r.ts. 
can, of &curse, be sexed by the black gular skin, 
compared to the pink of males, but unfortunately the 
colour of the gular skin of immatures of this sub-
species is not recorded. 
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Before considering the po ssible evolution and 
systematics of the genus To~l~s, it is necessary to 
comment on th e monotypic Twicran~?. a.l!?...Qsr.tstatu~. · 
This hornbill inhabits l owland f o r e st in Africa, 
havin~ n similar distributi on t o T_~f .!s.~_s ~--ar _ t_J_~ _ _y_qi and 
r_. caf!l.!!T.':A. ~ (Fig. 58). T.r.QQ.i~ran_~?. is largely insectivorous, 
foraging below the forest canopy, and is reported to 
follow bands o f monkeys for the inse cts they disturb 
(Chapin 1939). Ecol ogically it is like a very large 
(slightly lar ger than LQ_s_ky_ ~ !:t.i!-2.tl~~ -s), arboreal-
foraging T.9.f..~Y -~ hornbill, but that the tail is elongate 
and graduated a nd there i~ a loo s e crest f o rme d by 
elongate d nap~:J fecthers. The bill is Toc.~_u?. -like in 
shape, without the huge casque present in the other 
genera of Afri can forest h r·rnbi 11 s, ~.Y..~ _I']j_.?, _t~-~- and 
~-e._r_a_~Qg.Y__il!!1 .~ · All rectrices are tippe d \'Jith white, 
th e crest and face are wh ite, and i n the best wide-
spread subspecies I_. 9.· <; _as_~ill.i th e remige s and ~reatcr 
wing coverts are white-tipped. Furthermore , the chicks 
of T. r OJU.f.!' ~ n.u s h a v e pi n k s k i n ( cha r: i n 1 9 3 9 ) 1 i k e the 
known r.9..~-~ys species' but ~j!_~or_yus_ chicks within a f ew 
days of hatc h in ~ develop a dark b le.ckish skin, as do 
chicks of ~~r~!.9_gy_m_na {Chnpin 1926) and ~_y-~~~.1 .? .t~.~ 
( Mo reau and Moreau 1940; Kilh ~ ~ 1956). A most imp0rtant 
similarity is that rT9JLL£r~DU~ t ake s foo d to the ne st 
in sin ~ le items (Charin 1926), a s do all 1\frican I.o.cJ~u.s 
hornbills. Re pJ rts a lso indicate th a t T_rop_i~_r.E_n~,t_~ is 
a territ o ri al species, only bein p ~ n c o untered in pairs 
or family parties (O nnnermun 1933~ Chapin 1939). 
This is like Tg_~-~~ -s species, b ut unlike an other forest 
genus, !?..Y.£_~!:1-t.?t?._~ (Kilham 1956; MGre a u a nd Moreau 1941), 
Therefore, it aprears th at T.r.QJ?i~_r c:~~? . may be an aberrant 
form of T q~~u s, and should be inclu ded in a c on sideration 
of the latter genus. I am no t SU0£e sting that it is 
congeneric with Tru_u_.s_, but th~?. markings o f th e r lumage 
are simil a r to the Oriental T9~~y~ s pe cies, and with 
a wing len gth/tarsus rati o of 6,2 it ha s the p r or0 rti ons 
of a typical a rboreal-fora ~dng 1.Q_c_~~~ ' -3nd rossihly 
a common ancestry. 
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Two questions are basic t o a consideration of the 
systematics ?f the genus T..oJ;..lu.$.. To which other hornbi 11 
9enera is it most closely related~ and because it appears 
t o be a specialised genus, from which genera might it 
have evolved? This is difficult tc answ~r because of 
the paucity of informr1tion ab cut other genera. Tr.Qp.i-
~r_an~.s appears very closely rel a ted t c TQ,~-~~s, but has s o 
many similarities which a re uni que t o these two genera, 
that a common orioin is sugrested. The Oriental genera 
P.~l.lola~~':l-~ and P.~ .IJ.§!j_o_l? .. i_d.e.s. have a:-Jre arance and p~oportions 
that are similar to ~~.~s hornbills , which is not true 
for any other Ethi cp ian genera, but this is as far as one 
can proceed at this stage. 
Secondly, did the oenus T o.~K~.S. originate in 
the Oriental or Ethiopian re !} i cn? This is i mf)ortant 
as it is the on ly hornbill genus common to both reQions, 
and also because it may sh ed li ght c.n the ancestral 
re sion for the family 8ucerotidae, which is confined 
to these regions. The Oriental re gi on has dou hle the 
number of genera of the Ethi or ian re~ i c n (ten against 
five, includin g Toc~IJ.S for each re c: i on). This 
indicates that radiation has been r r oceedino for consi -
d e r a b 1 y 1 on ge r i n t h e 0 r i en t a 1 r e s i on . I f lt.' e c. c ce o t th at 
fru si vorous spe ci es (with regurgitation at the n e st)~ 
arc primitive, the radiation i n th e Oriental region 
is even me re impressive, with nine frucivorous ~enera in 
the f orest habitat, a9-ainst t wo in the Ethi op i an regi on. 
This indicates an Oriental ori f}in for th e hornbill f ami l y 
as a whole. The only indicator of an Oriental cri~in 
-?. 1 s o f o r t h e g en u s I 9_~_k !!~. i s t h e 1 a c k o f n n y s u i t a b 1 e 
ance .. ~tral £1e nus in f,frica. The Ori en tal speci es of 
Tockus show many char~cters which I consider ~rimitive 
·-..r:- ___..,. .... . 
for the genusg such as lack cf territorial disrlay, 
and r egurgita tion of f oo d at th e nest. They arpear t o 
have been isolated from the Ethiopian t 9.~XIJ .. ~ species 
for a considerable time, as indicated by their unique 
behaviour, pl uma ge (which is most like that of 
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T_r_g_wicra.IlU_s) and th"? divergence of th e lice from the 
two groups (Elhel 1964). This indice.tes that the 
Oriental "(.Qcku __ ? srecies are closest to the ancestral 
stock of the genus, but not of course that they are the 
ancestors of the genus. 
Hall (1963) studied the genus Franc;olinus, 
which also has an Oriental (Indian) and Ethiopian 
distribution, and c preG cminance J f species in the 
Ethiorian region (36 a£ainst five ). She sug9ested 
that this was because of the paucity 0f suitable isola-
tins mechcnisms in the Indian regi on. The topography 
o f t h e I n d i a n r e g i on i s g en e r a 1 1 y -~ . r.lb n c t on o u s , a s i s 
the climate. In contrast, Africa has a very variable 
tcpo0raphy and a wide r~nse of climates. Climatic 
fluctuations would therefore cause considerable changes 
in the extent and distri~ution of habitat tyres, as is 
so well documented for the Pleistocene of Africa 
(Moreau 1963, 1966; Cooke 1964; Clarke 1967). 
This would ~rovide more chances for isolation, and s0 
for speciation to occur, in Africa th~n in India, and 
this would appear also to be anp licable t o the Tockus 
hornbills. Hall (1963) also th s usht that the lack of 
radiation of francolins in the Indian region may be due 
to the many other related oenera of Phasianidae which 
occur in that area. This does not epreari to be applicable 
to the hornbills, as no species in the Oriental re~lion 
have radiated into the 0mnivorous niche, in contrast 
to tho African species of Tockus9 Trgpicranus and 
Bucorvus. This may be because of comretition from such 
omnivorous, mainly insectivorous f~~i1ies as Trogonidae» 
Dicruridae, Campephagidae, Timalii ~ a e and Eurylaemidac 
which heve radiated so widely in the Oriental forests. 
The phylogeny which I su g~cst for the ~enus 
LQ~J_!J_~ is shown in Fi ~ure 64· Bec?.tuse of this su s £testec 
phylogeny I have n0t t e rmed th e African spccies-rrcurs 
as supers peci~s -. _ The evidence (~ e l ow) su~gests that th e 
species of similar behaviour anc mcrrholo cy did not 
radiate from a common ancestor, but r a ther 9ave rise 
"to c·rie another. This is supporter. by the distinct 
habitat preferences of the species within a Qroup, 
indicating not that they have evolved durinr recent 
isolation, but that th~y ere lcn q established in that 
habit.1t. This is in direct contrast to Hall's (1963) 
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stud i e s of franco 1 i n and Passe ri n e s ( H a 1 1 and r1 ore ·~·.:U' 1 9 7 0) 
where w.any srecies arr-ear to only hnve be~n isolated 
recently and have diver~ed little from an nbvious 
"parent" species. Furth e rmore, one could expect extinc-
tion of several francolin sr~cies with c. chan9e cf 
climate (anc redistribution of habitat types) in Africa. 
This would be very unlikely with hcrnbills which are 
confined t o only the basic habitat types of forest~ 
woodland cr steppe. These habitats have probably always 
been present in J.\frica (Moreau 19f.6), a1thouoh their 
relative extents have varied cons iderably. The radiation 
of the francolin species-~roups, much of which probably 
occurred since the end of the last glaciation a~out 
18 000 years ago (Hall 1963), op pears comparable to the 
divergence of several of the J 9.f..K!:J.S subspecies. This 
is especially true of the species serarated into northern 
and south~rn subsrecies by th e miow.bc woodland: across 
c en t r a 1 A f r i c a ( T . ~ .. 9.~ . .tu s w i t h t h c c a s q u e a b s en t 
on the· bi 11 in the north; l· ~..!:lth r_g_r.!~..Y-Xl~~J:!S with 
the different ~ye colour and territorial display between 
the two.: areas; T. flavirostris with difference in call 
.. . -.. ... __. ___ ,. . . .. .. . 
tone arid colour of the female gular skin.). The lowland 
forest species have also develooed su~species, one 
in the Congo forests, and one or t wc in the forest ~locks 
of ~Jest Africa (T. ~art..JJl.t;J[~.i' I.. _c. ~.n:~.r !,!~, J.. f£.sciaj:_tAS, 
an d a 1 s o Ir.Q.rc..L<;J:MJ.I s ~ 1_~ _Q..£.ri.~.1.9.-t..u_ s.) . T h i s d i v e roe n c e i n t o 
very distinct subspecies, compared to full species 
in the francolin, also indicates a slower rate of 
e v o 1 u t i on for t h e genus To c ~-~? .• 
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The reusons for the rhylogenetic o rder shown 
in Fi gure 64 are varied and scatte red, but are in many 
cases su Gge stive . The f ol l owin r staQe s are ~ostulated. 
Stage 1: r rot o -T~  e vol ves fr om a f or e st s ~e cies t o 
inhabit woodland in the I ndian rcvi or.. 
Possibly this occurred .f'' Ceyl on, one of the 
few means cf is ol eti on in the Indian res i on, by the onset of 
a dry period . This would separate Ceylon wi~ely fr cw any 
other f ore st areas~ and woul d l ater imp ose conditions 
c f woodland ~urin e the isolati on. 
s t ace 2: 
Arab ia. 
pr c to-T o.f.~-y;;erates t o Afr i ca vi a 
This further su gge sts that rrot~"'-T.Q_~~u -~. \1a s a 
woodland bird , since t he Arah.i an a rea has probably 
al ways been a. rid according t o its ~~00 l o~y (Clark 1'354), and 
sc may neve r ha ve sup~o rte~ anythi ng hetter than dry 
woodlan d. I su ggest that proto-TQ~ku~ ~a s sinilar t o the 
r resent- day T. bi r_C2 ?J:rt~. · Th e a ssumr t ion s about prot.J-
T ~ c.~.!'-~ \I! o u 1 d s t i 11 a p r 1 y i f "I:.9.f k ~_s c r i ~ i n a t e d i n t h e 
Ethiopia n rer,i on and col on ised India . It \•'3 S rrobnbly 
at this time that th e last contact e xisted be tw~e n the 
two re ci ons, since subsequent dry s a vann a across Arabia 
wo uld allow se veral speci es, s uch <:'. S 1. n..9~ Y.1...1J...$, t n 
cross over. Th e refore, the su tseq unnt r adiati on of 
the lines wi thin th e tw o areas is not nffGcted by whether 
the orisin of the ge nus T..9..£:.k.u.? wa s Et hi orian or Orienta l. 
Sta ~e 3: Pr~ limin~ry radi ~ ti cn in the tw o zcoaeo0 ra ph i -
cal re gicns. 
a ) ~" r c.t o- 1_Q_~-~.Y~ evolves t c I. h_i_.t.Q..~tris in In dian 
woodland, and possi b ly the r e si cten t popu lati on in Ceyl on 9 
under moister condi ti ons, evolve s t o l· D.!'-~. ? ~-~ of mo ist 
evergr een woodland. 
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b) prcto-TQ...Gt.IJS in /~frica radiates along one line 
toT. !l.~~U..tY.?. · The similarity ofT._. 1},9_?.~.!-~.?.' ':1ut for the 
diminutive size, toT_ . . ~2rc~J:.!:.!~ in cclouration and the 
conformation of the casque on the bill of males is strikin~ 
For some time the two srecies w2re placed tnrether in their 
. . 
own ~ent.:s (Elliot 1882). It is not~l)le th.'\t I. pajjj_di_-
t:_~_?-~_!:'_j,_~, 8f r:1cister \<Joodlands then J. ~.~.~-!.u_~ in 1\frica, 
looks very like T~ ~TJ..~-~-~~, \'lith r. cream hill, no casque, 
and grey rlumage. 
c) proto-Tockus in Africa ra~iates alon0 another 
··- .. ·--· ··· ... 
line toT_. ~r.adfie_}_~~ and/or}. ~J. ~:.\:..!:~_rm.i!l9tl.! .. ~.· I have 
chosen T. bradfieldi ilS the oldest mc mf)er of this speci0S-
-· -·---------
grour because it inhabits dry woodl cnd; the hr.hitat 
closest to that postulated for ~rGto-Tockus. I consider 
both species as most rrimitive in the rroup ~ecause of 
the sincle pair of dark tail f~athers, with the rest 
white tipped. This is closest t c the plumage of the 
Oriental species of l_Qs,l~s_, anc may also indic:1te that 
I__. camurus develored ut this sta0e. I· ca~_\!s~ T. 
b __ ra_si _ft~J.9i and T. ~ .. lJ:.o~mir._<~J.l:l .. ~. als o have bills of 
similar oran9e -rec colour. 
~.!:'.QQiCr:9..r:!.~ .? al_g_o_s;rL?.!£.~\!S_ ~) ossibly also evolved 
from r.roto-TQf1..~5 at this st3ge, retoininC~ the elongated 
c en t r a 1 r e c t r i c e s 1 i k e I . _b i r.: Q.?...!:.!" j s _. 
Stage 4: R a d i a t i on of t h e b .r_Q_Q_fi.G.l.9 i s r e c i 2 s - ~ r o up . 
The evolutior of a different tail p~ttern 
(Fi~.57), with t\110 central ()airs cf rectrices and the 
outer r.~ir dark, and th~ interm2di3te two r.airs white, 
may have followed. Possibly T. hartlaubi indicates an 
intermediate sta~~ ' with two r~irs of central rectrices 
dark, but the rest white-tipped. T. t~cj_;:'\__!!-!~ anc! T. 
~~mpr:_i_c~ji indicate the final staye. The unique territorial 
display of L ~~_n:;}}_ricbjj_ indicat e s long isolation in the 
Abyssinian highlands. The individuality and isolation 
of the ~~yssinian avifauna is well documented (Moreau 
1958; Hall nnd r-.;o reau 1962), ~'ut is i_n·explicable at 
present (t~ oreau 1966) . 
. . ... 
• 
Stage 5: Establishment of the terrestrial-foraging 
line cf Tcckus hornbills. 
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The key srecies to the establishment of the 
ground- f o r a ~li n g 1 i n e a p pea r s t o b"' T_. IJl on t..? .i_r:j . T h e 
similarities in pluma~c and bill col our of J. mQ..nt~.i..r.j . 
and T._. ~~.!!IJ: .. ~ .i~_h __ ij are very strikin g ~ and both occur;y hilly 
areas and frequently use rock holGs for nestin0 (Section 
5; Urhan et .':\1 , 1970). Hmvever, their behavi our, calls 
and plumage patterns are different, and characteristic 
of the i r ~ a r t i c u 1 a r for a r- i n Q s p 8 c i c: s - g r cup . I . m on t~ir.i 
retains three characters of the tree- f oragin0 grour ; 
the colour nnd sexual dimorphism of the r.ular skin, 
hopping when on the 0rnund, and lar2e size . The hoppin g 
appears adartive to the rocky habitat (Secti on 5}, but 
is associated with a much longer tarsus than the tree-
foraging species. The tail pattern consists of two 
dark pairs of rectrices and th e rest white, which means 
only the cuter pair have become white from the condition 
in the advanced s r ecics of the Q.r .. 0_c;lfield.i_ species-grour.. 
·However, characters cf the ground - foraQing species are 
also evident; three white inner se condaries 5 reversal 
of the wing coverts colcurs fr0m a dark centre with 
"pan! ct~rc t o 1. pal e ce ntro ·. :ith dar1' .~0~c, · «nd v-J 11ite 
s p 0 t s i r. th L' p r i r.v~ r i e s . .~ r a. r t f t 'J fT' I, (':1" [) i ~ 9 , c 1 1 t h (; 
behaviour of .I. mc.g,te:il·i is ty r: i cc: l o f thE ground - foraQin~ 
group. 
The establishment ·of this line in the arid 
region of s outh-western ~ frica is of interest. This 
area appears to have never been ~etter than semi-arid 
(Clark 1960) ~ in contrast to the fluctuations over 
much of the rest of Africa, at least durinC: the Pleistocene 
(i3akker 196~; r-1 ore~u 1963, 1966). This stability may 
have made this area an important centre of sreciation 
in Africa, as is indicated by tho number of endemics for 
the area. ~any of the endemics are ~rimarily birds of 
the hilly areas (tl_gmibQ.rn.i~, J:olicceQhal.u.s D.: .. ::)J2.e.l1J, 
Frcncol i.n.Y~ h.Qrtls,H!.bj, J'&h_Q_G.:t .O-P.~, t\. Q_9.Q..Q.r.ojs r.Q~-~li..G...ll:L.s.), 
and some are more terrestriul than their relatives 
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(Laniot_t!~lU~ 9 J;chaetop~). 1~n illustration of how these 
species evolved may he the isolati cn of the small 
L bradfi~::_l.Q.i population on the Waterbe r <J "inselherg" 
in South West Africa. Furthermo re ~ there is faunal 
evidence for connection between the south-west African 
and Abyssinian highlands, from disccntinuous distributions 
of such species of Jirds as l?.l.Q...c.~_u .s_ r!J.!':liainosu_? . (t~oreau 
1966) and E.Q_!.j_q_bj __ e_ra.x. S_Gmi __ to_r:.~~-~~_?. u~aclean 1970). 
T h i s re 1 ate s \~ 2 11 to the s i m i 1 a r i t i e s of l· ~ e mQ.I_i_s_hjj 
and T. mont?..trj _, and the diverccnt evolution of the 
latter species. 
Stage 6: Radiation of the terrastrial-fcraging srecies 
of Tockus. 
T. C:J:,Ythrorh.y_!l_Chl!~ .. is a diminutive form of 
T. _rnontei_ri_, with very simile.r behaviour and basic 
ecolo£)y. However , it is interesting that th e southern 
subspecies ( l·~· rufirostri __ S.. and damaren~J2' 
have yellow eyes, unlike I.. _l)}_ontej_ri_, while the northern 
subspecies (I.~· ?.r.J:'_tb..!:.2r.h.x..r..c .. ~~?J ha s the same brown 
eyes as T. monteiri. The latt~r subs oecies has a 
- ---~-- . 
territorial display intermediate b2tween that of the 
two main head-down types, indica tin g a stage in the 
evolution toT. f_l.9vir~.?-~_r:J_~· Finally, L dect__gpj_, 
of the flavirostr _i_s species-grour.:, appears to be the 
most recently evolved species. The stark pied colouring, 
strikins s e xual dimorphism of bi ll colour, and colouring 
of the immatures like the female~ indicate t hat it is a 
spe~ialised species. It may he the most highly evolved 
hornbill species, but may also be "unstable", as 
indicated by th e twc colour forms which exist, and which 
are often considered ser.arate species. 
This e volutionary sequence is not accurate, nor 
can the stages be even approximately dated. However, 
it invokes no changes in habitat distribution durins 
African prehistory f or which there is not al r eady some 
evidence. The aridi ty of south - western Africa for the 
evolution ofT. monteiri from a common ancestor with 
. . 
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l~ hemprichii of the Abyssinian hi ghl ands -
Disruption of the distribution of the savanna species, 
and subsequent reconnection, throu gh the mi omho wo od lan d 
o f c e n t r a 1 P1 f r i c a , f c r t h e e v o 1 u t i on o f I . b r a d f i e 1 d i _ _, 
T.· ~su~_U..~, I.· 1?2.U:!_9l_r_q~d_s _, I· erythrorhyn_~-~~, 
T. fl avi_ ro_s__tt.:'i.~ and I_. _deckenj_ - Fre.Qmentati on of the 
lowland and montane forest patches f or the evolution of 
I. 9J_bote rmin~~~-' 1.. _f~?£i at.~_s_ ~ I. rartl auqj._, l. c;amurus 
an d T r o p i c r .a..n.. u s. Pd 1 t h e s e c h 3 n g e s h a v e s a t i s fa c t o r y 
evidence f or having occurre d duri ng the Pleistocene 
(Moreau 1063, 1966; Bakker 1969 ) . 
It is hoped that this di sse rtation, while 
showing many gaps in our knowledoe, may further the 
study of the zoogeog ra phy and evolution of the African 
avifauna. 
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